Gaza Everywhere — Amren

Deleted Comments

https://katana17.wordpress.com/2014/08/07/gaza-everywhere-amren-deleted-comments/
The recent article by Brett Stevens sparked a lively exchange of comments both at Amren and at Daily Stormer. Of the total number of comments about 30% have been deleted by the mods in the final Comments Closed version.

The following two PDFS show what comment gets deleted and what stays.

NOTE: This is not necessarily a criticism of of Amren, but rather for those interested to see Amren’s comment policy in action, for better or worse.

UPDATE: For an informative discussion on Jared Taylor’s (the owner of American Renaissance website) “hands off” approach regarding jews, please see this over at VNN: Jared Taylor is Anti-White Thread

BTW, what got me to post this stuff was a comment left at Amren:

" • Reply •

LACountyRedneck • 6 hours ago

I hope none of this gets deleted. These comments have been a great education for myself and others. “

And yes, it was … deleted!
All Comments (Including Deleted) - Version 3

Total Published & Deleted Comments = 711

Total Published Comments = 475

Total Deleted Comments = 236

Comments in RED have been DELETED in Comments Closed Version

Comments in BLUE have been added from Comments Closed Version (They were not present at the time the comments were copied)

UPDATE: 23 comments by Black Swan were all marked as SPAM and did not appear in the COMMENTS CLOSED version. They appear at the end of this document.

Ver 2: Aug 8, 2014 — 702 comments.
Added comments by Black Swan that were marked as SPAM.
Tidied up the errant returns in comment text.

Ver 1: Aug 7, 2014 — 679 comments
The Third World is at our gates.

Israel withdrew its troops from Gaza last night, but the problems that brought them there remain. Two populations find themselves locked in a conflict with no end. Many people think this is a clash between different religions, but the roots lie deeper.

Many Western liberals see a group of poor people confronting relatively wealthy people, and using the logic of the French Revolution, assume that the rich oppress the poor. They accuse the victims of genocide during the Second World War of committing genocide when they defend themselves from poorer, browner Third-World people.

That view ignores historical fact. Both groups have had a chance to develop within the same territory. Israelis followed the European model and created a society of learning, technology, arts and culture. Palestinians remain a Third World people, and now that they have been displaced by Zionism, have added religious fanaticism to their traditional social organization. Across the Muslim world, religion tends to be more extreme and to guide collective action, whereas in the First World it is largely a personal moral imperative.

Some argue that societies are made of laws and that anyone may come, learn the laws, and become equally valuable citizens. History teaches otherwise. Third World populations bring with them not only their own habits and folkways, but ingrained tendencies and limitations that clash with the standards of the First World.
If the Third World lacks what the First World has, why haven’t Third-Worlders simply copied the successful methods of the First World? Why have they continued to act in ways that produce Third World conditions? It is because genetic differences constrain their choices.

Please go the Amren's website to read the rest: http://www.amren.com/news/2014/08/gaza-everywhere/
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• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • a day ago
"...when they defend themselves from poorer, browner Third-World people..."

Well said. While I'd rather take neither side in this conflict, the fact that anti-Whites just so happen to take a pro-Palestinian stance by default is quite telling.
And I have nothing but contempt for those people who seem to do nothing but whine about Zionists and curry favor with the 24%. Give it a rest. You're boring.

24
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
DaveMed
Both sides are anti-white.
Long Live Dixie

long live Dixie you are right, the Zionist in America of the 1960's started and backed the civil rights movement here, overtime the blacks knew that they were just being used by the Zionist, and they became followers of their own leaders
today the Zionists are going after the Mexicans I've seen on the 700 club that the Zionist are having conferences with latins and illegal immigrants, they want to use them as their ARMY here in America.

Hey, just saw where Obama is going to invest $14B in Africa. Part of it will be to encourage construction. How about we send the illegals there to help out? Perfect match. They know about construction after taking the jobs here that Americans WILL do if given the chance.

I guess we should all be thankful that he only spend 200 million on "young men of color" then LOL
Unfortunately, the news article I read today said $33 billion, and not $14 billion.

Favorite

• Reply •

1

>>> Tucker • 7 hours ago

Michael Christopher Scott
Every dime of that money, which is mostly the money from White middle class taxpayers - will disappear into the bank accounts of the corrupt, dictatorial black African chieftains who are in charge of these African garbage pits. Obongo and his African-blood-running-through-my-black-veins wife will probably even stipulate that they get a slice of that loot, safely tucked away for them in an African bank and waiting for them to leave office.

3

•

>>> AndrewInterrupted • 9 hours ago

Long Live Dixie
My sentiments exactly. It's time to start practicing the time tested Yiddish and Amish practice of shunning. "You don't exist. You aren't my problem".

1

• Reply •

XXX me • a day ago

Long Live Dixie
Yup. BOTH. However, the victory of Zionism is that they've tied their 'cause' to the 'Holocaust', the 'Christian' religion, and the infiltration of every position of money, power, and influence in the USA. The Zionists, both Jewish American and
European American, are pushing for the mass immigration of Muslims, Latinos, Somalis, etc. in order to destroy the USA. We know who controls mass media, the universities, Congress, the Federal Reserve, etc. And it isn't a bunch of Am Ren readers....

68
• Reply •

XXX gregCall • 3 hours ago
me
watch this for a greater appreciation of our Jewish friends. www dot youtube dot com/watch?v=dMniFQCyqTg
Thanks Jews.

1
• Reply •

>>> Michael Christopher Scott • a day ago
DaveMed
The thing I always remind myself is that after Israel's creation, Jews were largely expelled from every Arab country, usually with only two suitcases per family. These people were accepted by Israel as refugees and eventually reestablished relatively prosperous lives. The Arab nations have done nothing like this for the various Palestinian refugees. So far as I know, the only Arab country that has allowed Palestinian Arabs full citizenship is Lebanon. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait allow Pals as guest-workers but they can not become citizens. Egypt, for its part keeps its border with Gaza sealed. Other Arab governments are perhaps right to be somewhat suspicious of the Pals, after the PLO attempted to overthrow the Jordanian government in 1970-71. Today, even Germany has as many Palestinians as Kuwait (80,000), and Chile has almost twice as many as Saudi Arabia (500,000 versus 280,000).
Michael Christopher Scott
The Palestinian issue is a great distraction from what's happening in the rest of the Middle East, isn't it? Kind of makes sense that the rest of the Arabs want them to stay put.

JohnEngelman
If Israel did not exist the Arabs would need to create Israel in order to have something to be angry about other than their incompetence. The only reason the Arabs have any significance at all is because some of them have oil under their sand.

Whitetrashgang
True, but the only reason Israel or jews has any significance is because of white people.
JohnEngelman
Ashkenazi Jews are Semites, originating from ancient Khazaria, along with their Chechen and Armenian brothers. http://www.democratic-republic...

Blue Rose
Yes, but they are white Jews. Always outsiders and not compatible.

Blue Rose
They certainly are compatible in the United States. That is why they are so successful, so powerful, and so prosperous.

JohnEngelman
Askenazi jews arent white. They are genetically primarily central/west asians. You white americans think anyone who isnt black or chinese is white. In fact, most "caucasians" in the world arent white, yet you keep referring to yourself as "caucasian". You are the lost and the damned.
As far as I'm concerned, someone who passes for "White" and considers him/herself White is White.

DaveMed
No self-identified Jew can be White because none of them qualify for White guilt

Robert Haschberg
Sorry man it does not work like that.

Dan O'Connor
Robert Haschberg
For them is does

Dan O'Connor
I do not follow you here. Who is "them"?

JohnEngelman
Robert Haschberg
Caucasian
Caucasian may refer to:
Caucasian race (also, "Caucasoid"), a racial classification of human beings used in racial typology

Despite not meaning White, Caucasian is often used to refer to: White people in general White American, specifically in American English Non-Hispanic Whites, sometimes in American English

• Reply •

>>> Robert Haschberg • 17 hours ago

JohnEngelman
I know well the definition of caucasian. I would just like to point out that most caucasians aren't white. When a white american calls himself "caucasian" I ask him "really, i didn't know you were an arab".
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• Reply •

>>> Ashley Johnson • 14 hours ago

Robert Haschberg
I just have to say all the antisemitism I read on this thread is just dumb and not grounded in reality. It's one of the reasons I left Stormfront, people are always blaming the Jews. Jews are not behind any crazy conspiracy against white people. Ashkenazi Jews are white, they were once middle easterners but they've been mixing with White Europeans for so long that they're basically white now. If you don't consider Ashkenazi Jews to be white, then you should not consider Italians or Greeks to be white also.

5
• Reply •

>>> M. • 14 hours ago

Ashley Johnson
Most Ashkenazi Jews are whiter than southern Italians and the majority of Greeks.

2

>>> John • 11 hours ago
Ashley Johnson
"I just have to say all the antisemitism I read on this thread is just dumb and not grounded in reality." First, there's very little "anti-Semitism" on the forum because reasonable observations get modded out time and again. Here's my suggestion. Go to Youtube and do a search for a video called "When Israel is Mighty". Watch it. That'll get you thinking. "Jews are not behind any crazy conspiracy against white people." Then I guess it's just a coincidence that almost every anti-Constitution piece of legislation, mostly infringing upon the right of free speech and the right to bear arms, is sponsored by and/or supported by Jew(s)? And it's additionally a coincidence that the push for open borders is largely being sponsored by and/or supported by Jews, both here and abroad? And I suppose it's just a coincidence that the war on Christmas is being sponsored unrelentingly by, once again, you know who? In short, I could go on like this all day but maybe you're beginning to get it? I hope so. In conclusion, I'll leave you with a quote from a famous Jew from last century that's entirely reflective of the majority of today's Jews and their thinking "We must use terror, assassination, intimidation, land confiscation, and the cutting of all social services to rid Galilee of its Arab population."

-- David Ben-Gurion (Founding Father of the State of Israel and First Israeli Prime Minister), from Ben-Gurion, a Biography, by Michael Ben-Zohar (May 1948) They were doing it then and they're doing right now.
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• Reply •

>>> Ashley Johnson • 7 hours ago
John
I've studied all of that stuff and I just don't get it. Not all Jewish people think the same way. There are Jews that are against the white race, but those Jews are liberals. Liberalism is the problem, not Jewish people as a whole. All those things you said are actually being supported by Liberals. The White race is under attack all over the world. We have Islamic immigration in Europe, Hispanics invading the U.S., liberals promoting multiculturalism, white people are even betraying their own race and attacking their own kind. yet you think a group that only makes up 0.2% of the world population is responsible for it all? pft! gimme a break. that's not realistic and again not grounded in reality.

Look, I'm proud of being White and I want a whiter future. But I will not buy into the whole "Jews rule the world" conspiracy that many white nationalists talk about. Blaming Jews is doing more harm to the white race than good, it makes us look stupid.

The Jews are the least of our concerns when it comes to the problems we face as a race.

Ashley Johnson

"They are, all of them, born with raging fanaticism in their hearts, just as the Bretons and Germans are born with blond hair. I would not in the least be surprised if these people would not some day become deadly to the human race."
Voltaire on the Jews

Move over Nostradamus, Voltaire's "some day" is now.
Ashley Johnson
Not that you're entirely wrong but when Engelman agrees with you on something regarding white people, it's usually time to rethink your stance. (can I get an Amen from AmRen, choir?)
Just sayin.

Sick of it
Karl Marx would agree.

Sick of it
And he does, right below you. Well, below me now. (As it should be.;) Below me Engelbert?

Ashley Johnson
Post more often. Your voice is needed on American Renaissance.

Ashley Johnson
Most posters on SF are dullards. Pay them no heed.
"You white americans think anyone who isn't black or chinese is white."

Which of us white americans on this site are you referring to? You seem a bit confused.

Fight against what odds? The world's most powerful military has their back.

We load them down with $4 billion in aid each year and the latest high tech military ordnance. Don't think the Arabs don't know this, they do. They know that, as Pat Buchanan said, the U.S. is a colony of Israel.

They also get billions from Europeans in holoco$t payments!
Fortunately, support for Israel is not a political issue in the United States. The only political issue is: how best can we support Israel?

Anyone objective would say at the minimum, it's a mostly autonomous 51st State.

Sure, but right after Israel ($3.10 billion) in terms of US aid, are Iraq ($1.94 billion), Egypt ($1.40 billion), Pakistan ($1.21 billion) and Jordan ($1.14 billion). In 2012, Afghanistan ($12.89 billion) received four (!) times more aid than Israel, and 50% more than Israel, Iraq, Egypt, Pakistan and Jordan combined.

Every nation other than Israel I have listed here is a Muslim country. The math works out to those five Muslim countries receiving a combined total of almost six times the US aid that US taxpayers provide Israel.

The decent thing for these Muzzies to do would be to refuse US aid instead of playing the hypocrite.
Michael Christopher Scott
I don't know that you can really count countries you're "renting" (Iraq, Afghanistan). Or those you're paying off for supply line airspace (Pakistan). I imagine some of the other payoffs have a lot to do with strategic oil concerns (Suez Canal and Persian Gulf in general). There's simply no rationale for giving Israel any aid though. It isn't a poor country, isn't a good ally, incurs wrath of nutjobs, and doesn't get oil to me any more cheaply. Lose, lose, lose= bad investment.

As a general rule, I'm for abolishing foreign aid entirely other than for voluntary (similar to war bonds) disaster relief like with the tsunami stuff. So Israel or not makes no difference to me. It makes no sense to give other countries billions when our own bridges are collapsing and we're trillions in debt. That's nuts.

JohnEngelman
During the wars of 1967 and 1973, in addition to being greatly outnumbered, the Israelis fought against countries supplied by the Soviet Union.

So what? Arab armies are inept and the US had Israel's back the entire time.

JohnEngelman

**SoulInvictus** • 12 hours ago
Long Live Dixie
On which they are deathgrip mounted like the proverbial monkey. If I could draw better I'd do a cartoon of Uncle Sam telling a little WWII era propaganda caricature, "I just can't quit you Israel".

---

**Mergatroyd** • 18 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Jews are not White. They hold themselves separate from Whites, such as the organizations they form for themselves, not Whites.

Good luck trying to immigrate to Israel.

Should Jews be considered Whites?

"Jews typically do not identify with the people and culture of Christian Europe and its offshoots; traditional Jewish attitudes conceptualize Judaism as separate from White, Christian society; partly because of their lack of identification with non-White Christian culture, Jewish groups have led the campaign to remove Christianity from the public square.

There is a long history of very mainstream Jewish activism and identity that sees Christian Europe as an evil outgroup responsible for a long history of persecuting Jews; an important aspect of Jewish self-conception in America.

Jews are a relatively powerful group that has often been in competition with non-Jewish Europeans Jewish ethnic activism typically excludes non-Jewish Whites and favors Jews, as in the appointment of Elena Kagan and the Jewish campaign to increase Jewish enrollment in Ivy League universities."
As a result, the distinction between Jew and non-Jewish White is of considerable real world importance.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/12/ron-unz-on-the-illusory-american-meritocracy/

DaveMed • 18 hours ago
Mergatroyd
Some Jews consider themselves White, and some do not. If and when the opportunity to establish a White society presents itself, it might be wise to take this into account and consider them to be "conditional" Whites at best.
For now, it would be incredibly unwise to reject Jews of European descent who are ready and willing to join the cause.

JohnEngelman • 18 hours ago
Mergatroyd
Caucasian
Caucasian may refer to:
Caucasian race (also, "Caucasoid"), a racial classification of human beings used in racial typology
Despite not meaning White, Caucasian is often used to refer to:
White people in general
White American, specifically in American English
Non-Hispanic Whites, sometimes in American English
And dark skinned Egyptians are just as "Caucasian" as I am, according to the US government. The term can be defined in any number of ways, you know this, yet you waste other peoples time by copying and pasting poor definitions, because you have plenty of it.

Here is a video with Ashkenazi Jews in it. They look more European than Arab, and thoroughly white. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
The simple fact is: If Irish, English, and German Americans weren't fair-skinned, then "White-American" wouldn't even be a term. If America had been dominated by southern Europeans, somehow I can't imagine them having called themselves 'white' with natural tanned complexions. The meaning has been lost in this "Caucasian" nonsense.
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• Reply •
XXX DenisetheCelt • 16 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Not that are not White - and it;s astonishing that ANY-ONE would DEFEND the the race that are the ABSOLUTE authors of White Genocide.
SHAME ON YOU.

35
• Reply •
XXX LACountyRedneck • 12 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Yet the anti-Gentile Engelman is still allowed to spew here. I don't wonder why.
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• Reply •
XXX Anon • 9 hours ago
LACountyRedneck
While at the same time we get Jews complaining to have pro-White comments taken down OR comments that tell the truth about Israel. Lets see how long the comments last. All it takes is one screeching Jew to complain to destroy free speech.
Anon
And you as well.:)

=]

JohnEngelman
Grammar and spelling errors aside, I F'ing love you.

JohnEngelman
lol, you are in fine form today.
DENISetheCelt
ALL CAPS DO NOT MAKE A POINT ANY MORE CONVINCING.

1

SoulInvictus
DaveMed
I don't know, you sold me with yours.TRULY;)
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Valshayy
Ashkenazi Jews are semites.
"Israel has always had to fight against the odds."
-Lol no, they have always had endless resources on their side, now more then ever. The only problem zionist have is motivating their own people.

JohnEngelman
The most valuable resource Ashkenazi Jews have is their brains.

SoulInvictus
JohnEngelman
That and everyone elses money.;)
It is genocide under international law because it is imposing conditions calculated to bring about the physical destruction of White people in whole or in part. Those imposed conditions are:

1. Flooding ALL white countries with millions of non-whites

2. Force integrating them

3. Encouraging interracial breeding 24/7 in movies, TV, advertisements, etc.

4. Screaming “Nazi!, racist!, bigot!, xenophobe!” at any one who objects and getting them fired or jailed like Emma West.

This leads to a future with no white people. That's genocide.

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide “Genocide Convention” proper name

1: portion of international law adopted as General Assembly Resolution 260 (adopted Dec 9, 1948 in effect Jan 12, 1951) which defines the crime of genocide under international law; pertinent parts include:

Article 2. In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

b: Article 3. The following acts shall be punishable:
(a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit genocide;
(e) Complicity in genocide.

2

• Reply •

>>> IBWHITE • 13 hours ago

JohnEngelman
"Israel has always had to fight against the odds."
Is that what they were doing when they attacked the US Liberty and killed over 100 American servicemen?

21
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•

>>> Armed_Infidel • a day ago

Whitetrashgang
Jews are not a race, but part of a religion encompassing all races.
Jews range from blonde haired to black african, and that's the racial mix you'll find in Israel.
And to suggest jews haven't contributed to western (meaning white) culture is a bad joke.
America has given aid to many countries. But how many of them built a modern science based functional society? Only Israel comes to mind.

• Reply •

XXX Guest • 9 hours ago

JohnEngelman
You're mongrels. NOT White.
Guest
I am not even Jewish. Nevertheless, the Ashkenazi Jews are as white as you are, and brighter.

JohnEngelman
And if Whites didn't exist Jews would have to invent them in order to have a proper host to leech from.

JSS
Jews do not leech. They perform, achieve, and earn. Because they are so prosperous they are resented by those who cannot compete with them.

Franklin_Ryckaert
Explain how the usurious FED doesn't leech but "performs".
Usury Usury Usury. Before the Catholic Church began to "borrow" money from jews, Usury was considered a sin on the same level as Sodomy. But the clever jew ever persistent, relentless and vile finally perverted the Roman Church to the low level of Vatican 2

XXX JohnEngelman • 14 hours ago
Strichtplatte
Commerce requires finance. Finance requires the ability to charge interest. Jews have a gift for commerce and finance because they are intellectually gifted.

2
>>> SoulInvictus • 12 hours ago
JohnEngelman
... a gift for fraudulent fractional reserve banking theft and debt enslavement.
Only in the era of elevated con artists and lawyers could the goings on of modern finance and "gift, gifted", or praise of it be said in the same sentence.

I've never met a stone stupid accountant, but it doesn't require brilliance either. Accounting, banking, and finance are predictably filled with middling but adequate minds. But at least those perform a service. The financiers and speculators you likely idolize are as admirable as loan sharks and con men.

11
XXX Guest • 9 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Degenerate! you dont belong in the West.
White people had worldwide commerce centuries before usury reared its ugly head.

The question is rhetorical and irrelevant. Jews dominate every area of the U.S. economy because they are biologically superior.

A biologically superior people who have shown no evidence that they can survive without support from outsiders?

...ie, Whites.

Exactly what you would expect from "biologically superior" parasites!
LACountyRedneck • 12 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Flagged.

SoulInvictus • 12 hours ago
JohnEngelman
You're so fun. I love you, you beautiful jew bastard. Never change.:)
Irish girl puts my posts on a whole different wavelength ...good times.
Maybe after another few I'll even manage a charity upvote for you.;P

Franklin_Ryckaert • 10 hours ago
JohnEngelman
You call a question about the FRAUDULENT FED "rhetorical"?
Besides, you don't have to be a genius to invent the fraudulent creation
of money out of thin air and then lending it at interest to the
government. That is simply counterfeiting. You only need some
chutzpah to do it. And that Jews possess in abundance.

Guest • 9 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Not because of networking and mafia like tactics...
.. *resented by those who cannot compete with them.*

So what you're saying is that Europeans can not compete with Jews, right?

Germans, Englanders, Italians, and others who have a history of 'resenting' the Jews are unable to compete with the supposedly great achievements of the Jews. What reason do you claim that the people who have created the greatest artistic, literary, architectural, engineering, and scientific accomplishments in the world have to be jealous of Jews?

"They perform, achieve, and earn."

Some absolutely do. Euro DNA is a hell of a genetic steroid. Truly the mental Uruk-hai of (non middle)Earth.

Some also undermine, spy, race bait, incite, indebt, manipulate...etc etc etc.

If all they did was "perform, achieve, and earn.", they'd be on par with gypsies at worst in regards to hatred generated.

Please never go away... your blatant you-ness awakens more every day.:)

And that is fun to behold.

"Because they are so prosperous they are resented by those who cannot compete with them."
I had no dog in the Arab - Israel fight, but it was pointed out to me that if/when Israel falls the jihadists next target will be Al-Andalus. So all things considered, and despite reservations about some Jewish hypocrisy and brutality, I would prefer to see Israel remain intact and where it is. However, when the US$ crashes and American hand-outs finally stop, I wouldn't want to be in Israel... not that I'd particularly want to be there now, despite the fact that it's clearly the most civilised region in that God forsaken part of the world.

Good luck immigrating to Israel. You must have the correct DNA, i.e., Jewish DNA in order to settle there. Jews, on the other hand are not denied entry into any White country, and in fact, are in the process of dismantling White countries by pushing open borders and third world immigration on them. That makes them genocidists of the White race.

Ashkenazi Jews have the highest IQ of any ethnic group known. They average around 112-115, well above the European norm of 100...
Their numbers among prominent scientists are roughly ten times greater than you'd expect from their share of the population in the United States and Europe. Over the past two generations they have won more than a quarter of all Nobel science prizes, although they make up less than one-six-hundredth of the world's population.

Although they represent less than 3 percent of the U.S. population they son 27 percent of the U.S. Nobel prizes in science...

American Jews are also over represented in other areas, such as business (where they account for about a fifth of CEOs) and academia (where they make up about 22 percent of Ivy league students).


soft cover $39.00, hard cover $60.00.

Prof. Lynn writes:
They arrived as penniless refugees unable to speak the languages of their new countries; they were the “huddled masses” from the most backward region of Europe. Yet by the middle decades of the 20th century, the children and grandchildren of these immigrants were doing far better than their Gentile hosts on all indices of socioeconomic status and earnings and outperforming them by several orders of magnitude in obtaining elite academic distinction.

The development of IQ tests confirmed the impression that Jews were unusually intelligent, and Professor Lynn’s extensive review of the literature indicates that Jews in the US have an average IQ of 110 compared to 100 for other Europeans. This would help account for their
outstanding performance in a variety of fields. Though Jews are only about 0.2 percent of the world population, half the world’s chess grand masters, for example, and 16 percent of Nobel Prize winners for science have been Jews. For Professor Lynn, the purpose of his book “is to document and explain such achievements.”
- Byron M. Roth, American Renaissance, November 2011

And what is the IQ of a person who keeps repeating the same thing again and again without understanding that his audience might find him boring?

Those who keep repeating comments about how the Jews are parasites, leeches, and so on are worse than boring. They are repulsive to decent people.

Decent shabbos goys you mean.
Franklin_Ryckaert

When all the highest upvoted comments mirror your sentiments (sort by "Best" and see what I mean), it begs the question... why come here? And in saying "They are repulsive to decent people", he holds the majority of participating commenters to be indecent and repulsive anyway. It really is silly trolling. I've made the point before that there have to be a plethora of sites receptive to his ideals, yet here he is. That speaks for itself. My other theory is that if nothing else, he's the AmRen version of clickbait.

JohnEngelman

Pew Research OCTOBER 1, 2013

Most Jews are college graduates (58%), including 28% who say they have earned a post-graduate degree. By comparison, 29% of U.S. adults say they graduated from college, including 10% who have a post-graduate degree.

Fully one-quarter of Jews (25%) say they have a household income exceeding $150,000, compared with 8% of adults in the public as a whole.
Mergatroyd
I have absolutely no interest in visiting Israel (or anywhere else in that horrible part of the world) let alone emigrating there, God forbid. Israel is blatantly and undeniably a nationalist ethnic state.

I don’t have a problem with that, other than the utter ‘chutzpah’ of Jewish hypocrisy as the ‘chosen’ appear always to be the enthusiastic vanguard desperately foisting the joys of multiculturalism and the dregs of the third world onto all European peoples.

JohnEngelman
The only reason Israel exists and Israel can exist today is the thief of US taxpayers to finance its development as well as the thief of money and equipment from Europe.
Fortunately, in the United States support for Israel is not a political issue. The only political issue is: how best can we support Israel?

• Reply •

>>> Michael Christopher Scott • 2 hours ago

  JohnEngelman
They'd just fight each other. They're rather predictable that way.

1
• Reply •

>>> Whitettrashgang • a day ago

  DaveMed
That's the game, both isrealhell and the brutal Arab countries need the dog and pony show. Kind of like Americans and TV and sports.

23
• Reply •

>>> curri • a day ago

  Michael Christopher Scott
The Palestinians in Chile are mostly Christian.

5
• Reply •

>>> Bossman • a day ago

  curri
Good to know that. Arabs who are Christians are generally okay although some of them still hate Jews.

2
• Reply •

>>> Michael Christopher Scott • a day ago

  curri
That's very good to hear. I have retired one in my neighborhood. Sam's a good guy. He used to be airframe & powerplant certified, and fixed jet airliners.

The swedish experience with christian middle easterners indicate that they are no different than muslim middle easterners.

Robert Haschberg

They are both problems for European countries, but Islam always makes the problem worse. You are taking people with a genetic inclination towards violence and then giving them an ideology that encourages violence. There is no Christian equivalent to ISIS.

Michael Christopher Scott

I think Jordon has made them citizens and the Queen is Palestinian.
Jordan is a monarchy, so the word "subject" is more to the point. Exactly because the Palestinians are subjects, after 1968 and (more so) 1970 the king was free to "free" the western Palestinians - to Israel. So being a citizen of Jordan means diddly.

2
• Reply •

>>> MBlanc46 • a day ago
Michael Christopher Scott
Interesting stats. I know we have far more of them than is good for us.

1
• Reply •

>>> Guest • a day ago
Michael Christopher Scott
That's really sad for Germany.

7
• Reply •

>>> TruthBeTold • a day ago
   Michael Christopher Scott
It's easy to see why the Palestinians and Arabs are angry. The US and Europe invested a lot of money in establishing Israel. The Israelis didn't build Israel on their own. To the Palestinians it certainly doesn't seem fair.
H ow e v e r, there are many wealthy Arab nations. What have they done to establish prosperous nations like Israel? Muslims and Arabs seem to know nothing but destruction. If you have the time, I suggest this video which offers a compelling history of the destruction of Europe after the fall of Rome:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Qpy0mXg8Y
Michael Christopher Scott

Even if the US was late to the game, you can't deny we made up for it over the years. While I don't support the Palestinian violence, I do understand why they complain that the US keeps helping Israel (at their expense). It's gotten very one sided and it's clear the US has picked sides. Had we been more neutral over the years, things might have worked out differently but who knows. I happen to believe that Arabs thrive on destruction.

Guest

Whats their 'violence'? Trying to defend themselves from people invading their nation? When the feds (ostensibly Jewish) begin rounding up patriots in America and killing their children....will they be 'violent twerrorists' too??

Guest

I'm sorry if I was unclear. I wasn't necessarily blaming the Palestinians and calling them violent terrorist. If you read all my comments you will see that I understand their historic grievances. My mention of violence was directed at Muslims not Palestinians. I believe the Palestinians have valid grievances but are being used as pawns and as a reason for Muslims to strike out at Israel.
Yes that may be true but for quite some time we have been giving them at least 3 billion a year that is acknowledged, we also give them loan guarantees and within the last year or so our congress voted to sign a 10 contract for their aid. My question is this, is the 3 billion aid or a tax? I'm also willing to bet that the purchase of our Shermans, which admittedly were junk, as scrap was probably a scam enabled by our politicians. After all at the time we still had a large industrial base and could have scrapped them here.

According to several sources, US direct aid to Israel from 1948 -2013 (adjusted for inflation) was $234 billion. An additional $3.5 billion is expected for this year, although I don't believe that figure counts the 'emergency' $225 million that was recently approved. Notice I said 'direct aid'. Indirect aid is much more costly.

Jews were actually caught bombing Jewish targets in Baghdad in the 50's in order to scare the rest of the Jews into moving to Israel.
Michael Christopher Scott

Why should the Palestinians leave their home? Arabs countries can barely take care of their own populations.

DAWNOFNEWDAY

the 'chosen people' were also expelled from many European countries, all the way from the Romans in 70 AD to England in the 1200s to Bavaria to Tsar Russia in the 1800s to Germany 1930s. Why are they kicked out so many times? Why are they so hated? Nobody wants to ask why!

DAWNOFNEWDAY

I have explained on many occasions. Jews are hated by religious bigots and by those who are jealous of their intelligence, their success, and their prosperity.

JohnEngelman

Just like the Gypsies are hated by "religious bigots and by those who are jealous of their intelligence, their success and their prosperity?" Or would it be because of their BEHAVIOR? Stealing in the case of Gypsies, usury in the case of the Jews?
Valshayy • 13 hours ago
DaveMed
And the zionist have nothing but contempt for white christian goyim like you.
"Sephardi leader Yosef: Non-Jews exist to serve Jews"
jta.org/2010/10/18/news-opinion/israel-middle-east/sephardi-leader-yosef-non-jews-exist-to-serve-jews
"Christians in Jerusalem want Jews to stop spitting on them"

"Well said. While I'd rather take neither side in this conflict, the fact that anti-Whites just so happen to take a pro-Palestinian stance by default is quite telling."
-No-one are more antiwhite the zionist. All zionist organisation in west support massimmigration and unity between immigrants and jews against whites. Here is a article from the largest jewish organisation in west. I urge you to educate yourself and not spread more views that are hostile to our people.
"Jewish and Muslim leaders urge European Union heads not to pander to extreme-right"
worldjewishcongress.org/en/news10299jewish_and_muslim_leaders Urge European Union Heads not to pander to extreme-right

DAWNOFNEWDAY • 11 hours ago
DaveMed
I really dont feel sorry for the "chosen people" (I can't say the J word here) because they flooded these nonwhites into our lands, and now the nonwhites in Europe/America (observing the pro palestinian/anti-israeli
protests growing) means the "chosen people's" chickens are coming home to roost.

13
• Reply •
>>> DaveMed • 10 hours ago
DAWNOFNEWDAY
I don't feel sorry for either party. All I'm saying is that Israel is justified in hitting back as hard as it is.

2
• Reply •
>>> JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago
DaveMed
Thank you.

• Reply •
>>> SoulInvictus • 2 hours ago
DaveMed
I'm fine with that so long as they give back the billions in aid and pay retail for our military hardware that they use to do it. Probability of that, 0.00000000%. I don't agree with it, but not my backyard and not my fight.

2
• Reply •
>>> dd121 • a day ago
Thank you Balfour Declaration, 1917. You helped create an historical problem that apparently has no solution, save one side killing the other.

44
• Reply •
An Egyptian annexation of Gaza would probably help.

That won't happen.

It will never be allowed to happen. The whole goal is for Jews to keep taking land and the constant churning of chaos in the region so as to prevent the Arabs from uniting.

The Arab disunity goes back to the deliberate partitioning of the region by the Western Powers after WWI. See also, Lawrence of Arabia.

The Arabs to this day just can't unite or live in peace among themselves. They are their own worst enemy.
Gee, I'm glad Whites don't have that problem. /sarc

Even worse are Euro-White Christians; they have almost perfected self-destruction; i.e. third world; diverse immigration, w.w.1 which created w.w. 2 ; etc.

Euro-White Christians are not committing suicide and certainly were not behind WW I or II, but were used as cannon fodder to thin their ranks.

Nor did Euro-White Christians open the borders of their homelands to the Third World, this was done to us. Before 1965, immigration was strictly limited and controlled and did not include non-Whites.

The 1965 Immigration Flood Act was written by Norbert Schlei who was Jewish, and its official name is the Hart-Cellar bill; Emmanuel Cellar spent his entire career in Congress as a leader in opposition to immigration restriction, beginning with his hostility to the 1924 law which enshrined quotas favoring Northwestern Europeans. One should also mention the role of Jacob Javits in the Senate. As soon as the bill was passed, Jewish organizations focused their efforts on increasing the numbers of immigrants. Ted Kennedy may not have lied
when said the bill would not change America. But in conjunction with the later efforts of Jewish activists, demographic change was inevitable.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/05/ted-kennedy-did-not-pass-the-immigration-act-of-1965/ Jewish politicians Behind The Open Immigration Law of 1965 included Senator Jacob Javits (NY); Congressman Emanuel Celler (NY); Leo Pfeffer (Former President of American Jewish Congress (AJC); Norman Podhoretz (Writer and Member of The Council on Foreign Relations – former leftist, now a Jewish neo-con); Senator Charles Schumer; and Representative Elizabeth Holtzman.

29

• Reply •

>>> JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago

Mergatroyd
The Immigration Act of 1965 had broad, bi partisan support in both houses of Congress.

• Reply •

>>> Zimriel • a day ago

journey
Do we in the West dependent on oil *want* Arabs to unite? Do we *want* a united and confident Arab caliphate?

4

• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

Zimriel
I don't. The Arabs (and more generally, Muslims) have been enemies of Europe for almost as long as the Jews have been.
You might find this video of interest: www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Qpy0mXg8Y

I had a Palestinian girl explain it to me one time in a way I think you'd appreciate.

Imagine your reaction if say... post Civil War the carpetbaggers came en masse, took all your land and houses, then forced you to live in a crap hole within sight of everything that was once yours.

You can see your grandfather's house, his olive grove (well, pecan orchard or cotton field), so can all your friends' families. You look around and your children are in squalor and looked down upon by those that have taken all that was your birthright... Their claim to it, a 2,000 year dead nation that ethnically has little to do with the newcomers and the backing of distant western super powers.

What kind of seething, unquenchable hatred do you think that would breed?
And that's why nothing that happens there surprises me. I can't imagine the anger and desperation that drives people to do some of what they do. But I can imagine exactly what we'd have been doing since 1865 if similar had been done here. For all the warts of Reconstruction, Johnson, Grant, and Hayes (actually before the war, considering that the two sides might be irreconcilable, Hayes suggested that the Union "Let them go.") were smart enough to avoid that.

If you're going to dispossess a people, you better go the full indian treatment and do it in an era sans mass media and political correctness. They got in too late on the colonial game riding flimsy justification and holocaust guilt. What was the reaction supposed to be... Holy sand isn't worth the lives of your kids and living amidst snarling animosity. It's insane.

After two thousand years of Palestinian occupation the country was a third world backwater. The Jews made the desert bloom.

And all it took was the Diaspora, flushing out most of the Semitic DNA and infusing European blood, military and technological support by
advanced white nations, trade, profit & education from within those same nations, and hundreds of billions in aid. Kudos!

4
• Reply •

>>> Franklin_Ryckaert • 5 hours ago

JohnEngelman
"The Jews made the desert bloom". So says the Zionist propaganda. Only thing is it isn't true. Palestine was already a prosperous nation. See : Encyclopedia of the Palestinian Problem, by Issa Nakhleh, a Christian Palestinian.

5
>>> Sick of it • 8 hours ago
Long Live Dixie

• Reply •
Longer. Jews didn't really set themselves up as the enemies of white Europeans until the Middle Ages. Arabs fought against Europeans long before then (and before Islam).

5
• Reply •

>>> JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago

Sick of it
The Jews never set themselves up "as enemies of white Europeans." They thrived in spite of persecution.

• Reply •

>>> Franklin_Ryckaert • 5 hours ago

JohnEngelman
They conspired with the Muslims in Spain and the Turkish Empire...against Europeans.

Zimriel
Of course not. But looking at Obama's actions in total, it appears that's what he's trying to do.

Zimriel
They united well enough to fix prices when they formed OPEC. What failed in OPEC was that Saudi Arabia became worried about Soddamn Insane, and began exceeding their allotted oil production quotas, in order to force prices down.

Zimriel
I sure don't.

Zimriel
They seem to have taken a lot of trouble to force their own settlers out of Gaza: something like 10,000 families.
Michael Christopher Scott
Then the Jews turned around and still rapidly created/creating more settlements. Too complex for outsiders to fully grasp.

8
XXX AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Michael Christopher Scott
The yids want that valuable real estate. Egypt? Never happened. That's beach-front. In Israeli minds, that ocean-front building lot is already theirs.

I see Israel ejecting all Palestinians, using stolen nuclear weapons as their bargaining chip. They obviously have operational nukes. No question.

19
• Reply •
>>> Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted
They also have the Samson option, and will not hesitate to use it...on us. "Moreover, once Israel acquired nuclear weapons, it became clear that they were not intended solely for adversaries in possible Arab-Israeli war.

Israel let it be know that was willing to take down the entire world rather than allow the Zionist dream to come to an end. This is what is known as 'the Samson Option,' named after the biblical character who destroyed his enemies by pushing down the columns of a temple, killing himself in the process."

"Martin Van Creveld, a prominent professor of military history at the prestigious Hebrew University in Jerusalem, told a Dutch magazine the following in 2002: 'We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at
Rome. Most European capitals are targets for our air force.” He went on to say “Our armed forces, however, are not the thirtieth strongest in the world, but rather the second or third. We have the capability to take the world down with us. And I can assure you that that will happen before Israel goes under.” (The original interview appeared in the Dutch weekly magazine: Elsevier, 2002, no. 17, p. 52-53, April 27th, 2002).”

http://ziowiki.com/israels-samson-option-the-real-nuclear-threat/

22
• Reply •
XXX Whitetraghgang • 17 hours ago
Mergatroyd
I cant believe you can name the Tribe today,something is wrong.

13
• Reply •
XXX LACountyRedneck • 12 hours ago
Whitetraghgang
Someone's either on vacation or wants to increase the site's membership.

9
• Reply •
XXX Franklin_Ryckaert • 5 hours ago
LACountyRedneck
Tisha B'Av, Jewish holiday.

6
Reply
XXX SoulInvictus • 2 hours ago
Franklin_Ryckaert
Which means this should all be deleted right around opening business hours tomorrow.;)
I can hear it now... "I leave for one day, one freaking day, and this place turns into a damn Hitler youth rally!"

2

• Reply •

2
• Reply •

XXX SoulInvictus • 2 hours ago  

Whitettrashgang
I thought the same thing. The mod that cleared our entire thread for even getting close to this like it was radioactive must be on vacation.

1

• Reply •

XXX DaveMed • 13 hours ago

Mergatroyd
This is sheer, hysterical conjecture.

1

• Reply •

XXX AndrewInterrupted • 6 hours ago

Mergatroyd
It is widely understood within the defense industry (where I worked for ten years) that the Yids had long since stolen the technology and equipment to go nuclear. It is very old news in the defense industry.
AndrewInterrupted
On record that the two biggest problem spy children are Israel and China. That's our wonderful ally... gotta lov'em.

Mergatroyd
With fantastic allies like that, who needs enemas.... And yet the world does not cry out, "What kind of doomsday Bond villain sh** is that to say? Yeah, we're disarming you of all nukes or cutting off trade tomorrow." Nope... not a word. Can't imagine why and I'd be a racist to speculate.

dd121
It was by the British to primarily serve as a buffer zone to protect the oil. Now, this country has taken over.

Franklin_Ryckaert
Consider this passage in the Balfour Declaration : "...it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine..." as if that ever could be combined with the founding of a Jewish state in Palestine! The whole enterprize was doomed to create a conflict right from the beginning.
Seems so obvious now.

How would we like it if the UN said they were going to turn NYC over to a bunch of refugees at the end of World War Two...oh, wait a minute...

What's done is done. What I see in 2014 is one side shooting thousands of rockets (from the cover of schools, hospitals, and UN refuge centers) at a country that has demonstrated far more restraint than I would under the circumstances.

It is possible that both sides are savage, but one is far more savage than the other. You know, the side whose demographics resemble those of the rest of the Middle East.
**DaveMed**
Or perhaps it's the side which is slaughtering civilians by the thousands, and which hijacked the world's lone superpower to finance its misdeeds.

52
• Reply •

>>> **DaveMed** • a day ago

Mike Conrad
It is not Israel's fault that Muslims throw women and children into the path of bullets and missiles in order to glorify Allah. Or that Arabs are savage people in general.

14
• Reply •

XXX **Mike Conrad** • a day ago

**DaveMed**
Yeah I've heard that one in my country too. Stupid honky ran into my knife! White girl bleed a lot! But don't sweat it... your *juden über alles* worldview sells pretty well on this site. Have fun.

56
• Reply •

XXX **DaveMed** • a day ago

Mike Conrad
You sound unstable. And ignorant.

7
• Reply •

XXX **Whitettrashgang** • a day ago

**DaveMed**
No you do.
I see what you did there. Brilliant!

Thanks for your support, shall I set chair for you at dinner tonight? Fish and chips and some stout.

No you do. The whole Arab world is a hellhole and I don't like seeing them colonizing the West by the millions. Don't be blinded by your Jew hatred. The Islamic hordes will be a far greater poison to the West with their convert or die sand cult religion.

You're awfully confused. On the one hand, you preach against 'Jew hatred'. On the other hand, you preach against the Islamic conquest of the West that the Jews almost universally support.
Long Live Dixie

A claim with absolutely no evidence to back it up.

Long Live Dixie

Why choose... There's plenty of hate to go around.;)
I just wish they'd all stop proxy sparring and get down to business
before everyone has nukes. It's going to happen sooner or later, at least
let the bloody process of sorting it all out be done before it has world
ending potential.

Diversity Fatigue

Who brings them to the West? Case closed.

Even if all the Jews hate Whites, there numbers are too small to
ethnically replace us. They at least make positive contributions to
science, technology, and medicine unlike certain other groups. The
biggest problem with them is there control of our media.
UncleSham
Not just the media. Try Wall Street, the Treasury Dept., The White House, The Senate and Congress.
"Who Controls America?"
http://thezog.wordpress.com/

Juggernaut3000
I never said it was the only problem, but it is the biggest. The media controls the way people think, more so than the education system or the government. White peoples and White societies are only in danger because of the way we have been taught to think about ourselves and our role in the world. The media has convinced the majority of us that our self preservation is evil; they have literally driven us insane. That is real power.

JohnEngelman

Juggernaut3000
I never said it was the only problem, but it is the biggest. The media controls the way people think, more so than the education system or the government. White peoples and White societies are only in danger because of the way we have been taught to think about ourselves and our role in the world. The media has convinced the majority of us that our self preservation is evil; they have literally driven us insane. That is real power.
The Jews do not control those. They dominate them. This is because the Ashkenazim are the most superior race in existence.

• Reply •

XXX **Franklin_Ryckaert** • 5 hours ago

*JohnEngelman*

Superior....more superior...most superior. You keep on making the same mistake! Superior in itself is already a comparative. Likewise you can't say : greater...more greater...most greater.

6

• Reply •

XXX **ricpic** • a day ago

*Mike Conrad*

Poor SOB, drowning in Jew hatred.

3

• Reply •

XXX **Diversity Fatigue** • a day ago

*ricpic*

Five years ago, comments like these were not seen here. Now the far fringes of white racialism (with whom the vast majority of whites will never join) are here regularly. They all seem to have a few things in common: they're atheists and despise Christianity, highly prone to conspiracy theories, and above all share an exaggerated hatred of Jews.

7

• Reply •

XXX **DaveMed** • a day ago

*Diversity Fatigue*

Threads like this one are a sobering reminder of why I cannot link to AmRen on the other sites I frequent.
DaveMed
Post youtube videos of Taylor instead.

Martel
I do.
Interestingly enough, someone else on that site recently posted a video of David Yeagley discussing immigration from an Indian's perspective.

JohnEngelman
The problem is not this thread. In his opening comment Brett Stevens clearly states that the Israelis are superior to the Palestinians. The problem is comments posted by posters who resent the superiority of the Jews.

JohnEngelman
Again, absolutely pitch perfect performance today.:)
**Diversity Fatigue**

I call white christians "hobby darkies". When they object, I point out that the old testament is all about swarthy, quarrelsome darkies and their lives and ill deeds, and that jesus was swarthy as **** and did not look like the white guy wooden effigy they have on a cross in their church. They cannot answer because they know that I speak the truth.

**Batterytrain**

Real Aryans were swarthy mofo's too! They looked more like Italians/Armenians/Georgians/Afghans/Hittites by the time they invaded Europe via horses from Central Asia.

**Batterytrain**

Actually no, they were brown, red or blonde haired if you go by the mummified remains found in a number of bronze age graves in Russia. The Aryans did not come from Central Asia but from north of the Black Sea.

**Diversity Fatigue**

In short they are awakened.
XXX Sick of it • 8 hours ago

Diversity Fatigue

I'm amazed that someone can call himself a Christian and yet worship Jews in idolatrous fashion. Perhaps they've never read the bible?

6

• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago

Sick of it

Reading the Bible from cover to cover including the Apocrypha increased my love and admiration for the Jews.

• Reply •

XXX Franklin_Ryckaert • 5 hours ago

JohnEngelman

For me the opposite happened after I read all the passages in the O.T. calling for the GENOCIDE of the Canaanites. That made me definitely pro-Canaanite and anti-Israelite.

5

• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 4 hours ago

Franklin_Ryckaert

You were just looking for excuses to hate them.

• Reply •

XXX Franklin_Ryckaert • an hour ago

JohnEngelman

The O.T. is a rogue scripture of a rogue tribe. But I came to that conclusion only after I had read it.
Mike Conrad
The slaughter is only referred to in the MSM as a casualty of war. People want to know what the Palestinians are so pissed off about. Their land being stolen and being placed into a ghetto might be something for starters.

DaveMed
No - we all know what they're "pissed about." But many of us really don't care. Just as I don't care what Israelis, Nigerians, or Pakistanis are upset about.

TruthBeTold
Artificial bounders were determined by outsiders. Also, while Israelis received financial support from the US and Europe (primarily German reparations). It's easy for me to see the historical anger that these borders created and the one-sided financial backing the Israelis received. But there are very wealthy Arab nations that could have stepped in to help 'their people' but they didn't.

The key to me is for each one to determine what they want the borders to be and what they're willing to live with for the sake of ending the conflicts. That's always the sticking point. But I doubt that would end the conflict. There is just too much historical animosity on all sides.
Diversity Fatigue

Mike Conrad
What are you talking about? Those primitive savages don't think twice about sacrificing children for their fanatical cause. Any white man that would take up sides with those sand-dwelling throat-cutters needs his head examined and his Jew hatred checked. He has become a fanatic himself.

SoulInvictus
Again I say, why choose. There's plenty of disgust to go around. It's the hispanics and blacks of the mideast. Neither is my tribe and I'd be infinitely happier if they kept to themselves and left mine alone.

curri
DaveMed
Israel created the Islamist Hamas to undercut the secular nationalist PLO.
But you knew that.

Guest
curri
And its total coincidence that America's list of enemies in the region (Hussein and Bin Laden) came about the same way....

Michael Christopher Scott • a day ago

curri

They didn't create it, but they certainly initially supported it, and for exactly the reason you mentioned: they wanted a political schism.

Franklin_Ryckaert • 5 hours ago

DaveMed

Classical blaming the victim, a Jewish speciality.

DaveMed • 5 hours ago

Franklin_Ryckaert

Right. Muslims and Arabs are victims. Gotta love the Israel/Palestine issue. One that suddenly turns Stormfront WS into bleeding-heart HuffPo liberals. It's like magic!

gregCall • 20 hours ago

DaveMed
You do realize that Israel killed over 200 Palestinians before Hamas began firing their homemade bottle rockets into Israel.

Three teenagers were killed and Israel went on a killing spree without any idea who was even behind it. Hamas denied any connection and now even some Israeli officials have admitted it may have had nothing to do with Hamas. But don't expect to see that in our controlled media.

Also if you look at the statistics, the death toll is horribly one sided. As of May 31 - 1,888 Palestinian victims 85% civilian 68 Israelis 5% civilians

And those are just numbers for deaths from direct attacks.

22
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 19 hours ago
gregCall
I couldn't care less about the skewed body counts.

3
• Reply •

>>> SoulInvictus • an hour ago
gregCall
Or the more salient fact that Israel created Hamas in the first place... look it up. No tin foil conspiracy, that's a fact.

2
• Reply •

>>> Augustus3709 • a day ago
"It is not intolerance or lack of compassion to refuse to join them in failure."
I would argue that they aren't failing, rather they are succeeding at being themselves. It is unfair to try to force them to be like us, or hold them to our specific standard. Let them be themselves, and let us form our society without constant harassment. The absolute worst is when they actually try to sabotage us in order to "prove" how equal we all are.

9

>>> M&S • a day ago
Augustus3709
It is a war between races as competing genetic algorithms, downselecting for survival through habitat dominance. There will never be a homeostasis so long as that competition exists. And there is nothing 'fair' about evolution.

5

5
• Reply •

>>> Dave4088 • a day ago
Why is Stevens cheerleading for Israel when diaspora Jewry is working to transform America and the West into third world hells via mass immigration? Was it not diaspora Jews who also agitated and lobbied for racial integration as a resolution to the black vs. white racial problem?

If integration is the answer to warring racial and ethnic groups then it stands to reason that America should force Israeli Jews to integrate and intermarry with Palestinians to usher in a semblance of peace in that region.

Case in point is Mikey Bloomberg who is enthusiastically supporting the Israeli slaughter of Palestinians in the Gaza strip. If white Americans killed over 2000 blacks in response to flash mob attacks and other acts of violence and indignities we suffer weekly, then Bloomberg would be
demanding gun confiscation and other punitive measures directed at white people while loudly condemning whites for having the temerity to defend themselves.

Lest anyone forget, the ADL, who works to undermine, marginalize and cast aspersions on patriotic and race conscious white Americans, coordinates its agenda and efforts with the state of Israel.

87
• Reply •

>>> Question Diversity • a day ago
Dave4088
You're looking at the wrong way.
Support what Israel's doing, then call out their diaspora on their hypocrisy in the instances where they are hypocritical.
See also: Immigration control.

7
• Reply •

>>> Dave4088 • a day ago
Question Diversity
Doesn't make sense. Israelis should be calling out their own diaspora especially since they wouldn't exist if not for the billions we annually provide and the threat of U.S. military intervention that keeps Muslim nations on their best behavior towards Israel.

38
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • a day ago
Dave4088
A good deal of pro-diversity Jews are also anti-Israel.

Anti-Zionist Jews have virtually zero influence. The most celebrated anti-Zionist Jew, Noam Chomsky, isn't even really anti-Zionist-he claims that Israel is just a helpless tool of US imperialism and compares the Israel Lobby to the NRA and AARP.

Um... on my college campus, there were a lot of Jews in the "Justice for Palestine"- and "Free Gaza"-type groups. As we know, college kids have far too much influence on the direction of this country.

On college campi? Yes. In the United States Senate? Not yet.
Senators are often driven by the desire to appeal to the "young people."

Then why do they do the opposite of what we want? Every time.

Of course it will happen eventually—if the American Empire lasts that long. We're clearly deep into the decay of late modernity and end stage liberalism.

Jews are 71% of Obama's advisors, 67% of Federal Reserve Board governors, 78% of Goldman Sachs execs, 69% of Treasury Dept senior officials.

Jews are 40% of US Senate chairs, 83% of Ivy League admins, 44% of supreme court justices, 75% of AIG directors.

Jews are 83% of Hollywood execs, 36% of Defense Dept senior officials, 72% of major sport league execs.

Jews are 72% of Wall St senior execs, 75% of media senior execs, 89% of TV senior execs, and 70% of radio senior execs.
Jews are approximately 2% of the U.S. population.

Do I really need to go on, or you're just playing ignorant here? Facts are facts and no insults can ever change that, pal. We live in the Internet age now, and the data is available to anyone...Get used to it!

28
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 18 hours ago
Mergatroyd
... And?
Jews are also disproportionately represented in medicine and the other sciences.

3
• Reply •

>>> LACountyRedneck • 11 hours ago
DaveMed
And....70% of registered Jewish American voters voted for Obama. The problem isn't so much "disproportion" as it is overrepresentation. If Whites networked the way Jews do, they'd be considered racist and/or anti-semitic.

7
• Reply •

>>> Screamin_Ruffed_Grouse • 9 hours ago
LACountyRedneck
I'm called those things frequently. Hasn't hurt me yet. Seems to me that networking has worked well for them. Think of the results we could achieve if we stopped worrying what people might call us and do the same.
Screamin_Ruffed_Grouse
I take being called a racist as a compliment. I'm pulling my weight. With a name like redneck it shouldn't surprise anyone.

JohnEngelman
I voted for Obama too.

JohnEngelman
No sheeit. Are you enjoying these comments? Already over 500, Johnny, and climbing fast. Normally you'd be doing more talking but I believe even you are overwhelmed by the Gentile knowledge here re. your boys.
How many sites have you been banned from now?

DaveMed
Jews are good at everything that requires superior intelligence.
JohnEngelman
This does not mean that they are objectively "biologically superior."

>>> PesachPatriot • a day ago
DaveMed
This is because too many young zhids have very soft hearts and soft brains....these college campus bleeding hearts wouldn't last five minutes in Gaza....just the other day I was walking through the mall with my wife and daughter and saw a woman, either white or jewish(wasn't one hundred percent sure) wearing a save gaza shirt....nothing happened and no one got in her face for it....I wonder what would happen if someone wore a pro-israel shirt in dearborn michigan.....

• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago
Mergatroyd
Jews achieved that with their industrial strength IQ power. They deserve their wealth and power.

• Reply •

>>> Question Diversity • a day ago
DaveMed
I saw in Seattle a few weeks ago a bunch of far-left Jewish "peace" (surrender) activists joined with a bunch of Muslims to lay down in the middle of an intersection to block traffic in and out of a Boeing manufacturing facility because they didn't want the weaponry made there to kill the invented people, you know, the "children," the same kind of "children" pouring over our borders (15-year old young men).
DaveMed  
Smoking crack is just wrong.

• Reply •  

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

**Question Diversity**  
It doesn't make sense to support one side of the coin but not the other. The Israeli Jews and the Diaspora Jews work in tandem with each other. Supporting one of them will strengthen both of them.

• Reply •  

>>> Zimriel • a day ago

Long Live Dixie  
By that logic it wouldn't make sense to support AmRen because it would also support whites in general, including New England WASP liberals and Eurotrash. The Israeli Jews do use the Diaspora to serve Israel, true. I am not sold that the Israeli Jews use the Diaspora to run down Western nations. There exist (too many) independently powerful members of the Diaspora who frankly don't need Israeli money (there's a limit on that); they run down the West on their own.

• Reply •  

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

Zimriel  
AmRen isn't part of a greater community that opposes the West's survival.

• Reply •  
survival.
Question Diversity

How about the other way around. When tribe support shifts to promoting white nations' integrity and rights, then I'll wholeheartedly (kind of) support what they're doing.

Seems fair to me. Till then, they get the same problems I do. Just desserts.
As it'll be a cold day in hell when that happens, que sera.

DaveMed

It seems that Israelis do not suffer from the same delusions (giving the benefit of the doubt here) that plague their American and European cousins.
I suspect that if you asked most Israelis whether it's a good idea for Sweden to import Muslims and Africans, they would think you were insane for even considering that to be a legitimate question.

Put simply, Israelis (and others in that region) don't have time to be racially or culturally naive. Cultural suicide is a uniquely Western phenomenon precisely because of our affluence and relatively safe existence.
Israel suspended diplomatic relations with Austria circa 2000 because an anti-immigration party entered the Austrian government. With Israel, it's a double standard. Homogeneity for Israel but multi-culturalism for Europe.

81
• Reply •

>>> Zimriel • a day ago
Long Live Dixie
That was Ehud Barak, Labour Party hack and nitwit. He got himself un-Prime-Ministered the very next year.

2
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
Zimriel
All right, but it was Benjamin Netanyahu who was in Greece some months ago and praised the treasonous prime minister of that country for jailing several MPs of Golden Dawn.

37
XXX M&S • a day ago
Long Live Dixie

And it exists because of Holocaust Guilt, not because of economic strength.
Nobody dares to say the obvious: "If you gas 2,000 people in a room with a persistent cyanogen, where they are packed elbow to elbow, how
long does it take to evacuate the bodies up a rickety elevator to the top floor crematory, 6 at a time?

Once there, how many days does it take to burn all the bodies when you can't put more than 2 into the 15 single person mufflees and it takes twice as long (1hr 30) when you do? And how often are those thousand person trains arriving, every day?

Versus, how long, running 24:7 at double load, before the special firebrick in the ovens breaks down with the soot of all that fat and thermal fatigue and the whole installation has to be refurbished?

What about the Allied POWS who played soccer within eyeball distance of Jews walking down the road to vanish forever into the underground stripping rooms and gas cellars? Why weren't they at Nuremburg? Why haven't we heard from them?

What about the Jews who said that, not only did they never see any such constant parade of their own, but they _never heard rumors_ while they were in BIRKENAU during the height of the '43-'44 killing campaigns? What about the Jewish Sonderkommando? Why were they not prosecuted for mass murder when they were often the only ones in the shower prep area and did nothing to help turn 2,000 desperate people on the 2-3 SS in the upper crematory? Didn't even tell them what was going to happen so they could make up their own mind how they wanted to die.

What about the U.S. photo recce? Flying out of bases in Northern Italy from late 1943 onwards, we could and did (see famous photo out the bomb bay of a B-17 with Auschwitz passing underneath as the bombs fell towards associated German industrial complexes) have the range to reach Eastern Poland on a daily basis, even without the shuttle runs.

Given that the NYT published 'the truth' about Auschwitz in the winter of 1943-44 and we subsequently dropped leaflets on the installation, warning what would happen if we caught them doing unpleasant things
to civilians, WHERE ARE THE PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE PICTURES which we would need to prove our case? IMINT which would undoubtedly show the huge burning pits mandated by Kammler to up the disposal rates?

Wouldn't you want to keep an eye on a mass murderer 'just to be sure' after issuing an ultimatum to behave or get dead? When the Reinhard camps were dug up and their bodies burned, the pyres could be seen for a dozen miles in every direction and the /the stench/ was so horrible there is NO WAY that anyone in a fully occupied camp could fail to notice the burnings.

Yet there are no witness records of this. The only stench recorded was that of the poor sanitation and marshy conditions. Some 1,500 people left Auschwitz to go home. Over 200,000 were transferred through, on their way elsewhere. Why? If it's a top secret (remote) killing installation, why leave ANY witnesses?

Of the camp housing, only 10% was dedicated to working age males. The rest were assigned to Gypsies, Czechs, Poles and _Families_. Why? Some 3,000 babies were born in Auschwitz and the doctors took pride in saying that they never lost a single child or mother. Why?

Until we start answering these and dozens of other 'nice fairy tale' questions, we will never have the Moral Authority by which we can stand up to these little tyrant bullies and let them know that the fraud has gone on long enough and under the "We're big, you're little, try and intimidate us, economically, and we will starve you out." theory they had better stop pretending to have a right to dictate internal policy of more than their own nation.

A nation where Benjamin Netanyahu has specifically stated: "Israel is not for blacks, it is a white Jewish homeland." In response to the
behaviors of the Ethiopian Jews who were 'rescued' and now are being gradually deported back to Africa.

The utter hypocrisy of Israel, as a state based solely on a lie, is unbelievable. The only thing more pathetically ridiculous is how we manage to fool ourselves into thinking they have a right to dictate our conscience to us.

35
• Reply •
XXX gregCall • 19 hours ago
M&S
Very well said my friend, hopefully that stay up and doesn't get removed before many have a chance to see it.

17
• Reply •
>>> curri • a day ago
DaveMed
Japan has plenty of affluence.

4
• Reply •
>>> DaveMed • a day ago
curri
But not the safety of geographic isolation that we have enjoyed.

1
• Reply •
>>> Mike Conrad • a day ago
DaveMed
Yeah. Good thing there aren't things like planes, ships, and rivers that can be crossed.

20
• Reply •
XXX JSS • a day ago
DaveMed
The drivers behind Western suicide are also largely Jewish. They are not our cousins anymore then blacks or browns are. Your wrong about Israelis thinking Muslim immigration is bad for the West. Look up how many Israeli duel citizens hold important positions in our federal government for example and show me one that's anti 3rd world immigration for the west.

48
• Reply •
XXX Whitetragang • a day ago
JSS
Their all Jews.

27
• Reply •
>>> M. • a day ago
JSS
"Your wrong about Israelis thinking Muslim immigration is bad for the West."
They do think it's bad. More Muslims or Arabs means Western countries will be more sympathetic to Palestinians.

That's from an Israeli program: https://www.youtube.com/watch?...
DaveMed

Middle easterners, including jews, does not have the ability to feel cognitive dissonance. They are extremely subjective and the very same jew can preach multiculturalism in the west while being a stout defender of Israels continued existence as a jewish ethnostate.

Most white people just do not understand how jews think. This white myopia and inability to understand the other is a serious impediment to the survival of whites and a fertile breeding ground for liberal delusions.

Sick of it

Robert Haschberg

I've tried to explain that they are more Genghis Khan, less Jerry Seinfeld.

DaveMed

"It seems that Israelis do not suffer from the same delusions (giving the benefit of the doubt here) that plague their American and European cousins."

-Think again.

"Christians in Jerusalem want Jews to stop spitting on them"


"leader Yosef: Non-Jews exist to serve Jews"
Um you are aware that culturalmarxism was created 100% by jews and that every jewish organisation in west and 99% of all rich and influential jews use their power to undermine and destroy european societies?

"I suspect that if you asked most Israelis whether it's a good idea for Sweden to import Muslims and Africans, they would think you were insane for even considering that to be a legitimate question."

-Well, given that jews hate whites and christians they would probably only think it was a bad idea if their bigoted brains understood that it posed a threat to them.
"Rabbi Baruch Efrati believes Jews should 'rejoice at the fact that Europe is paying for what it did to us for hundreds of years by losing its identity.' He praises Islam for promoting modesty, respect for God "

y-netnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4299673,00.html

They have stolen the wealth of all our children and future generations while turning the West into a cesspool.

>>> Question Diversity • a day ago
I guess it's up to me to open up Pandora's box.
First off, I don't stand with Israel. We need that $5 billion a year here, not there. That, and I don't know what "standing with Israel" is supposed to mean other than writing blank checks and cheap and empty social media gestures. Second, I hope Israel and Netanyahu thump the hell out of that scummy terrorism-inclined invented people. If they do, then we should study what they do, because we'll probably have to do it one of these days to our own intifada and irredentist and territorially obsessed invented people (Hispanics).

Third, other than the fact that our movement and a lot of the people in it are way too obsessed with Jews for their own sanity, I'll never figure out why so many of our people support the antics of said invented people when if it was the same people living next to us that did the same things, we'd be screaming holy hell, as we should.

Fourth, crack a history book every once in awhile. That particular parcel of geography was occupied by someone or some force for more than two and a half millennia. The New Kingdom Egyptians, then the Assyrians, then the Babylonians, then the Persians, then the Alexandrians, Egyptians, then the Assyrians, then the Babylonians, then the Persians, then the Alexandrians, then the Romans, then the Byzantines, then the Ottomans, then the British. And I'm probably leaving something out. Only since 1948 has it not been "occupied" by people who are not of the historic demographics of people that live(d) there.

25
• Reply •
XXX Bunky • a day ago
Question Diversity
How convenient that you neglect to mention the judean people that have lived on that land for thousands of years.
Lived there, yes. But almost all of that time been the subjects of some distant if not really distant empire.

You can't be serious. The mongols have a right to Europe and the English have a right to India. They've ruled those for a while some time ago and were really far away.

Seems to me the Jews lost the right to ownership in the intervening 2000 or so years.

Even more to the point - Why should we care one way or the other? Our own nations are being flooded with foreign people who despise us. Who cares about pseudo-Israel?
We should care because we give them billions every year to retain their strip of land. Also, the small number of Jews in this country distort our foreign policy and align us with unnatural foreign entanglements.

27
• Reply •
>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
   dd121
We should care but we shouldn't get involved. Let the desert tribes have at each other. Just keep us out of it.

24
>>> Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago
   Sick of it
We should also care because our young White are being deluded into fighting Israel's wars in the ME.

13
• Reply •
>>> UncleSham • a day ago
   dd121
And what about the people who lived there before the "chosen people" took over a couple thousand years ago?

9
• Reply •
>>> SoulInvictus • an hour ago
   UncleSham
Canaan for the Canaanites!
lol...
I was once asked by an Arab whether I would be in favor of returning England to the Welsh. It was likely a rhetorical question, but I said "Yes."

It completely spoiled it for him.

Haha!

In USA real estate, people lose their right of ownership after about 7 yrs depending on the state. Its the case of Palestine lol In fact, there is something called "squatter's rights" which means Palestinians have all the right to be in that land.

I think it's going to default to ownership by right of conquest.
If Turkey were shooting rockets at Greece, most of us would be in favor of Greece retaliating far more aggressively than Israel has. And we would be justified in that.

6
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

  DaveMed
  The Greeks are Europeans and Christians. Of course we would root for the Greeks.

33

• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • a day ago

  Long Live Dixie
  Well, I'm not talking about the question of whom to root for. I'm saying that what's good for the goose is good for the gander. Let us not be hypocritical (this is not directed toward you).

2
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

  DaveMed
  I openly state that I stand for my race and my race alone, thus there is no hypocrisy in opposing the actions of the Jewish state.

41
• Reply •

>>> JSS • a day ago

  DaveMed
It's ironic that your accusing those who don't care about the Jews of hypocrisy when they are the worlds biggest practitioners of it. I personally don't care about the Palestinians but at least they recognize that they are under occupation unlike most Whites. If your calling the Palestinians terrorist for trying throw our the Jews then I imagine you would say the same about us Whites. Whose side are you really on?

33
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • a day ago
JSS
I'm not advocating that people "care about the Jews." I'm pointing out that Israelis have every right to defend themselves from rocket attacks, and that if it's (theoretically) OK for Greece to do so against attacks from Turkey, applying a different standard to Israel is hypocritical.

Next, don't try to put words in my mouth. I did not call Palestinians "terrorists" for "trying to throw out the Jews." Matter of fact, I haven't called them terrorists at all (yet). But I will do so now. They are terrorists because they deliberately target civilians, both in Israel and in their own community, in order to advance their agenda.

2
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
DaveMed
Your keen sense of fairness is a very white trait, but not a good survival trait.

Who cares if it's thought of as hypocritical? The Jews oppose us, therefore I oppose the Jews' 'right to defend themselves'. It's really that simple.
If for no other reason, supporting Israel's no-nonsense tactics is important because Europeans and European-Americans will not have the time to be politically-correct when the opportunity comes to regain control of our countries.

Assuming that our dreams are one day realized, the process will be significantly more painful than what's currently going on between Israel and the Palestinians. That's a fact.

If what Israel is doing is deemed morally unacceptable, you're going to have a tough time convincing other Whites to do what will need to be done.

Supporting Israel's 'right to self defence' is supporting Israel. It gives moral credibility to an anti-white state that opposes Europe's survival. The line you are attempting to draw is too fine to be meaningful.

Aside from that, looking to Jews for guidance or inspiration in dealing with the Muslims (whose presence in Europe the Jews support) comes across as weak and lacking in confidence. Why not look to European history for how to deal with Muslim invaders?
Long Live Dixie
As I noted before, I advocate the Sobieski approach. ;)
However, it would seem that today's Europeans are not up to that task.
For example, see today's article on Sweden and race.

>>> JSS • a day ago
DaveMed
Jews use our money and lives to advance their own agenda. It's our money that pays for the weapons and ammo that Israel uses to kill Palestinians. It's not like we are ever going to run out of Palestinians but let the Israelis take care of themselves and stop leeching off of us. If we cut off their access to our money I'm sure they wouldn't be so keen on wasting bombs on hospitals and schools.

Your point about Greeks and Turks is an apples and oranges comparison. Greeks are White so I would support them. Neither Jews nor Palestinians are White so I really don't care. I do know that Jews have done more damage to the White race then any Palestinian so I do sympathize with them far more then Israel though. But I honestly don't care. If Israel were actually destroyed then all the Koshers would show up here which would be yet another disaster for us.

29
• Reply •

>>> Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago
DaveMed
I have no problem with Israel defending herself.

Let her do it then, without American lives lost in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other ME countries that NO threat to us but are to Israel, without American and German weaponry given to them and paid for by American and German taxpayers and without $4 billion in "aid" each year from American taxpayers.
Mergatroyd

I'm in complete agreement with the sentiment of this post, except for the implication that the wars in the ME are "for Israel." I'm more of the opinion that they were foolish adventures driven by American politicians' eagerness to fight for "freedom" and play the hero in fighting terrorism.

We should just ignore everything between Bulgaria and China.

Mike Conrad

Those bottle rockets shot off by Gazan fanatics have killed fewer Israelis in total than black Americans kill every single day. Get back to us when the home demolitions begin in the hood.

Long Live Dixie

True, but incompetence does take some wind out of Israel's sails when they talk of the 'danger' and 'urgency' of the situation to their Jewish
They magnify the threat - any threat - to get more money and more sympathy from sentimental dupes in the West.

33

Long Live Dixie

Exactly. Why can't people see this? They talked about Hamas firing hundreds of rockets at Israel with zero casualties for the longest time, while they were getting killed by the thousands.... something stinks here, that's for sure. Either Israel is lying through their teeth, or Israel is lying through their teeth. Take your pick.

24

They fire the rockets, but Israel intercepts those that are projected to land in populated areas.

1

But... I thought you said they were incompetent.

7

If they had their druthers, they'd be killing a lot more Israelis.
As far as I see it, from a national perspective, having thousands of rockets shot at your citizens is unacceptable, and warrants definitive military action.

Well, I suppose the Palestinians could say the same thing. Israel continues to build on the West Bank when they know good and well they are not supposed to, and they also know it will cause even more conflict. They are not, in my opinion, 'defending' themselves or interested in peace when they intentionally provoke such anger.

Israel intercepts them with an Iron Dome built and paid for by Americans with American taxpayer money - while demanding that America keep HER borders open to the third world.

Defending Israel creates enemies for us, let these hypocrites defend themselves as they see fit and leave us out of it.

I am concerned with White survival and for that I must fight Jews every day whose policies are mean genocide of my race. Why would I want to help those who are destroying White homelands while demanding a homeland for themselves?
Those interceptor rockets have stopped less than 8%, so that is false.

Simple truth is homemade ordinance my be somewhat effective when it is stationary, like a land mine. But rockets using fertilizer as a propellant and with no guidance system are pretty much useless.

Many don't detonate on impact and many prematurely explode in flight, and the vast majority that do land and detonate do so in vacant fields.

5
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 9 hours ago
  gregCall
You have not demonstrated how anything that I wrote is false.

1
• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago
  DaveMed
And he never will.

• Reply •

>>> SoulInvictus • an hour ago
  gregCall
"and the vast majority that do land and detonate do so in vacant fields."

Which is why they launch looooads of them using Gaza like a giant hellfire missile pod. Caveat, I don't have a dog in the fight and no love for either group. Either way it's just loads of poor people doing the dying for no particularly good reason.
Remember the old Polish saying. "The Jew cries out in pain as he strikes you." Eastern Europeans know the Jew better than most.

That is hilarious. If misery and struggle brings wisdom, Poles have been eternally slighted with the dumb polock jokes.

If Turkey was shooting rockets at Greece, I'd hope Greece would use it as the perfect excuse to get Constantinople back in white hands.

Couldn't agree more. You're talking to someone whose personal hero is Jan III Sobieski.
And you know, for five years after WWII, the victorious European allies of WWII actually held the city and changed its name back to what it should be after the dismantling of the Ottoman Empire.

If I was in any position to make it happen, and I'm far from it, I'd offer Putin a deal to solve the Crimea issue by swapping Crimea for Konigsberg, giving the latter back to Germany.

7
• Reply •
XXX IstvanIN  • a day ago
  Question Diversity
Russia has both, why barter?

3
• Reply •
XXX SoulInvictus  • an hour ago
  Question Diversity
Ditto.
"Now it's Istanbul not Constantinople, now it's..."

• Reply •
>>> Long Live Dixie  • a day ago
  DaveMed
Guess which side Israel would support?

23
• Reply •
>>> DaveMed  • a day ago
  Long Live Dixie
Not sure. But it seems very unlikely that they'd support Turkey.
Why's that?

Erdogan: "The mosques are our barracks, the domes our helmets, the minarets our bayonets and the faithful our soldiers..."
If nothing else, Israel understands the threat of Islam.

Israel supports the ISIS fanatics who would love to cut off the head of every Jew. It's geo-politics. A strong Greece (white and Christian) is far more dangerous to Israel's plans than a strong Turkey is. Not to mention the Jewish role in establishing Turkey in the first place.

What are "Israel's plans"?
Domination of Gentiles.

Extermination of Gentiles.

I'm not sure that they would prefer that, at least consciously. They might prefer a raceless, cultureless, nationless, faithless, and rootless mob of Gentiles to rule over.

One thing is certain. If all Gentiles were exterminated, then Jews would follow close behind. A parasite can not live long after its host has perished.

Opening up White nations' borders to hoards of destitute, non-White savages to displace Whites in their own homelands and steal resources that belong to White children is the very definition of genocide.

And it is happening to Whites and ONLY Whites and in ONLY White countries.
They have worked mightily to dispossess us Whites of our land and resources and hand them over to non-Whites who hate and despise us. Their policies lock us out of jobs and careers to support ourselves, let alone a family.

We have been dehumanized by an anti-White agenda that is ingrained in the media, schools and government and spewed out 24/7. Those who are seen as not human are not worthy of life. This is exactly what the Jewish-led Bolsheviks did in Russia to the White Russians leading to the liquidation of 66 million of them. We are being set up the exact same way to the non-White hoards who will eventually out number us.

Our numbers are crashing and without a White homeland, there will be NO White race.

Look at the situation in South Africa to learn our future in 50 years.

Recently in Zim, the racist, murderous black leader ordered all Whites off the land. In the Southwest, Mexicans claim that the land belongs to them, that it was stolen from them by U.S. Whites.

When the time comes, and they have the numbers, they will do the same thing, confiscate land from Whites.

What makes you think this won't happen in England, the U.S., France, etc., when our numbers fall and we are lorded over by White-hating non-Whites who have been conditioned to see us as non-humans?
I'd go with culling and subjugation.

4
• Reply •
XXX Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago
SoulInvictus
Looks more like eradication, I'll go with genocide.
Let the lessons of Russia after the revolution not be forgotten. Tens of millions of White Christian Russians were eliminated by the Jew-led Bolsheviks without a shred of mercy.

14
• Reply •
XXX SoulInvictus • 11 hours ago
Mergatroyd
"I'll go with genocide."
Nah, whites show up to work on time and more competently do the work that makes life livable. Know any jewish plumbers?

See many on Dirty Jobs?

Can't completely eradicate the guy that'll fix your toilet. Just make sure he's so indebted, demoralized, corrupted, enslaved and broken that he'll lick your boots and prostitute his daughter like a good subject.

They have to keep the farm going at a minimal subsistence level to crank out more poverty stricken white girls to prey on if nothing else since they are and will always be the gold standard for desirable beauty.

Looking at our people today is already like watching drug addled elves chained up at the gates of Mordor getting sodomized by Orcs...

I bet I could get Ron Jeremy to star in that and make a fortune (see, it's not hard to think jewish).
On many occasions I have pointed out that secular Jews were always a fairly small minority in the various Soviet Communist parties, that no dictator of the Soviet Union was a secular Jew, and that the Soviet government persecuted religious Jews. It also needs to be pointed out that in the Arab Israeli wars of 1967 and 1973 the Soviet Union supported the Areabs.

No exasperated sighing! You are the indefatigable jew.

I have faith in you! You'll convince and show us all, just try one more time Charlie Brown.;)

Life is much more interesting for you here with the usual Engel-friendly mod MIA.

"...I'll never figure out why so many of our people support the antics of said invented people when if it was the same people living next to us that did the same things, we'd be screaming holy hell, as we should."
Do the Israelis really suffer more casualties from Pals than US whites do from blacks and mestizos? Those rockets hardly ever hit anything. Weren't there some brave Brits who refused to go to the shelters during the far more intense London Blitz?

• Reply •

>>> Screamin_Ruffed_Grouse • 7 hours ago

curri
And would you be in any way opposed if we Whites clamped down on those blacks and meztizos iron-fist style to avenge/prevent those casualties?

• Reply •

>>> SoulInvictus • an hour ago

curri
"Do the Israelis really suffer more casualties from Pals than US whites do from blacks and mestizos?"
Doubtful, and excellent point. So Israel is in full throated support of an armed incursion into our inner cities right?

•

>>> PesachPatriot • a day ago

Question Diversity
I usually agree with most of your posts, but the 3 billion a year in US aid doesn't sit in a duffel bag under my uncle's mattress, it gets spent in the US as a subsidy to domestic arms manufacturers and farmers.....The way I explain the gaza situation is that if mexico decided to start firing rockets into texas america's response would make israel's assault on gaza look like a sunday school picnic....

1

•

>>> Question Diversity • 6 hours ago
PesachPatriot

if mexico decided to start firing rockets into texas america's response would make israel's assault on gaza look like a sunday school picnic....
And all the people going boo hoo hoo whoa-is-the-invented-people wouldn't be any more likely to approve of what we do in response to Mexico's attacks.

•

XXX DaveMed • 2 days ago

Couldn't agree more. You're talking to someone whose personal hero is Jan III Sobieski.

2

•

>>> Question Diversity • 2 days ago

DaveMed

And you know, for five years after WWII, the victorious European allies of WWII actually held the city and changed its name back to what it should be after the dismantling of the Ottoman Empire.
If I was in any position to make it happen, and I'm far from it, I'd offer Putin a deal to solve the Crimea issue by swapping Crimea for Konigsberg, giving the latter back to Germany.

8

>>> IstvanIN • 2 days ago

Question Diversity
Russia has both, why barter?

•

XXX SoulInvictus • 15 hours ago

Ditto.
"Now it's Istanbul not Constantinople, now it's..."
"It is because genetic differences constrain their choices".
Are there really genetic differences between Jews And Palestinians? If there are, it would have to give some credence to Nation of Islam types who claim that Jews are not really Jews (and don't really come from Palestine). I've heard of some kind of arguments along those lines a time or two by someone who is no doubt an 'anti-semite'. John engelman loves to write 'anti-semite'. I just can't write the word this week without putting it in quotations.

Ashkenazi jews are a mix of european female lineages and middle eastern male lineages, made smarter than their swarthier cousins by unique social conditions in europe.

No, they would have been lynched for even looking at a white woman in Europe. European men of backbone had a sensible sense of race consciousness in previous times.

Just a joke. . .

Please note that the above text is a natural representation of the provided document, without any additional formatting or interpretation.
LHathaway
I have known many Jews with light hair, light eyes, etc.

And not all of them had... ah... distinctive noses.

• Reply •

David Ashton • a day ago
You see, there are goods and bads on both sides of the Palestine
argument, but the partisans on each side cannot see or admit it. A
ridiculous conundrum may have a sticky answer - what happens when
an irresistible force (Muslim Jihad) meets an immovable object (Zionist
Israel) -mutual annihilation, probably nuclear.

3
• Reply •

Mike Conrad • a day ago
David Ashton
Well, I'll agree with you about one thing. It's not going to end well.
Demosthenes had advice for this situation, but I doubt anyone'll listen.

17
• Reply •

David Ashton • a day ago
Mike Conrad
Demosthenes quote welcome.
Zechariah 12.6 more likely to appeal to Likud & AIPAC.

1
• Reply •

Mike Conrad • 3 hours ago
David Ashton
No kidding. That one's sobering.
The Jews got unbelievable fire power but fewer in number. The Arabs the reverse. And the Jews cannot really affect the economics of the Arabs since there is not much there except for oil. And the Western powers can't let things get too out of hand because of the oil. And the Arabs are too low in IQ and love to fight among themselves to really be on the offensive. Does this pretty well sum it up?

I agree somewhat with the gist of this article. Where I specifically digress, however, is to note that anytime a people---any people---makes a claim that by virtue of who they are, they have a special claim on God (who is presumably invisible, and therefore, cannot be consulted) to both property and land (which is both tangible and visible), and that, therefore to criticize, oppose, or otherwise suggest that perhaps a more conciliatory attitude should be taken, that you are therefore both against said persons and, by implication, "Almighty God"----you are just asking for trouble.

On another note, life isn't generally filled with one people who are always 100% right; and the other people are always 100% wrong. Seems a bit extreme to me. Finally, I would say that although the intelligence and the resources of one people in this equation cannot be doubted in the least, their superior cultural and economic development is certainly not hampered when billions of dollars are constantly poured into their infrastructure.

These are not black ghettos that we are speaking of here!
Evolution rewards excellence and self-preservation. We in the West have achieved excellence but are failing at self-preservation. We may fool ourselves for a time by thinking that the differences in populations are merely religious or political. In fact, we are being assimilated by the parts of humanity that did not succeed, and they will destroy what we have and replace it with what they have.

Yes, race determines culture.

It is my sincerest hope that, as the American empire crumbles, more white people come to understand and embrace this inductive truth. Every third world invader that disembarks on US soil brings the country that much closer to civilizational death.

Is leeching off of others part of the European model? How many hundreds of billions of dollars have Western people given to Israel since 1948?

"Is leeching off of others part of the European model?"
It is if you're black.
"How many hundreds of billions of dollars have Western people given to Israel since 1948?"
Lots, and too many.

Israelis followed the European model and created a society of learning, technology, arts and culture.

This is WN 1.0. It implies that we should treat less advanced peoples as less human. We should recall that what happened to the Palestinians (dispossession/ethnic cleansing) is now happening to us.

To compare the West to the Palestinians is an insult to the West.

I think it was the condition, not the race or culture, that was compared.

Excellent comment. Also, the idea that Israeli's are "following a European model" should be offensive to every person of European descent.

Jews love to boast they're not white and bash whites except when it benefits them to claim to be white and say they're defending "Western Civilization." Nope, we're tired of that game.
ViktorNN
I find it extremely offensive. This is true.

Steven Williams • a day ago
I always thought US and Canada were only home to Caucasians and natives. Now, I see that these countries won't exist by 2050 when the poverty and crime rate goes up. I hope for a nationalist uprising in the near future.

Steven Williams
People are waking up to reality, but it's been too slow....

Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago
First, you must correctly identify, call out and then deal with the correct enemy, the root of the problem, the force behind the dispossession of the White race.
It is they who have created, fomented and promoted the anti-White agenda that is genociding our race and turning over White homelands to non-Whites from the Third World. For us to have any chance of survival, the anti-White agenda must be destroyed for all time and those who are doing this to us purged from our midst to never harm us again.

The explanation can be found here: http://www.prometheism.net/library/CultureOfCritique.pdf
I strongly suggest everyone read it cover to cover to understand what is going on and, importantly, WHO is doing this to us. It may already be too late for the White race.

13
• Reply •

>>> me • a day ago
Great article, Mr. Stevens! Right to the heart of the matter. If only our stupid globalists, politicians, and greedy Mammon-worshipers could understand this.

2
• Reply •

>>> ricpic • a day ago
The fatal conceit of the elite (the ruling class) is that the third world waves can't reach it and won't touch it. That even if the lowlands are flooded and subject to riptides the elite on its hills will be safe. The shortsightedness of humanity never ceases to amaze.

7
• Reply •

>>> journey • a day ago
“[F]ailing at self-preservation” = due to complacency. This appears to be a common trait among all ancient advanced civilizations. It’s a bell
curve phenomenon. Initially, there a struggle to create, build, and maintain. The apex of the curve is reached and civilization then starts to slowly decline. This occurrence used to take much longer in times past but for this nation much quicker.

“Most of the world’s peoples will never rise above Third World status.” It’s called vast inherent racial differences.

12

>>> JohnEngelman • a day ago
If the Third World lacks what the First World has, why haven’t Third-Worlders simply copied the successful methods of the First World?
- Brett Stevens, American Renaissance, August 4, 2014
They have not copied the successful methods of the First World because they can't. Those methods require an average IQ level that Third World peoples lack.

7
• Reply •

>>> LHathaway • a day ago
JohnEngelman
I remember meeting a young Marxist in Europe. It was before the Berlin wall fell or even seemed in danger of falling. He explained the 'failures' of communism (which were quite often white versions of it) by saying that trade issues explained their lack of wealth. You don't buy that notion?

I remember also him disdaining the 'consumer goods' the West produced, as if all the West really managed to accomplish was to supply more useless consumer goods.
My ex-father's second wife was a Russian woman, I think 11 years younger than him (he was probably 40 and she 29), and her appendectomy in Moscow was done with only a local anesthetic. Her dental work was hideous. "Useless consumer goods" indeed.

We have one of those "useless consumer goods" installed in my garage, as does my mother and sister each in their own. We used to get mice in our garages whenever the weather got cold each autumn. No food was ever stored there; they came in to get out of the cold. These spread hantavirus, bubonic plague and various other happy, fun things. The three-pack of electronic rodent-repellers was ten dollars, and I used them as stocking-stuffers at Christmas in 2003. They make an untrasonic chirp that I can (barely) hear, but not one of us has had mice in the 10-and-a-half years we've had them plugged in. For $10, none of us has had mice.

Ten dollars divided by ten years is one dollar per year. Dividing again by three people, that is 33 cents a year per garage (less the miniscule power draw). Assuming the mice only want shelter from the cool weather half the year, that is 5.5 cents a month for no mice in each of three homes: "useless consumer goods", indeed. Cats don't work that cheap.

As a reality check, I continued using traps baited with peanut butter in the garage, and never had any takers with that gadget plugged in.

That's just the first one I mention to people like the useless, mouthy commie you encountered.
Michael Christopher Scott
I prefer pellet guns. Not as effective, but considerably more entertaining.

2
• Reply •

>>> LACountyRedneck • 9 hours ago
Luca
I wouldn't waste a dime on some so-called electronic rodent repellent. It's a mouse-trap, poison, or airgun for my vermin.

• Reply •

XXX none of your business • a day ago
The author might have mentioned that for the last 100 years American Jews have followed the exact opposite program that Israeli Jews have. Israeli Jews built a successful society for themselves. American Jews founded and ran the NAACP and ACLU. American Jews were the attorneys and financial backers of Brown vs Topeka. American Jews were the push behind desegregation, the 1965 civil rights act, affirmative action, soft on crime and unlimited brown and black immigration and affirmative action for those immigrants. Second amendment advocates should see what Seattle and Washington State Jews are presently attempting regarding gun control.

While American Jews send vast amounts of tax deductible money to Israel to defend its borders, they are spending as much money in immigration court to ensure that every bit of brown and black trash in the world is not only admitted to America but given an affirmative action job at the expense of White Americans.

33
• Reply •

XXX me • a day ago
none of your business
Why is that, do you suppose?
Just kidding! We know what's going on, and that's why they're speeding
up the destruction.

11
• Reply •

XXX Mergatroyd • 18 hours ago

me

Maybe you, but few others understand what is going on. I read every
day about black-on -white murders and the bitterness and resentment
from unfettered third world immigration. Whites wring their hands and
cry into their towels without having a clue as to what is going on and,
most important, how to stop it.

How can we ever begin to fight back if we cannot identify our enemy
and WHO is doing this to us and WHY? In order to stop this genocide
against the White race before it is too late, and the handing over of
White homelands and resources to
non-Whites, we must stop those who are doing this to us.

The process is already well underway and I fear it may be too late. We
are becoming outnumbered demographically in our own homelands.

What then?

The answers are here: http://www.prometheism.net/library/
CultureOfCritique.pdf
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>>> JohnEngelman • a day ago

If a region or population produces major advances in knowledge,
science there is real and alive, otherwise not. By that standard science
does not exist in sub-Saharan Africa or in the Islamic
world today...

Although we do not as yet fully understand the true causes of the scientific and industrial revolution, we must now consider the possibility that continuing human evolution contributed to that process...

In particular, we think that the story of the Ashkenazi Jews, many of whom have played important parts in the later phases of those two revolution, was shaped by this kind of evolution

- evolution over historical time.


Arab populations dominate Egypt and Iraq. These are the two areas where civilization originated. However, the African slave trade introduced Negro genes into the Arab population.

Arabs castrated males slave, but had sex with female slaves. This explains why Arabs have an average IQ of 83.

6
• Reply •

>>> LHathaway • a day ago

JohnEngelman

Your post makes no sense. Your friends would read this and say to themselves, 'There's something wrong with our friend Mr Engelman, That's why he became a race-realist'

Having 1/10th negro blood explains why they are idiots? At '83' they have lower IQ's than Blacks supposedly do themselves?
If you must attribute their IQ to mixing, the only explanation must be that Arabs originally had an even lower IQ than do blacks, and that's why the mixture provides an '83' IQ.

Arabs carry black genes but Jews somehow do not? What is the % of black genes in the average white in the USA?

What about Jews, aren't they part Arab? Didn't they live for 500 years as slaves in Egypt.

And then move to Palestine and live there, for what, 2,000 years?

Whitetrashgang • 15 hours ago
LHathaway
Blacks in sub Sahara Africa have IQs of 60.

LHathaway • 14 hours ago
Whitetrashgang
lol
If it makes you feel good. . . Does it? I suppose I should hope it does. Remember, sometimes what makes you feel good kills you. Or in other words, what you live for is what you will die by.

JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago
LHathaway

The Ashkenazim evolved their superior intelligence during the past thousand or more years in Europe. They were placed in a situation where only the most intelligent could have Jewish descendants.
JohnEngelman

Well thank God for them, if we can believe it?

SoulInvictus

Your point seems to be that arabs minus infusions of african blood are superior to their jewish brethren. Because prior to that later helpful infusion of German DNA, wasn't much happening in the promised land. Certainly nothing on par with Egypt or Babylon...

Maybe some blacks snuck in and dumbed down the ancient hebrews. Jewfro's, check.

Obsessed with gaudy gold knick knacks, checks. Exaggerated noses, check. Slave trafficking, check. Lack of creativity, accomplishment, and limited to big man/tribal government, check.

Seems to me the hebrews had more in common with african countries than arabs.;)
While this was happening, Negro genes were entering the Arab gene pool through female Negro slaves.

1

>>> SoulInvictus • a day ago

JohnEngelman

lol, no. As usual in response to your Jews are superior posts, I was both poking fun at you and stating the facts.

Obtuse huh... you'd have to be pretty dense not to see the point/joke I was making, so that made me laugh as well. Thanks for that.:

"In Europe the Ashkenazi Jews evolved high IQ's" by accepting German and Russian sperm.

There. Fixed it for you.

Funny, and true. Evolution doesn't work at that kind of lightening pace.

Unless you consider mulattoes with higher intelligence due to mating into a better pool of genes to be evolution. It's not. Favorably, it's hybridization.

I prefer the negative connotation of bastardization, because as a whole, the cultural results seem to always be negative for the white donors. Conflict, envy, and loathing always ensue. Historically, frequently stoked for personal gain by one particular group of said bastards.

It's even funnier that you don't even see that you suffer from a particularly entertaining form of that same envy.

All of the things you love and admire about the hebrews, they didn't have until post-european insemination. Which is why you keep far, far away from discussion of pre-whitish jewish history.
And which is why I always throw around "mulattoes" in this context. It's very similar to the internal (and external) conflict more recent half-breeds face.

10
• Reply •

>>> LACountyRedneck • 9 hours ago

JohnEngelman
Do you ever get tired of people tearing you a new one?

6
• Reply •

XXX SoulInvictus • an hour ago

LACountyRedneck
That poor things got to be Sasha Grey level bad...the Beirut of anuses. I usually just leave it alone, but today it was fun...diving in?...head first?

>>> freefabulousgirl • 2 days ago

I agree in principle, but why do we have to send so much money to Israel? Moreover, American and other Jews themselves, like Sheldon Adelson, support and actively work for the mass immigration of third world peoples. Don't they know that will put an end to the so-called Jewish Lobby and US support of Israel? Do they really think they can control these masses and keep the money flowing? http://freefabulousgirl.com/20...

•

>>> GM (Australia) • 2 days ago

I would like to look at this conflict in a slightly different way. It is now exactly 100 years since the outbreak of WW1. A war that was triggered by an assignation in the Balkans followed by the German invasion of
Belgium which then because of all the long term rivalry, pride, ego, belligerence, nationalism and jingoism of a divided Europe caused that continent to plunge into the abyss. The Islamic Ottoman Empire was also a huge factor. Kings and generals said lets go to war, bring out the cavalry, fix you bayonets while all the time forgetting that the Germans had modern weapons including aircraft and machine guns. Probably the most significant outcomes of that war were the recapture of Jerusalem from the Islamic Turks, the Balfour Declaration establishing modern Israel and the establishment of the Soviet Union.

Move foreword one hundred years and we have a civilian airliner shot down in that part of the world, this again has divided much of Europe and the rest of the West with calls for action.

"Czar" Putin, a man not to be messed with has replaced Czar Nicholas. Modern militant Islam has replaced the Ottoman Empire. Gaza could become the new Belgium, all the traditional hatreds and rivalries are still there and it is all happening in the same part of the world. Could this be the start of the next international war? And just like the generals back in 1914 did not adapt to modern warfare, it should also be remembered that Israel is the only nation in that part of the world that has nukes.

PS. Re the Malaysian airliner that was shot down in the Ukraine, it was carrying delegates to an AIDS conference here in Australia. The conference went ahead but all the African delegates now want to stay here and are claiming refugee status!

• Reply •

>>> none of your business • a day ago
Considering what American Jews have done to American Whites over the last 100 years, school busing, out of control black on White crime, affirmative action and unlimited brown, black and asian immigrants given affirmative action jobs as soon as they arrive, I question why this article is posted.
But silly me, I thought this is a site for Whites not a site where the superiority of Jews and Asians over Whites is celebrated.

Israel gets about 10 billion aid, another 10 billion in never paid loans from the American taxpayer every year. Then there is about 5 billion in tax deductible donations from American Jews every year. That's 25 billion a year for a country with a population of less than 10 million.

Meanwhile American Jews applaud the latest invasion and file lawsuits to prevent America from defending our borders.

35
• Reply •

>>> Peter Connor • a day ago
Good points, Bret, but we DO know why the third world has failed to achieve anything resembling modern technological society. Their populations are very much less intelligent, at least 1 standard deviation, 2 standard deviations for subsaharan Africa, than Northern Europeans and even Southern Europeans. This fact is no one's fault, it is simply a product of natural selection in those areas of the world. It can't be fixed in less than thousands of years, but if they successfully invade the First world, they will bring us all down.

9

9
• Reply •

>>> none of your business • a day ago
Every time the French government acts to prevent further islamic inroads on French culture the official Jewish community and the Chief
Rabbi comes out in favor of the muslims and demonstrates and pontificates against French culture.

Muslims in their neighborhood takeovers often demand that pork not be sold in those neighborhoods even in stores that have been there 200 years. The Rabbis always, always stand with the muslims.

When the French government sought to ban veils in French government schools they were not creating a new rule. All the French government did was decide to enforce an anti clerical school dress code that was implemented in the 1905 Frery school reforms.

The code was no obvious religious symbols. The code was directed at crosses and the code was strictly enforced for students, teachers and staff for decades. But then the muslim girls began wearing veils as a religious symbol. When it got out of hand the French government started enforcing the existing dress code, not creating a new one.

And who stood with the muslims in demanding that muslim girls be allowed to violate the dress code with their religious symbol of the veil? The Rabbis and Jewish community leaders.

Why do you think it is a criminal offense to say anything negative about any religion or race except the native race and Christianity in every Western European country? Those anti free speech laws were enacted after WW2 after massive lobbying efforts by Jews.

So now there is a situation where Europe is overrun by black and brown savages and people can and are jailed, lose their jobs and are harassed for daring to point out that such and such immigrant group form the majority of criminals and spend their lives on welfare.

And those laws were made in response to Jewish pressure.
Many people think there is a conflict between Muslims and Jews. In reality, they have worked together for centuries against Europeans. There was very little animosity between Jews and Muslims before the Zionist movement got started.

They worked together in Spain before the expulsion.

Thus the expulsion and the "terrible treatment" of marranos/conversos. $1+1 = 2$ back then.

Jews in Europe and the USA are just bad, terrible on immigration in to the West.

That doesn't mean they are bad on all things or bad people.

Just bad, terrible on this one area.
It's very similar to Blacks and hip hop rap music - take a strong, no compromise line in these unique areas, but be nice to them in other areas where they are better.

Most American and European Jews are happy we are their neighbors, instead of Hamas.

• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

jayvbellis
Life isn't fair and fairness is not a racial survival trait. Jews oppose white well-being, therefore I oppose Jewish interests. Period.

Trying to separate the good from the bad is a waste of my time and only confuses the issue, which again is that Jews oppose white well-being.

30
• Reply •

vGuest • a day ago
jayvbellis
They are bad and terrible on the ONLY AREA THAT MATTERS.

17
• Reply •

>>> jayvbellis • a day ago
Guest
No there are so many other areas.
Be positive.
You will not do our people any good being a negative obsessed Jew hater.

• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
jayvbellis
Without survival, what other areas are there? All are dependent on survival.

17
XXX Juggernaut3000 • a day ago
jayvbellis
If we cannot identify, name and out those who seek to destroy the White Race and White culture then how can we possibly fight back?

The genocidal, anti-White, Jew-driven agenda should be hammered at mercilessly and their criminal nefarious activities exposed.

Really, what positive things have the White race gained from the following movements started by Jews?


These movements were designed specifically to break apart White culture and White families. Here's what Jewish leaders say about us:

"My opinion of Christian Zionists? They're scum. But don't tell them that. We need all the useful idiots we can get right now."
—Benjamin Netanyahu, Israeli Prime Minister

"We the Jewish people control America, and the Americans know it."
--Ariel Sharon, Former Israeli Prime Minister, Oct. 3, 2001
Since they cause all the problems your F#cking sick.

LBJ wasn't Jewish

Neither were Jack Kemp, Newt Gingrich, George Dubya Bush and so many other terrible traitors like 2013 Amren traitor of the year a Rand Paul.

We simply have to force our people to stand up for the legitimate rights of our people.

We have some good people on our side - Sherrif a Joe A in Arizona, Alabama's Congressional representatives.

Russia is very solidly back in the pro White column.

No reason to give up, despair or fall down in to same old, same Jew hating.

There are plenty of decent a Jewish people who live and work near you get to know some, make friends and influence people.
Yeah, American Jews are terrible on immigration, so work productively on this issue, don't just complain and fall down in to hating.

Don't try to join Hamas - that ain't White either.

• Reply •
XXX Whitettrashgang • 15 hours ago
  jayvbellis
No the tribe on top controls these people for, those who have the gold rule.

7
• Reply •
>>> Juggernaut3000 • a day ago
  Long Live Dixie
Islam is nothing. Anybody who understands what is happening in the West today knows that Moslems are simply the tool of other forces. If we were free to pursue our own interest we could deal with them in five minutes."

20
• Reply •
XXX Long Live Dixie • a day ago
  Juggernaut3000
'Simply a tool' is a huge understatement considering that 44 million of them are laying claim to Europe. Obviously, Jews supported their importation to Europe after WWII and still support their importation today, but it's pretty much undeniable that Islam in Europe has become a force unto itself. The rapes, the Shariah zones, the 'no-go' areas, the grooming gangs, and the defilement of Europe's cities with minarets make Islam much more than 'nothing'.
Get the Jews' boot off Whites necks in England and France and the Muslim problem would be taken care of.

If the Jews instantly vanished, Europeans would not suddenly wake up and become modern day Berserkers.

Jewish influence is one of several things behind Europe's passivity and many of the destructive trends set in motion by Jewry now have a life of their own.

It's sad reality that Jewish leaders in Europe and USA support mass Muslim immigration into Europe, USA. Crazy. Sad. But unfortunately true.

They are against racism
Racism only is done by us Whites.
many people of color as possible, into a country that I claim is very racist and oppressive to people of color'. It doesn't make sense, but it's not about people of color. It's about feeling superior to and Browbeating those closest to them, white people. They know people of color can't be intimidated anyway, it's about intimidating fellow whites.

They simply want to be on the side of the bully. They want to bully and avoid being bullied.

The irony is, as of now, whites live in fear of the 'thought police', 'sensitivity policies' and 'tolerance objectives', it controls and molds their thinking (certainly what they express), but where blacks, particularly, are a majority, let a lone a very visible minority, as they are now, there will be real fear of blacks even to a physical level. Physical fear of blacks will control attitudes and policies as talk does now (if it does not already). Dinesh D'Souza pointed this out at least twice in his book 'Illiberal Education', school administrators may have been physically afraid of minority students.

Whites are getting a very small, unpleasant foretaste of what is to come. Perhaps we've Already chosen sides, trustee guard or inmate. Collaborator or resistance (or infiltrator). Whether they are claiming they are anti-racist, or pro-patriot or tradition, whites are afraid, and no matter how much they protest against it, and the louder they do so the more true it is; fear is ruling their lives.

>>> none of your business • a day ago

Question Diversity Dave4088 • 2 hours ago

You're looking at the wrong way.

"Support what Israel's doing, then call out their diaspora on their hypocrisy in the instances where they are hypocritical."
Whites have been calling out the hypocritical Jewish commie diaspora for decades. When the southern states fought Brown vs Topeka they fought Jewish attorneys and Jewish and Ford Foundation money although the Ford Foundation money was dispersed by Jews.

When Whites file anti affirmative action lawsuits they fight Jewish attorneys who want to give every job to a non White. When Whites voted for and won the anti affirmative action Prop 209 in California they were fighting the Jewish diaspora. We've been trying to fight against the anti White anti Christian civilization Jewish commie lefty diaspora since the Roosevelt administration and we have lost.

This article is as much an insult to American Whites as the standard black on White criminal defense of "she wanted to be raped, he should not have taken the bus, he didn't give me a cigarette, he disrespected me"

Living in Los Angeles I read the main stream Jewish publications all the time. I know what Jews of all stripes think of us. I know what political causes they back. I would suggest that you put your copy of Exodus back on the shelf and subscribe to some mainstream Jewish publications and read what causes they back and what they think of us.

30
• Reply •

>>> Juggernaut3000 • a day ago

  none of your business

They openly brag about the power they have over the U.S. government:

Every time we do something you tell me America will do this and will do that . . . I want to tell you something very clear: Don't worry about American pressure on Israel. We, the Jewish people, control America, and the Americans know it.
- Israeli Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon, October 3, 2001, to Shimon Peres, as reported on Kol Yisrael radio.

"OUR RACE IS THE MASTER RACE. WE ARE DIVINE GODS ON THIS PLANET. WE ARE AS DIFFERENT FROM THE INFERIOR RACES AS THEY ARE FROM INSECTS. IN FACT, COMPARED TO OUR RACE, OTHER RACES ARE BEASTS AND ANIMALS, CATTLE AT BEST. OTHER RACES ARE CONSIDERED AS HUMAN EXCREMENT. OUR DESTINY IS TO RULE OVER THE INFERIOR RACES. OUR EARTHY KINGDOM WILL BE RULED BY OUR LEADER WITH A ROD OF IRON. THE MASSES WILL LICK OUR FEET, AND SERVE US AS OUR SLAVES.

--Menachem Begin (Israeli Prime Minister, 1977-1983)

(caps in original)

*I've never seen a President — I don't care who he is — stand up to the Jews. They always get what they want. If the American people understood what a grip these people have got on our government, they would rise up in arms.*

— Admiral Thomas Moorer, Chairman, U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1970-74

Nixon. He didn't want to let the Vietnam deserters back in and observed they were disproportionately Jewish. I'd add any President that opposed a central bank and the Fed.
Isn't AmRen on ADL AJC SPLC's list of neo-nazi KKK hate groups? So why is this hymn to Jewish supremacy posted? I don't care about the Palestinians but I do care about American Whites and by any criteria American Jews favor school busing, black on White crime, affirmative action and unlimited brown, Asian and black immigration and every anti White program since the end of WW2.

AmRen may seem a tad confused frankly... They're ostensibly pro-white but 100% pro-chosenite. I wouldn't trust them as far as I could throw them... they are racist zionists and that's pretty typical of zionists when you think about it. America exists solely and entirely to serve their tribal objectives. Don't be fooled.

You are free to post elsewhere.

Look through some of Taylor's videos online. Sooner or later you'll find the one I did where he basically states he's purposefully chosen not to tackle the issue. Not that he's unaware of it. But that waking people up to a white identity and pride at all, is a monumental task (sad as that is
to say) without getting sidetracked and sandbagged by the anti-semite nonsense.

2
• Reply •
XXX Mergatroyd • 17 hours ago
SoulInvictus
Jews and their nefarious influence and promotion of an anti-White agenda are the elephant in the room.

Objecting to those who promote the genocide of your race through massive non-White flooding, notions of the equality of races, multiculturalism for White and ONLY White countries (but not theirs) is not anti-semitic nonsense, nor is it opinion, it is FACT.

The answers are here: http://www.prometheism.net/library/CultureOfCritique.pdf
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>>> SoulInvictus • 8 hours ago
Mergatroyd

• Reply •
I don't disagree at all (but you know that, you've read my other rantings). I simply understand why he doesn't get bogged down in the morass.

I imagine he views it as taking the high road.

• Reply •
>>> Mike Conrad • 9 hours ago
SoulInvictus
Thanks, I'll take your word for it. And I understand that strategy, though I think it's fatally flawed.
SoulInvictus • 8 hours ago

Mike Conrad
To the masses, you're full on David Duke and disregarded once "jew" escapes your lips. I can get why he avoids it.

Taylor/AmRen is like...Welcome to being white and loving it 101.

Then there are the advanced courses for the initiated that look behind the curtain.

Paraphrasing Doc Holiday, "Ben Shalom Bernanke and George "Schwartz György" Soros! you're no Oz at all."
Sorry Doc.

SoulInvictus • 3 hours ago

Mike Conrad
Understood; however I'm into pushing the envelope more, even IRL. Yes you can't play into your enemy's hands, but you also can't progress if you're in denial about who your enemy is. Your enemy is certainly not in denial. And AmRen goes way out of its way to support 'hebraic' cultural propaganda. The current article just one example among many.

SoulInvictus • 3 hours ago

Mike Conrad
Once it got tagged as a SPLC hategroup and such, not sure what the point is of holding back. From what I can tell of Taylor, it's likely that he'd find it distasteful... though that doesn't restrain criticism and articles directed at blacks any.
Either way, launching into that up front doesn't win friends and influence people as a general rule.

And as the choir here is well versed on the truth of all that, they've got plausible deniability as commenters cover that ground, excessively even. The tribe theme gets monotonous fast.

They did their part, they still play one. But Jews could leave for another planet and the brainwashed would perpetuate the philosophies. Maybe that's why he doesn't bother tackling it as the ship has already sailed. No one listened to Henry Ford and company so now we're here.

Among others, the Catholic church has proved to be just as deadly with their importation of brown poverty and the elite wealthy doing widespread damage are only partially tribe. Plenty of blame to go around.

1
• Reply •

>>> Mike Conrad • 26 minutes ago

SoulInvictus
Like most diseases, it's contagious. Good point though about being tagged by the SPLC. The few times I've seen AmRen mentioned in 'polite company' media, it's always with that tag. Not meaning to sound contentious, but the strategy you describe--despite the reasoning behind it--reeks a bit of capitulation.

• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 6 hours ago

none of your business
"This hymn to Jewish supremacy" is posted on American Renaissance because Jared Taylor agrees with this statement by Thomas Jefferson that is posted at the top of every page here, "There is not a truth existing which I fear or would wish unknown to the whole world."
When the liberals were fighting against California's anti affirmative action proposition Prop 209.
I went down to the federal courthouse and looked at the names of all the attorneys on the pro affirmative action anti White filings. There were a bit more than 90 anti White pro affirmative action attorneys involved. 76 had obviously blatantly Jewish names. I did not count names like Kaufmann or Becker that could be either Jewish or German.

Those 76 Jewish attorneys fought back and forth in the courts for years to over turn the anti affirmative action Prop 209.

Why should I support Israeli Jews in their fight against the Palestinians when American Jews fight for discrimination against Whites.

Something my Mother told me a long time ago when I was in high school. "Don't listen to what boys say, look at what they do." I've looked at what American Jews have done to destroy American Whites for decades.

Does amren think that by posting this we will get off the Jews list of hate groups? Dream on.
Jews do not need affirmative action. All they need is the ability to compete on equal terms. During the first half of the twentieth century Ivy League colleges had quotas to restrict Jewish admissions.

>>> none of your business • a day ago
One thing the Christian Zionists don't realize is that Christian arabs and Christian descendants

One thing the Christian Zionists don't realize is that Christian arabs and Christian descendants of Jews who became Christians in the time of Christ were expelled and driven out along with the Muslims. Bethlehem and Nazareth are almost ghost towns now.

There has been an Armenian Christian community in Jerusalem since the 2nd century AD.

Both secular and religious Jews use verbal and physical violence against them to force the Armenian community out of Jerusalem. Don't forget the founder of of Palestinian resistance was a Christian, George Habbas. During and before the 1948 takeover the Christian bishops stockpiled arms to be used in the fight to preserver the Arab neighborhoods and homes.

What do Christian Zionists think of the fact that Jews ended the AD and BC that had been used for 2,000 years in favor of Common Era and Before Common Era. What do Christian Zionists think of the fact that it is Jews and Jews pretending to be atheists who file the anti Christmas tree lawsuits?

There was something on Fox last week. Heard about the cross in the World Trade Center debris.? It is 2 beams that are the exact proportions of a latin cross. It is displayed at the memorial. A Jewish atheist organization filed suit to have it removed on the ground that the cross caused Jews and atheists to have stomach upsets looking at the cross. The lead attorney who filed the anti cross lawsuit is a Jew named
Silverman. He lost but still insists that the cross is a violation of church and state and causes Jews and atheists to have stomach upsets.

Start looking at the names of the attorneys on every anti White anti Christian lawsuit since Brown Vs Topeka. Who lists amren as a hate group? Who got an amren conference cancelled?

We blast Olivia Cole for her harmless anti White hatred so why do we praise the people who have enacted policies such as affirmative action, school busing, desegregation, unlimited immigration all of which are very, very detrimental to Whites.

25
• Reply •

>>> Juggernaut3000 • a day ago
  none of your business
I repeat this quote about what the leader of Israel thinks of Christian Zionists,

*My opinion of Christian Zionists? They're scum. But don't tell them that. We need all the useful idiots we can get right now.*

—Benjamin Netanyahu, Israeli Prime Minister

17
• Reply •

>>> SoulInvictus • a day ago
  Juggernaut3000
Can you link me to that (something mainstream)?

I'd like to pass it along to my folks and any other rabidly Pro-Isl'treal christians I know.
That sounds like a fabricated "quote." I'd like concrete evidence of its authenticity.

Here are even more quotes:

1. “There is a huge gap between us (Jews) and our enemies not just in ability but in morality, culture, sanctity of life, and conscience. They are our neighbors here, but it seems as if at a distance of a few hundred meters away, there are people who do not belong to our continent, to our world, but actually belong to a different galaxy.”
   Israeli president Moshe Katsav. The Jerusalem Post, May 10, 2001

2. “The Palestinians are like crocodiles, the more you give them meat, they want more”....
   Ehud Barak, Prime Minister of Israel, August 28, 2000. Jerusalem Post August 30, 2000

3. ”[The Palestinians are] beasts walking on two legs.”

4. “The Palestinians” would be crushed like grasshoppers ... heads smashed against the boulders and walls.”
   Yitzhak Shamir, Israeli Prime Minister, in a speech to Jewish settlers New York Times April 1, 1988
5. “When we have settled the land, all the Arabs will be able to do about it will be to scurry around like drugged cockroaches in a bottle.” Raphael Eitan, Chief of Staff of the Israeli Defence Forces, New York Times, 14 April 1983.

6. “How can we return the occupied territories? There is nobody to return them to.” Golda Meir, Israeli Prime Minister, March 8, 1969.

7. “There was no such thing as Palestinians, they never existed.” Golda Meir, Israeli Prime Minister, June 15, 1969

8. “The thesis that the danger of genocide was hanging over us in June 1967 and that Israel was fighting for its physical existence is only bluff, which was born and developed after the war.” Israeli General Matityahu Peled, Ha’aretz, 19 March 1972.

9. “If I were an Arab leader, I would never sign an agreement with Israel. It is normal; we have taken their country. It is true God promised it to us, but how could that interest them? Our God is not theirs. There has been Anti-Semitism, the Nazis, Hitler, Auschwitz, but was that their fault? They see but one thing: we have come and we have stolen their country. Why would they accept that?” David Ben Gurion (the first Israeli Prime Minister), quoted by Nahum Goldmann in “Le Paraddoxe Juif” (“The Jewish Paradox”), pp121.

10. “We must do everything to insure they (the Palestinians) never do return.” Assuring his fellow Zionists that Palestinians will never come back to their homes. “The old will die and the young will forget.” David Ben Gurion, 1948

11. “We have to kill all the Palestinians unless they are resigned to live here as slaves.”
Chairman Heilbrun of the Committee for the Re-election of General Shlomo Lahat, the mayor of Tel Aviv, October 1983.

12. “Every time we do something you tell me America will do this and will do that . . . I want to tell you something very clear: Don’t worry about American pressure on Israel. We, the Jewish people, control America, and the Americans know it.”

Israeli Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon to Shimon Peres, October 3, 2001, as reported on Kol Yisrael radio. (Certainly the FBI’s cover-up of the Israeli spy ring/phone tap scandal suggests that Mr. Sharon may not have been joking.)

13. “We declare openly that the Arabs have no right to settle on even one centimeter of Eretz Israel... Force is all they do or ever will understand.
We shall use the ultimate force until the Palestinians come crawling to us on all fours.”


14. “We must do everything to ensure they [the Palestinian refugees] never do return”


15. “... we should prepare to go over to the offensive with the aim of smashing Lebanon, Trans-jordan and Syria The weak point in the Arab coalition is Lebanon [for] the Moslem regime is artificial and easy to undermine. A Christian state should be established... When we smash the [Arab] Legions strength and bomb Amman, we will eliminate Transjordan, too, and then Syria will fall. If Egypt still dares to fight on, we Transjordan, too, and then Syria will fall. If Egypt still dares to fight on, we shall bomb Port Said, Alexandria, and Cairo.”

16. “We must use terror, assassination, intimidation, land confiscation, and the cutting of all social services to rid the Galilee of its Arab population.”
Israel Koenig, “The Koenig Memorandum”

17. “Jewish villages were built in the place of Arab villages. You do not even know the names of these Arab villages, and I do not blame you because geography books no longer exist. Not only do the books not exist, the Arab villages are not there either. Nahlal arose in the place of Mahlul; Kibbutz Gvat in the place of Jibta; Kibbutz Sarid in the place of Huneifs; and Kefar Yehushua in the place of Tal al-Shuman. There is not a single place built in this country that did not have a former Arab population.”
Moshe Dayan, address to the Technion, Haifa, Haaretz, April 4, 1969.

18. “We walked outside, Ben-Gurion accompanying us. Allon repeated his question, What is to be done with the Palestinian population?’ Ben-Gurion waved his hand in a gesture which said ‘Drive them out!’”

19. “We shall reduce the Arab population to a community of woodcutters and waiters”
Rabin’s description of the conquest of Lydda, after the completion of Plan Dalet. Uri Lubrani, PM Ben-Gurion’s special adviser on Arab Affairs, 1960. quoted in “The Arabs in Israel” by Sabri Jiryas.

20. “There are some who believe that the non-Jewish population, even in a high percentage, within our borders will be more effectively under our surveillance; and there are some who believe the contrary, i.e., that it is easier to carry out surveillance over the activities of a neighbor than over those of a tenant. tend to support the latter view and have an additional argument: ... the need to sustain the character of the state which will henceforth be Jewish...with a non-Jewish minority limited to
15 percent. I had already reached this fundamental position as early as 1940 [and] it is entered in my diary.”
Joseph Weitz, head of the Jewish Agency’s Colonization Department. From “Israel: an Apartheid State” by Uri Davis, p.5.

21. “Everybody has to move, run and grab as many hilltops as they can to enlarge the settlements because everything we take now will stay ours...
Everything we don’t grab will go to them.”
Ariel Sharon, Israeli Foreign Minister, addressing a meeting of militants from the extreme right-wing Tsomet Party, Agence France Presse, November 15, 1998.

22. “It is the duty of Israeli leaders to explain to public opinion, clearly and courageously, a certain number of facts that are forgotten with time. The first of these is that there is no Zionism, colonialization or Jewish State without the eviction of the Arabs and the expropriation of their lands.”
Yoram Bar Porath, Yediot Aahronot, 14 July 1972.

23. “Spirit the penniless population across the frontier by denying it employment... Both the process of expropiation and the removal of the poor must be carried out discreetly and circumspectly.”

24. “One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail.”

25. “We Jews, we are the destroyers and will remain the destroyers. Nothing you can do will meet our demands and needs. We will forever destroy because we want a world of our own.”
26. “We will have a world government whether you like it or not. The only question is whether that government will be achieved by conquest or consent.”
Paul Warburg, Jewish Banker, testimony before the U.S. Senate, February 17, 1950

27. “We will establish ourselves in Palestine whether you like it or not... You can hasten our arrival or you can equally retard it. It is however better for you to help us so as to avoid our constructive powers being turned into a destructive power which will overthrow the world.”
Chaim Weizmann, Published in “Judische Rundschau,” No. 4, 1920

• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 17 hours ago
Mergatroyd
I welcome the use of documented quotes. It's use of concocted statements that irritates me.

1

XXX JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
DaveMed
If you want documented quotes and other facts, read more of my comments. I love to quote Jared Taylor, others who have spoken at American Renaissance conferences, and articles that have been posted here.

• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
DaveMed
Don't wait for any evidence. Even if Benjamin Natanyahu thinks that way, and I am sure he does not, he is too intelligent to say something like that in public.
meanqueen Mergatroyd • 2 months ago
yeah, so? You say much worse about blacks.

• Reply •

Long Live Dixie • 18 hours ago
Juggernaut3000
I'm doubtful of that quote's authenticity, however the Jewish opinion of Christians is well documented. Here's a recent finding -www[DOT]pewforum[DOT]org/files/2014/07/PF_14.07.16_interreligiousRelations_

It's interesting to note that Jews rate Muslims higher than they rate evangelicals, whereas evangelicals rate Jews higher than any group besides themselves.

meanqueen Juggernaut3000 • 2 months ago
He did not say that and you know it.
• Share ›

none of your business • 2 months ago
LIBERALS! Not "Jews." Do you even know any political conservative Jews? If not, you should make an effort to get to know them. You might be surprised. They abhor liberal Jews, though they wouldn't murder them as you would.

4
• Reply •

none of your business • a day ago
Michael Christopher Scott DaveMed • 3 hours ago
"The thing I always remind myself is that after Israel's creation, Jews were largely expelled from every Arab country, usually with only two suitcases per family"
Actually that is not true. One must remember that at the time of Israel's creation and for about 15 to 20 years later all those Arab countries were colonies of Britain, France or Spain. The native arabs did not run those countries and could not and did not expell the arabs. The zionists sent out recruiters who did recruit a number of Jews to come to Israel but Algeria, Jordan, Tunisia, Morrocco, Lybia, Iraq and Syria never expelled Jews because they were all colonies of Britain, France and Spain. One reason the arab Jews resisted moving to Israel is that zionism was communism at the time and the prosperous business people wanted no part of a communist or socialist state.

16
• Reply •

>>> Paul • a day ago
'That view ignores historical fact. Both groups have had a chance to develop within the same territory'

Unfortunately this kills your whole article. One group built the entire thing with other peoples money. The others didn't.

>>> meanqueen Paul • 2 months ago
Bull - the Arabs have been given MILLIONS of dollars over the past 60 years and they have built nothing with it except tunnels by which they go to murder Jews. There is no comparison between Jews and Arabs - none. One has DNA capable of creating and the other had DNA only capable of destroying. Where this ignorant Jew hatred comes from, I really don't know. But I'm betting that if you had the choice between a nice Jewish doctor for a neighbor and an ignorant Pali refugee jihadi, I know which one you would choose.

11

>>> NoMosqueHere • a day ago
This issue should be crystal clear to y'all.
These Hamas muslim death cult beasts must be destroyed. Islam is cancer on the west. Civilians die in wars. Too bad -- then don't start one.

I support Israel in this fight. These tough jews are preferable to the wimpy liberal jews in the US.

I just wish Israel didn't give warnings to the musselmen barbarians before it drops its bombs.

3
  • Reply •
  >>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
  NoMosqueHere
  Let us know when Israel supports the West in our fight.

28
  • Reply •
  >>> NoMosqueHere • a day ago
  Long Live Dixie
  What fight are you talking about, jack? Whites are committing suicide -- read Pat Buchanan's book. Eventually many european countries will fall to islam; it's just a matter of time. France will fall too -- the french have no will to fight.

1
  • Reply •
  >>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
  NoMosqueHere
  Your obtuseness bores me.

  >>> meanqueen Long Live Dixie • 2 months ago
  Listen, Dixie. Both sides of my family all the way back were southerners who fought the Civil War. At least one ancestor was a high
ranking officer (Colonel). I grew up in Texas. I'm conservative. Now think about this: maybe you are the one being obtuse. Our ancestors did not consider many things before they went to war with the Union, not the least of which was whether they were really prepared in terms of resources and munitions. But they had emotion in abundant supply! It was that pigheadedness and blindness that cost them the war ultimately. You are at war with Islam and Liberalism, and you will lose that battle if you don't learn from the mistakes of your ancestors.

• Share ›

27
• Reply •

>>> ViktorNN • 14 hours ago

Long Live Dixie

The idea that most Jews are in favor of Muslim immigration into white countries but then viciously hostile to Muslims and arabs when it comes to defending Israel seems to be hard for many pro-Israel types to comprehend. They can't seem to grok it.

You can see their wiring start to smoke and melt.

11
• Reply •

>>> Traherne • a day ago

NoMosqueHere

What on earth do you mean "what fight are you talking about"?

Who is agitating against nationalist groups? Who has imported feminism, homosexuality, and abortion into our lands? Who tirelessly campaigns for non-White supremacy in White lands, while savagely attacking anyone or anything that threatens the racial "purity" of their own land?
...none of which was happening pre-1900's. In other words, before the laundry list of social movements counter to white culture that weren't started by whites. Then hitting overdrive in the 50-60's and becoming mainstream government policy soon after.

Yes, whites are pulling the trigger on their own now... but they didn't make or load the gun, or pour the booze and put on the depressing music, metaphorically.

---

We in the west resisted Islam just fine before we starting letting the koshers dictate our values and rewrite our history. Historically Jews also collaborated with the Muslim invaders of Europe. Coincidentally they still do.

---

Bull(deleted). You remind me of the blacks who blame whites for everything. Grow up and support them tough jews in israel who kicked some muslim butt.
Wonderful retort.

13
• Reply •

>>> NoMosqueHere • a day ago

Guest
And you should grow up too. Support Israel in this fight; you'll feel better about yourself.

• Reply •

>>> JSS • a day ago

NoMosqueHere
Your comparison makes no sense. Blacks and Jews actually have much in common. They both follow us everywhere while complaining about how racist we are and fleecing us of our wealth. I on the other hand just want to be free of both groups forever.

I spent my time in Iraq in Afghanistan. I didn't see any Jews there. Been there done that and don't care.

23

>>> Juggernaut3000 • a day ago

JSS
Nixon didn't see any Jews coming back from Vietnam, Nixon strongly hinted that his reluctance to even consider amnesty for young Americans who went to Canada to avoid being drafted during the Vietnam War was because, he told Mr. Colson, so many of them were Jewish.

“I didn’t notice many Jewish names coming back from Vietnam on any of those lists; I don’t know how the hell they avoid it,” he said, adding: “If you look at the Canadian-Swedish contingent, they were very disproportionately Jewish. The deserters.”
SoulInvictus • a day ago

JSS
"They both follow us everywhere while complaining about how racist we are and fleecing us of our wealth. I on the other hand just want to be free of both groups forever."
A.men.

Traherne • a day ago

NoMosqueHere
It isn't a lie; please read about the Muslim invasion of Spain. Jews always support them.

Luca • a day ago

NoMosqueHere
Most of the folks here don't see the real enemy. The real enemy are Liberals. Jewish Liberals, black Liberals, hispanic Liberals, White Liberals, Christian Liberals, gay liberals, Eco-Liberals, Feminist Liberals, Democratic Liberals, Unionized Liberals, Academic Liberals, media Liberals, Hollywood Liberals, etc.

While jewish Liberals frequently lead the pack, all are equally to blame whether they lead or follow.

Liberalism seeks to destroy the White, Christian, heterosexual, male dominated Capitalist world.
Liberalism is a cult and political correctness kills.

2
• Reply •

>>> Sick of it • 7 hours ago
Luca
While I agree with you, Mr. Marx, Mr. Trotsky, and Mr. Lenin had something to do with the creation of modern liberalism.

>>> meanqueen NoMosqueHere • 2 months ago
Thank you for making the distinction. Jew-haters seem to be incapable of doing their research.

6
• Reply •

>>> Easyrhino1 • a day ago
Henry Siegman, former executive director of the American Jewish Congress and president of the US/Middle East Project said the so-called peace process in the occupied Palestinian territories as: a “scam” because of a “consensus reached long ago by Israel’s decision-making elites that Israel will never allow the emergence of a Palestinian state.”

13
• Reply •

>>> lmferg • a day ago
So Israel fails and NYC receives their refugees. Would you fear riding the subway with them?

• Reply •

>>> Luca • a day ago
Israel should go all out. Balls to the wall, full blown war, it is going to happen sooner or later and they should get this party started now while they can still win. Soon those missile warheads will be nuclear,
compliments of Iran and N. Korea and that Iron Dome defense will only create nuclear fallout if they are lucky.

Let's face it. It's only a matter of "when" not "if".

2
• Reply •

>>> Juggernaut3000 • a day ago
Israel is currently in the process of shrinking Gaza by 44 percent, and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a Democrat, is preparing another “emergency” aid package consisting of US tax dollars to finance Israel’s slaughter and compression of Palestinian lives.

Palestinians are being dispossessed and exterminated…The fact of the matter is that Palestinians cannot get into Israel. Gaza is blockaded as are the few remaining Palestinian settlements in the West Bank. Israel has stolen almost all of Palestine. The few Palestinian settlements still permitted to exist are cut off by a massive wall from Israel and from each other by barbed wire and check points, cut off from hospitals and schools, from water, and from their fields and olive groves, which are being destroyed to make room for settlers’ apartment blocks.

People this hemmed in are helpless, and the extreme right-wing Israeli settlers are moving into the few remaining Palestinian settlements evicting the Palestinians from their properties with the aid of US-provided Caterpillar tractors especially designed for uprooting Palestinian olive groves and demolishing Palestinian houses, just like the Caterpillar tractor that the Israelis ran over US citizen Rachel Corrie, murdering this protesting US citizen in cold blood.

The Great Moral US government did nothing about it. Israel learned when it murdered the crew of the USS Liberty in 1967 that Israel had carte blanche from Washington to murder US citizens.
“Israel Is Stealing and Murdering Its Way Through Palestine” — Paul Craig Roberts

17
• Reply •

>>> AndrewInterrupted • a day ago

Juggernaut3000
"—“Israel Is Stealing and Murdering Its Way Through Palestine” — Paul Craig Roberts..."
America is next.

Look how many Americans died during 9/11--and since, during the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. All to side with, and defend Israel.

19

• Reply •

>>> Whitetrashgang • a day ago

AndrewInterrupted
And Saudi Arabia which due to oil wealth buys off each president and key congressmen to not invest in alternative energy and to protect the kingdom.

7
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 18 hours ago

Juggernaut3000
I suddenly feel like I've been transported to a HuffPo comment section.
Good comment. It is truly one of history's ironies to see a people who have suffered and been brutalized now turn around and do it to someone else.

---

Many people think this is a clash between different religions, but the roots lie deeper.

Liberals love to blame religion for most of our wars. Wars are fought primarily over territory, people-hood, resources, and other stuff. Religion is usually nothing but a side issue of like-minded people.

If we were serious about ending conflicts, we should follow the old adage, 'Good fences make good neighbors'.

Let people determine their own borders.

For the truth about how the Arab country Jews were conned into coming to Israel read the autobiography of David Levy the first Sephardic Jew to be elected to national office. Briefly, his parents were conned into migrating to Israel. His Father was a carpenter and cabinet maker. A carpenter can go anywhere and make a good living or so his parents thought. At the border the zionists confiscated several trunks of tools and wood so good bye carpenter career. They were detained in a tent camp and then sent as farm laborers to a kibbutz as more or less indentured servants, not free labor.
The Arab country Jews were not that badly off and persecuted as zionist propaganda makes out.

There were 3 objections to going to Israel (1) Why go to Israel when we have a decent life here.

(2) Israel is a communist socialist state and we are business people (3) Israel is atheist and is run by militant atheists and we are religious.

The mizrahi and sephardic religious have alleviated a lot of the atheism but that was what Israel was back in the late 40's and 50's. For more information about Israel from a European Jew viewpoint google Rabbis Weissmandel I think the current one is Michael. The Weissmandels were a dynasty of European rabbis who lived through WW2 and the aftermath and agree that the zionists worked with Hitler to stampede Jews to Israel. The Weissmandels also object to the atheism of the zionists. Like others, the Weissmandels assert that the zionists helped Hitler kill middleaged adults and moved thousands of children and teens to Israel to be raised as communist atheists.

I don't care if Israel is atheist or religious, I care about the damage the American Jews have done to me and other Whites in the 104 years since they founded the NAACP.

>>> meanqueen none of your business • 2 months ago
Try to make a distinction between atheist liberal secular Jews who are very far from the values that their religion and heritage teaches, and the politically conservative and religious Jews whose values and goals are probably similar to your own (minus the blind and baseless hatred, however), and also the Israelis who are merely fighting for their survival, as you claim to be doing. You should feel a camaraderie with that, no?
Goatherd lovers rank with ni66er lovers in my book, especially when they are anti-Semites to boot. I'm tired of "I can't get ahead because whites Jews are holding blacks whites back."

If Israeli Jews secretly control the USA world, why aren't they rich? Or are they secretly rich but choose to live under a rain of missiles so they won't be found out? If Jews are holding you back, do your utmost to succeed anyway. If you don't have the courage to control Radical Islam, at least get out of Israel's way.

The Jewish race is wildly rich. What are you talking about?? Just because Sheryl Sandberg doesn't part with an extra million or two (from her $3 Billion) to take care of 3rd cousin, Saul Lipshitz, living in Israel, doesn't mean the Jewish race isn't rich.

Their whole "schtick" is predicated on being victims. Why would they take care of ALL of their own? Israel's job is to sit there and look like victims. Imagine if Zuckerturd, Scamberg, and the others pooled their stolen resources? They could pay off the national debt. That's not rich--as a race??

"The Jewish race is wildly rich."
Let me correct that so it reads "Members of the Jewish race tend to be successful because they tend to be of high IQ, value education, value hard work, and value strong family ties, all of which tend to contribute to individual wealth."

Do you seriously think that your anti-Semitism will cause Radical Islam to love you? And to spare you when they have the opportunity to kill you?

As a commenter on a different site observed today (I must paraphrase), if Radical Islam lays its weapons down there will be peace. If Israeli Jews lay there weapons down there will be genocide.

Is your loathing of Jews so strong that you would rather see barbarous women-hating medieval goatherds running the world?

6
XXX Long Live Dixie • a day ago
Lexonaut

• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago
Lexonaut

Why is the idea that disliking Jews means loving Muslims? That's a false choice. Both are enemies of the West. As others have said already, they work together in Europe to take the continent away from whites.

29
• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • a day ago
Long Live Dixie

Don't be coy and don't mince words. Many commenters on this site want Hamas/Iran to wipe Israel off the face of the earth per the Hamas
charter. If Jews are as powerful as you claim -- if ten million people can control ten billion -- then you would do well to learn how the trick is done so you can use it to better your own life.

Many people on this site (including me) would like to see a separate Whites only nation -- a white homeland. Many people profess to be willing to fight and die for this ideal. Well, Israelis are living what you only dream of and talk about.

Yes, Israelis are living the Jewish Homeland. The nation having been established by the UN in 1948, they are fighting to preserve it from being taken over by stupid, lazy, ineducable bloodthirsty savages who, in all the ways that count, are very like the blacks and black sympathizers controlling dozens of US cities as well as the executive branch of the federal government.

Again, if Jews are as powerful as you say, you really ought to learn how the trick is accomplished so that you can outsmart them. Your enemy is black/brown, not white/yellow.

3
  • Reply •

XXX AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Lexonaut
I actually want Israel to annex Gaza and resettle Palestinians into Arab territories. For one reason----->so we're done with Israel.

"We're done with you. You got your territory. Now leave America be. We don't take sides in holy wars!"

Those are my motivations. I don't give two f**king sh!ts about Israel or Islam. Both groups can burn. I will throw gasoline on that pyre, for the harm both those groups have caused to the greatest nation on earth.
Gaza was Israeli territory until nine years ago, when Israel gave it to the Palestinians in hopes of a peaceful settlement of the matter.

You did know this, yes?

You may not be interested in holy war, but Radical Islamic jihad is interested in you.

Supporting Israel is supporting Islam in the West. Organise an anti-Islamic protest in your hometown. Who do you think the loudest voices of opposition will be from? Last year in Tennessee, the League of the South held just such a protest. Guess the 'religion' of the guy who organised the counter protest. In fact, he drove all the way from New Hampshire to stand with Islam's conquest of two small central Tennessee towns.

Just as there are white ni66er lovers, there are Jewish goatherd lovers. They are all fools, too often dangerous fools.
A guy named Munchkin just posted this over at TakiMag.

“Our race is the Master Race. We are divine gods on this earth. We are as different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races. Our worldly wise kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and serve us as our slaves.” —


Does it surprise you, who may well be a white supremacist, that there are Jewish supremacists?

At least Jews can make such claims with straight faces. When was the last time that a ni66er financed a game-changing startup?

Many of our problems in the USA today can be traced to Jews who said We're not the master race, the ni66ers are.
"White supremacist" is the Left controlling the narrative. I don't snap at that carrot dangling from that stick. I don't even use "White" outside of AmRen, TakiMag, vdare, etc. I'm a proud "European-American". And those who don't like it have "Euro-envy". That's my narrative.

---

AndrewInterrupted

Here's what I'm a supremacist about -- the people who lived around the North Sea.

They gave us the technological and financial foundation of the modern world, and they financed the USA during the glorious 25 years following the Civil War.

Am I a white supremacist? I dunno. I've got a high IQ but I've met several people in my lifetime who are smarter than me, and they were all either Chinese, Japanese or Jewish. I would be happy to have them for neighbors in a fundamentally white nation provided there was a cap of, say, 10% on non-whites.

Why limit people who are smarter than me? Because I want to live in a white American culture, not a Japanese or Chinese or Jewish culture. I have no problem that Israel, Japan and China exist, I just want to keep America white, which is obviously now a lost cause.

Am I a white separatist? You bet. It's just that I would prefer to accomplish the goal of a white homeland through white flight and secession than through genocide.
"Does it surprise you, who may well be a white supremacist, that there are Jewish supremacists?"

Nope, ours just aren't publicly accepted and lauded religious figures that have the ear of leaders of a nuclear power. We also don't have a whites only apartheid state...

Are you intentionally missing my point? The very same Jews and the very same Jewish organisations (from lobby groups to the Israeli government itself) who think that Israel should exist as a Jewish state are the ones who support multi-culturalism and Islamism in the West. These Jews are not 'goatherd lovers' in the sense that they want to flood Israel with 'goatherders'. They only want to flood us with those people. This is central to Jewish strategy.

"IQ" is a trap. Those groups you mention are an automobile with a 12 cylinder engine--and no wheels.

It's the western European brain that evolved into the nation-maker. Those others are "high IQ" nation-takers. Their brain didn't make it all the way to western civilization. Rabbi Engelmann and others will distract & redirect you to IQ to mask their lack of other nation-making components. The highest IQ people are in fact "specialists", incapable of the highest nation-making.
Unfortunately, because of its completeness, the highly evolved European brain can be exploited for its inherently compassionate, generous, and trusting nature. Other brains in the world never made it that far. "White guilt" is genetic. Western Europeans can be shamed, even when unwarranted. They are the complete nation-making package. They recently found the frontal area of the brain is responsible for guilt. No surprise it's in the pre-frontal cortex (the forehead area).

That's the area that evolved to make western civilization possible.

The Europeans have the largest forehead regions. You can see it in the near perpendicular angle of their forehead profile. The vertical tilt was for greater volume, thus greater evolution of that area of the brain.

http://www.democratic-republicans.us/neanderthals-and-semites

AndrewInterrupted
IQ is not a trap. If it weren't for the Japanese, the computer on which you visit Amren would be a 1970s refrigerator-sized minicomputer costing $50,000 in today's money. I don't disagree with your "twelve cylinders, no wheels" observation, but Asians are extremely good at electrical engineering and manufacturing, and Jews are extremely good at financial and scientific matters. Don't throw the baby out with the bath water.

Lexonaut
You seem to suggest they make good "specialists". Very astute.
But, how good are they at nation-making? Japanese/Chinese don't innovate, they replicate. And the tribe is just in it for themselves. Selecting Japan as the innovator of the PC is like saying Al Gore invented the internet.
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>>> Lexonaut • 8 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted
Yes, they make good specialists. In contrast the People of the North Sea, and especially their American descendants, were exceptionally good at innovation and project management. The benefit of the resulting partnerships was shown by the Manhattan Project and the computer industry.

I'm retired but I've been involved with the computer industry since 1963. The Japanese revolution in consumer electronics put pressure on the American integrated circuit suppliers, which in turn enabled the conversion of the room-sized 7094 I programmed in 63 to the briefcase-sized portable Compaq I programmed in 86.

>>> SoulInvictus • 14 hours ago
Lexonaut
"Does it surprise you, who may well be a white supremacist, that there are Jewish supremacists?"

Nope, ours just aren't publicly accepted and lauded religious figures that have the ear of leaders of a nuclear power.

We also don't have a whites only apartheid state...
Lexonaut

Are you intentionally missing my point? The very same Jews and the very same Jewish organisations (from lobby groups to the Israeli government itself) who think that Israel should exist as a Jewish state are the ones who support multi-culturalism and Islamism in the West. These Jews are not 'goatherd lovers' in the sense that they want to flood Israel with 'goatherders'. They only want to flood us with those people. This is central to Jewish strategy.

meanqueen  Long Live Dixie • 2 months ago

No, they are not one and the same. They are diametrically opposing teams. Boy, you are really ignorant.
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• Reply •

billybob2343 • 16 hours ago

Long Live Dixie

You speak the truth.

meanqueen  Lexonaut • 2 months ago

AGREE!!
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• Reply •

XXX Lexonaut • 15 hours ago

Long Live Dixie

Central to Jewish strategy for what? World domination? I thought they already had that under control.

• Reply •

SoulInvictus • 29 minutes ago

Long Live Dixie

And that really says it all.

• Reply •
As I said, in spite of your tone deafness, I have no affinity for either of those practicing ancient superstition and waging blood feuds.

They are free to do so--without western civilization. Will we be splitting hairs all night, Mr. Finkelshitz? Or is it Finkleshitz?

Let me see if I understand this ... You have no affinity for waging blood feuds but you don't hesitate threaten to personally arrange for me to burn in hell for eternity.

What makes you think I'm Jewish? Is it possible for me to be pro-Israel without being Jewish? Is it possible for a Jew to be anti-Israel?

Inquiring minds want to know -- to learn at the feet of the master who, in the end, is reduced to name calling.

I actually don't think it is possible for a Jew to be anti-Israel. I can't speak of any such encounter. Probably only the products of "Shiksas" would ever wander into such verboten territory.

The creation of Israel had the same impetus as CRA 1964: *White guilt*. But, my European ancestors owe both groups nothing.

Israel robbed us blind, including our nukes; there will come a mythical time when Uncle Sam will finally say: "Israel, you're on your own".
Let all the rich Yids pay for it. I have no blood feud. Only nationalistic pride.
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• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • a day ago
AndrewInterrupted
Obama surely will veto any emergency military aid for Israel bill that the House and Senate end up agreeing on. At that point Israel truly will be on its own regardless of what you or I think of the matter and regardless of how we feel about it.

When Israel is alone it does not follow that she will be easily defeated even if attacked by every surrounding Arab nation. Can she be defeated? Yes, but only at very great cost in human lives. Is Radical Islam willing to see this price paid? Perhaps so.

We're certainly going to find out.

Would Israel be willing to see WW3 if the alternative were the extinction of Israel? Absolutely.

Could WW3 be avoided if the USA would help Israel win in the war against her that Radical Islam has started? Absolutely.

The world must remember that when the majority of Israelis say Never Again, they mean it even if others would prefer that they never existed in the first place.

• Reply •
XXX AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Lexonaut
I work in technology--and for 10 years, defense. Israel has many tactical nukes at their disposal. They could turn every piece of land within 800
miles into a silicon parking lot instantly. This is widely understood in intelligence communities. They won't use them until they absolutely have to, but then the public will know the extent of their programs. Their nukes are probably better than ours at this point.

"Meanqueen", you are dullard and a fool. Israel is ranked 2nd among technology thieves against the U.S.--2nd only to China.

Even Einstein was a technology thief at the patent office. Your tribe buddies are thieves.
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• Reply •
XXX SoulInvictus • a day ago
AndrewInterrupted
"Their nukes are probably better than ours at this point."

Doubtful, not until they start being able to spend trillions on defense like the US. Funny how you never hear anything about neutron bombs anymore. Those seem like they'd be much more up isntreals alley.

• Reply •
>>> AndrewInterrupted • 21 hours ago
SoulInvictus
The world will be stunned at their nuclear capability when the time comes. Do this day, they are number 2 on the U.S. technology espionage list. 2nd only to China. They have been raping the U.S. of technology and treasure for many decades. And I still say their tactical cruise missile nukes are as good or better than ours. They can lay waste to all of the Middle East on the day and time of their choosing. They just don't want to be seen as casting the first nuke.

>>> meanqueen AndrewInterrupted • 2 months ago
You work in technology? Are you sure? Because if you do, then you should know the tremendous amount of technological advances that pour out of Israeli minds on a regular basis, and you should admire and support that, instead of wanting to destroy in a jealous rage.

>>> meanqueen  AndrewInterrupted • 2 months ago
Islam is already within our borders. Islam has already overtaken France and most likely Britain and Scandinavia. You clearly aren't reading the right books. You will be bowing on your prayer rug in about 30 years if you don't wise up to who the real enemy is. Hint: it's not the Israelis. Extreme leftist Jews? Well, that's another matter. I'm not fond of them either but they will go the way of their liberal gentile friends.
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• Reply •
XXX SoulInvictus • 31 minutes ago
AndrewInterrupted
"...so we're done with Israel."

That'll never happen. After Palestine it'll be the next valuable piece of real estate that needs annexing into Greater Israel. Purely for "security" of course. Look out Kurds.

XXX Long Live Dixie • a day ago
Lexonaut
- If someone wants Hamas/Iran to wipe Israel off the face of the earth, how does that equate to wanting Islam to run the world?

- There aren't even ten billion people in the entire world, so how could anyone claim that Jews control ten billion people? At any rate, the Jews are enormously powerful in mass media, finance, and politics. That doesn't mean they 'control' people, but it does mean they influence society in ways that are in their best interests.
Since many Jews have openly talked about these things, you shouldn't act as though it is some sort of irrational conspiracy theory.

- Israel is not a white homeland. It is a Jewish homeland and it opposes white interests. Since Jews are not even white (rather, they are Asiatic mongrels), Israel could not possibly be defined as a white country.

- It's not my problem if one Middle Eastern tribe conquers another Middle Eastern tribe. Neither side has anything to do with the West.

- It is not in the nature of whites to learn from Jews and to become a nation within a nation that uses parasitic means to thrive.
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• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • a day ago

Long Live Dixie

I was exercising editorial license. The actual figures are more like nine million controlling seven billion, a very impressive accomplishment indeed. So ... Tell us ... How is this done?

Having rich people is the price we pay for being able to live as First World middle class people. Governments don't create wealth, rich people do. (Governments may give employment but it is unproductive employment and actually destroys wealth.) If a disproportionate number of those rich people (money grubbing investors) happen to be Jewish, you would do well to remember that when they go, so will financial skills.

Jews have always lived by their wits and are hated for it. Somehow, they have money when others don't. Somehow they are able to flee from one country to another, not as beggars but instead as financiers and doctors and lawyers and writers and publishers and ... on and on.
Portable skills, always ready to pull stakes and run when the pogroms loom as they are now doing again.

One thing Jews are not is Useless Eaters. Can you say the same about yourself?
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>>> Long Live Dixie • a day ago

Lexonaut

- I haven't claimed that Jews 'control' the world's population, so I feel uncompelled to defend the claim. However, I will refer you to paragraph two in my post above. I especially encourage you to look into AIPAC's control (yes, control) of US congressmen and of Jewry's role in the mainstream media, especially Hollywood. Go to Youtube, type in 'Hollywood origins' and then watch the second link that comes up. It is an interview with Israeli director Simcha Jacobivici.

- I'm not talking about rich people. Jewish involvement in international finance is not a matter of 'happening' to be Jewish. It is something that was conscious strategy straight from the patriarch of Rothschild bankster family himself. Jews have an instinctive sense to gravitate towards positions that will alter the society of their hosts.

- Jews have not been hated for living by their wits. They have been hated for not doing honest work, for leeching off of their hosts, for opposing religion and order, for promoting degeneration in society, opposing religion and order, for promoting degeneration in society, for funding both sides in wars, and so on.

- If by 'useless eaters', you mean parasites, then what other name do you give a people who make it a habit to rely on the blood and gold of others to keep their state afloat?
Long Live Dixie

"... what other name do you give a people who make it a habit to rely on the blood and gold of others to keep their state afloat?"

The name I use is DemoPublicans, and I will continue to do so till there is a much-needed revolution. Jews are not your enemy, but Washington, DC and the surrounding counties contain millions of your real enemies.

---

LACountyRedneck

Lexonaut

So, you're right, and most of those posting here are anti-Semites, Nazis, brainwashed, and/or simply dolts.

meanqueen

Lexonaut

You do realize that Jews invented or developed virtually all of the technology, including medical, that makes your life easier today, don't you? The reason whites are as superior as they are is precisely because they CAN learn from Jews (and have). Christianity came from Judaism. Every positive value of white society has its roots in Judaism. Intelligent white people and devout Christians know that. Furthermore, only a fool would think that Islamic conquest will "stay over there." All that is standing between you and Islam is Israel. Think about that. You are a disgrace to the genius that was Robert E. Lee, I'll say that much.

SoulInvictus

Lexonaut

"Many commenters on this site want Hamas/Iran to wipe..."
Most commenters here don't have a dog in the fight and merely want both groups as far away from us as possible and immigration policy on par with Israel's (fair is fair right). Which has been rendered largely impossible by jewish and arab special interest groups...

Therein lays the sole bone to pick.

Having contempt for someone that has actively caused woe for you is not the same thing as a blind genocidal hatred.

>>> Lexonaut • 9 hours ago
SoulInvictus
So you believe that the appalling US immigration policy is driven by Jewish and Arab special interests. How do they benefit by allowing millions of illiterate, disease-ridden and criminal South American peasants into the US? (Do you really think that the American Left is controlled by Jews and Arabs?)

• Reply •

>>> AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Lexonaut
So Rabbi Engelman has a new moniker. Got it.
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• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • a day ago
AndrewInterrupted
No, I'm not Engelman. Oddly enough, if you read enough of what Jared Taylor has written you will find that my views coincide fairly closely with his. Is he a rabbi too in your eyes?
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>>> AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Lexonaut
You are a heretic to the European-American cause. I will see to it personally that you burn in hell.

AndrewInterrupted
Oh dear, I certainly don't want to burn in hell. Because you've made me very afraid, I retract everything I wrote. Am I forgiven? Or is forgiveness not part of your religion?

Lexonaut
Your hatred for European-America is in your heart, therefore you shall burn. If your ancient superstitions are correct, you have nothing to worry about. Maybe your Islamic brethren will toss you a virgin or two?

Hypothetical: If I'm a Jew, and I give you a job (let's say Facebook) with high pay and even higher stock advantages--->because you are a Jew, does that mean you and we have a high IQ? Or are we corrupt nepotists engaging in clannish, anti-diversity behavior?

And when we become fabulously wealthy, is it because of our IQ or our systemic, tribal corruption? Obviously, this question is rhetorical, but you see the same fraud with "diversity darlings" (as I call them) when inserted over their heads, to say the least, in the American workplace. It's the same with them. They never acknowledge their respective diversity tailwinds.

Oh no, they got there because they were so damn good.
AndrewInterrupted

I'm 70. My hatred is for those who have destroyed the USA that I grew up in; I'm trying to decide whether you are a force for continued destruction.

The nation's cultural peak was defined by the 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education decision. The nation's economic peak was defined the the Apollo 11 mission. I don't need lectures from you about who does and does not support Euro-America.

Reply

Lexonaut

The peak is debatable. I put it at 1964 (Civil Rights Act of 1964) and 1965 (Hart-Celler). Some might place it as late as 1971 (Griggs v. Duke Power). It sounds like our common ground is: America is over.

AndrewInterrupted

These guys took orders from our enemy and are just now starting to realize it.

Lexonaut

Yes, that is our common ground.
For me the question is not how to save America but rather where and when to restart it as a modernized version of what the Founders had in mind.

My answers are a) Alaska (because it will be easy to take and has considerable existing infrastructure), and b) during the chaos that will be part of the apparently inevitable breakup of the USA into several different new nations after the financial world rejects the dollar.

The time frame? I dunno. Possibly in ten years, perhaps twenty, maybe thirty.

>>> AndrewInterrupted  • a day ago
Lexonaut
Yeah, that works. I've been a very loud proponent here at AmRen for a well coordinated, multiple secession event. Say involving 12, maybe as many as 24 locations around North America. Secession is the only answer now.

Alaska, sections of Texas, West Maryland, North Colorado, Jefferson County, CA, etc.--all seceding simultaneously--overwhelming the present Marxist occupiers. I'm in, for sure.
The first area that secedes---->I'm there.
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• Reply •

>>> Chasmania  • 20 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted
Texas/Oklahoma, with a lot of 'Do you belong here' deportations of the scoundrels who abused our lax laws and the complicit, basely criminal government.
With all that room made by getting rid of the riff raff we'll have lots of room for people like you Andrew.
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• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • 19 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted

I see the USA breaking up as follows ...

Aztlan -- SOCAL, AZ, NM and possibly NV and part or all of TX.

These are the Brown Power people. They don't want to be Mexicans but they want the Gringos gone.

Pacifica -- Basically skinhead country -- WA, OR, ID, maybe western MT. Pacifica's problem will be that the USA will fight to retain it for access to the ocean.

WSA -- Western States of America. This will be most/all of MT, WY, CO, UT, KS, NB, ND, SD and, perhaps, NV, MO and AR.

SSA -- Southern States of America. This will be the Deep South on an arc running from LA through SC. Blacks here are going to have to choose between apartheid and moving north.

USA -- The remainder of the USA east of the Big River (the Missouri/ Mississippi) and north of SSA.

Alyeska -- Pioneers will move into AK and terraform it while the slaughter in the Lower 48 plays out.

• Reply •

>>> AndrewInterrupted • 6 hours ago
Lexonaut
I see smaller enclaves in higher numbers. Aztlan would have several Alamo-type fort communities comprised of rich retirees and their security forces. The Jews will section several small areas like Hollyweird and Long Island, for example. West Maryland, Jefferson County, CA, and North Colorado would be oasis-like sovereignties. The problem with West Maryland and North Colorado would be that they would land-locked.
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• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • 2 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted
I'm sympathetic to your view on smaller enclaves. However, that's what we have now and it's too easy for a hostile federal government to wage race war on the enclaves, as HUD and DOJ and DOL are doing.

That's why I favor Alyeska -- it has all of Canada as a buffer between it and the Lower 48, and the residual USA is not going to fight for Alyeska because it will be too busy trying to hold the Lower 48 together.

I think it will be easier to make a clean break to an area that has a frontier waiting to be tamed and settled. This is what the Founders concluded regarding the Colonies, and I believe they were right.

• Reply •

>>> Sick of it • 7 hours ago
AndrewInterrupted
Something tells me that you'd fit in around here. Which is rare for folk that far North...
I'm a "reformed Yankee". Andrew Breitbart was also a reformed liberal. I think it's because of my unique vantage point. I've traveled the country extensively for decades doing field service. I've seen the before-during-and-after the American peak. It's sickening.

I actually had a relative in the "Irish Brigade". He was probably just trying to keep his belly full, though. They were more mercenaries than citizen soldiers. For some time now, I wish the South had won.

American servicemen today are also taking orders from the wrong side. I grind my teeth whenever I see these images.

That explains why you're pro-Jewish. Perhaps you should retire to the farm and allow the next generation to take things over. People who don't want to be wiped out by foreign elites.

One of the reasons I am pro Jewish is because I admire excellence.

I think Engleman is using a sockpuppet.
No, but I appreciate allies.

I dread diving into this because everything I say will likely be misconstrued.

To be clear, I don't much like Arabs and/or Muslims. They need to stay in their own countries of which there are many. They are by nature a destructive force in the world (see video)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Qpy0mXg8Y

But it's also clear to me why Palestinians are angry. Their historic homeland was cut up by outsiders (and please don't argue against this by splitting hairs). After it was chopped up, one side was given financial aid by the US and Europe (primarily Germany through reparations).

The Arab Muslims are exploiting this historical animus to attack Israel because Arab Muslims are evil and because the US and Europe picked sides long ago, the western world is now caught up in a Semite vs Semite conflict.

Are the Israelis the good Semites? Well, they're clearly better than the Arab Muslim Semites and more compatible with Western civilization. But our taking sides long ago instead of being a neutral arbitrator has only inflamed passions and hardened hearts.
Rich Arab nations certainly never did anything to help the Palestinians other than by arming them so they too are at fault. The only solution seems to be total defeat of one side and that's not an appealing prospect.

Even if Israel were destroyed, the Arab Muslims wouldn't be satisfied; they're a destructive force. Can Israel and the West destroy Muslims? They have the numbers and the wealth but they seem to be unable to plan and act on a united military front.

Either this conflict will have a decisive end (unlikely without use of weapons of mass destruction) or we live with sporadic battles for centuries to come.

1
• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • a day ago
TruthBeTold
I quite agree with essentially everything you wrote. However, whether or not you approve of Israel's existence, or how she came to exist, she does exist and will not go away simply because others want her to. (Wars are won by those who have the will and means to win, not necessarily by those with the most just cause, or the best PR departments.)

Here's Lexonaut's plan for avoiding the future you outlined ...

If I were king I would create a new Jewish homeland in the Nevada desert, much like an sovereign Indian reservation, on land that nobody else wants. I would then resettle, at the king's expense, every Israeli citizen, Jew and Arab alike, who wanted to move to New Israel. While this was going on I would destroy Israel's nuclear weapons so they cannot fall into the hands of Radical Islam. Finally, I would then abandon in place those Israeli citizens who chose not to emigrate to New Israel.
It would be win-win. The goatherds would get the Holy Land, the Israelis could make the Nevada desert bloom in peace, and the USA could turn isolationist while the rest of the world goes muzzie.

Unfortunately, this is not going to happen. However, your scenario is not going to play out either. Israel will be abandoned by the First World, that seems clear. What happens next is probably a Masada-like scenario in which the dying Jewish nation nukes various large cities simply to show what they meant when they said Never Again.

>>> **KyraNelson** • a day ago

**Lexonaut**
You think Jews going to Israel was a random act? That someone "gave" it to us? You know nothing, john snow. We ain't goin nowhere. We are the ones with the historical connection to that land. Have you ever seen the photos of "al aqsa" mosque from before the secular state of Israel was formed?(I forget the exact year- you can get it at the blog the point of no return). It was a year- you can get it at the blog the point of no return). It was a sh*tpile of rubble. The ay-rabs didn't give two hoots about it.

Why don't you relocate them. They have no aspirations, national or otherwise except to kill Jews.
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• Reply •

>>> **AndrewInterrupted** • 21 hours ago

**KyraNelson**
Do you realize how many groups of people could make the same claim in different areas of the world? Think of all the Irish potato famine victims who could make the same land reclamation claims.
You should win -- your cause is just. But it doesn't follow that you will win. You've already lost the battle for world opinion, albeit wrongly.

Most of the western world will now be quite happy to see Radical Islam finish what Nazi Germany almost did, i.e. the extermination of European Jewry.

The west is, of course, committing suicide. Israel has no plans to cooperate and everyone needs to understand this.

However, whether or not you approve of Israel's existence, or how she came to exist, she does exist and will not go away simply because others want her to.

My position is this. Israel came into existence through some controversial means. I can see why the people who were there are now angry. I believe the US has made things worse by siding with one people (the Israelis) and not working out problems along the way.

As another poster reminded us this happened because the Middle East became a Cold War battle ground of ideologies. The US supported Israel. The Soviet Bloc supported the Arabs.

At the time, some of the decisions the US made probably seemed logical, rational, and straightforward because the ideological parameters were so clear; East vs West. But the motives and the players have changed.
Islam is a religion of conquest and destruction. That is abundantly clear. It is a backward civilization that can't sustain itself by it's own means. Its survival depends on conquest and it spreads only destruction.

My qualm is that we, the US, has dug a ditch that it can't get out of.

Whether Israel was or is a legitimate state is now moot.

It is us vs. them. The West vs. Islam and Islam cannot be allowed to win.

Now to broach a very delicate issue; Western Anti-Semitism.

Some of your posts question why people hate Jews.

I believe you will an answer if you go to youtube and search: Barbara Spectre, It is the opinions, motives, and actions of this woman that, for lack of a better term, give Jews a bad reputation.

It's people like Ms. Spectre that are driving this hate.

Ms. Spectre seems to believe the way to save the West is to destroy the West.

If Jews wanted our support they should be denouncing this woman and everyone like her. People tell us she's on the fringe.

But is she? Current immigration policies in Europe seem to match what she advocates.

I support Israels' right to exist but why do Jews like Ms. Spectre believe the West doesn't have a right of self determination? It's this double-standard that drives people mad with anger. Why is what's good for the Jewish people (self-determination) not good for the West?
Do we not have a legitimate reason to be suspicious of Jewish motives if they brazenly lecture the West to commit suicide? I'm not trying to promote animus but I hope you can see why some people are angry and 'blame the Jews'.

XXX Lexonaut • 15 hours ago
TruthBeTold
"Whether Israel was or is a legitimate state is now moot."
Precisely.

"If Jews wanted our support they should be denouncing this woman and everyone like her."

Since I've never heard of her in spite of following this stuff more closely than most Americans, I feel no more need to denounce her than I do to denounce professor Henry Gates at Harvard. Both may well hold destructive positions. Neither is of any more consequence than you or I.

"Do we not have a legitimate reason to be suspicious of Jewish motives if they brazenly lecture the West to commit suicide?" Absolutely. Who of any importance is doing that?

"I'm not trying to promote animus but I hope you can see why some people are angry and 'blame the Jews'"

It's true that this all would not be a problem for you if Jews did not exist. It also would not be a problem for you if you did not exist.

• Reply •
XXX TruthBeTold • 6 hours ago
see more
Lexonaut

It's true that this all would not be a problem for you if Jews did not exist. It also would not be a problem for you if you did not exist.
Again, I'm not trying to have a fight but I am trying to explain to you why some people harbor animosity towards Jews.

*Since I've never heard of her in spite of following this stuff more closely than most Americans, I feel no more need to denounce her than I do to denounce professor Henry Gates at Harvard.*

It's not so much who she is but what she says and how it conforms to current immigration polices in Western nations.

She tells us 3 things:

Europe must become multicultural in order to survive.  
Jews are responsible for pushing this agenda.  
Jews will be resented for pushing this agenda.

XXX Lexonaut • 3 hours ago
TruthBeTold
Oh dear ...
It does not matter if this woman advocates that the west commit suicide -- she is nothing. Who appointed her spokesperson for the Jews? Why are you worried about her?  
Try reading the Israeli press sometime, just as you should try reading the Russian press and the English press. It's too easy to become deluded by blog commenters who say what you want to hear.

>>> Lexonaut • 7 hours ago
TruthBeTold
Let me see now ...
Jews brought down the British and American nations, this in retaliation for the Balfour Declaration of 1923 and the establishment of Israel by the UN in 1948.
Got it. Check.

>>> meanqueen Lexonaut • 2 months ago
An idea that has been floated many times and that displays an incredible ignorance of Jewish history and identity. Jews are not just looking for a place to park - they are looking to resettle THEIR homeland. That homeland is Israel, and the historical markers and proof of ownership are all there for anyone to see. There are no "Palestinians." History shows that as well. The Arabs in Jewish lands are Jordanian, Egyptian, and Syrian. They have not been allowed to return to THEIR homelands because the Arabs in the region want to keep them in Israeli lands, like a festering pustule.

• Share ›

• Reply •

>>> Chasmania • 20 hours ago
TruthBeTold
One thing to point out
"After it was chopped up, one side was given financial aid by the US and Europe (primarily Germany through reparations)."

You left out the part about the Soviets supporting a lot of Arabic countries during - and Russian support after - the Cold War. You didn't think the Syrians, Egyptians, etc... were getting all that Soviet bloc crap from the US, did ya ?
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>>> TruthBeTold • 17 hours ago
Chasmania
Yes, thanks for the reminder that the Middle East has long been a proxy war between the West and the East, Communism vs. Capitalism, Marxism vs Western political ideology.

But since the cold war has gotten colder or warming (I don't know which analogy to make; the ideologies of the former east and the west are now blurred) the lines are less clear in that regard and it has been replaced with the West vs Islam.

I'll admit to being torn on this issue.

On one hand I believe that Israel is it's own entity and should do what it needs to protect itself. On the other hand, our support for Israel as put a target on our back.

Islam is a religion of conquest and destruction. Without the money Arab nations get from oil, they wouldn't have the know how to screw in a light bulb let alone make one. They depend on the technology of the west to maintain what semblance of civilization they have. Look at Saudi Arabia. The press keeps pointing to the buildings that SA puts up as if the Saudis are actually building them. They aren't. They hire European firms to design and build their version of 'western' civilization.

Muslims are not a self-sustaining people. They are the reverse of the Romans. The Roman conquests resulted in improving conquered lands. The Muslims conqueror, destroy, and need to look for new lands to conquer.

If you have a chance, watch the video I suggested.

It makes it clear just how destructive Islam has been to Europe and will be if not stopped.
Here's my take on why I like Israel (in this situation today).

IMO Israel is the biggest FOB in a west vs east cultural war that's been going on for hundreds of years. As long as they are curb stomping muslims in that region, I'm tickled pink.

The second Israel is gone the US is going to have THE mother of all bulls eyes on its back, front, you name it. I'll take the Israelis over the 10th century barbarians known as Islamists any old day.

I agree that if Israel were to disappear, Muslims wouldn't stop because the destruction of Israel is not their ultimate goal. Their goal is total conquest.

Total conquest and destruction of the west is their goal. Watch this video about the history of Islam destroying the West. It tells a completely different narrative that the destruction of Europe after the fall of Rome wasn't the work of European barbarians:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Qpy0mXg8Y
Lexonaut

You forgot to mention that they value tribal nepotism. Example: Hollywood is one big jew employment agency. As was the Diamond trade. As was the theater district in NYC. As were the jewelry trades. As was the case with banking. etc.

Lexonaut

Luca

It seems to me that non-Jewish whites should be doing much of what Jewish whites (and white Amish and Mennonite) have done -- support of family members, community, nation and race. If you want to call this tribalism that will be fine with me.

LACountyRedneck

But will it be fine with the ACLU or ADL?

LACountyRedneck

I've no idea. Does it matter? My point was simply that many people here a) demean Jewish tribalism, but b) are perfectly okay with white tribalism while c) seeing no dichotomy in this way of looking at the world. (EDIT: I should have said" b) decry the lack of white tribalism".)
I'd have more respect for them if they simply said "I don't like Jews and I have no good reason for this" instead of spouting absurd myth about a group of people about whom they really know very little.

I don't like Australian aborigines. No real reason, I just don't like looking at them. Am I prejudiced? Yes, but so what? I'm not advocating wiping out Abos simply because I don't like them. (There might be very good reasons to rid the world of Abos but I have no idea what these might be, nor do I care, nor do I have to care.)

• Reply •

>>> LACountyRedneck • 2 hours ago

Lexonaut
I don't have a problem with any tribalism as long as it doesn't hurt my people. But any attempt of gentiles to form any tribalism is dealt with by our leaders and the system. It's as if we're committing a crime. It's beyond being treated as a racist.

It's evil and having done wrong.

Fortunately I no longer care. For me it has something to do with getting older and leaving your mark, as if you tried to do something about it for your kids and grandkids. I am pro-gentile and not simply someone that has gone around on sites like this and vented.
More gentiles need to become activists beyond the internet.

2

>>> jayvbellis • 15 hours ago

Luca
Jews tend to help, promote Jews.
So Why don't we White Gentiles do the same?
Why divide up over church denominations, petty regional differences.
Why did White. Reagan Conservatives waste the 1980s fighting our kinsmen the Russians?
Why fight two World Wars against our kinsmen the Germans, Danes, Italians? Why do we Whites do the stupid anti White things we do? Maybe the Jews are much smarter than us as few if any Jews in America want to fight wars against their Jewish kinsmen in Israel or anywhere.

• Reply •
XXX DenisetheCelt • 12 hours ago
jayvbellis
Why did Jew actively promote Muslim invasions of White lands? Whites are trusting, and want to believe the best about every-one. A conniving, malicious parasite aka Jew find such Humans very easy to exploit,

11
• Reply •
>>> Sick of it • 7 hours ago
Luca
The diamond industry would be dominated by Afrikaners if not for the Boer Wars.

5
• Reply •
>>> DenisetheCelt • 12 hours ago
Lexonaut
Muslims are human.

7
• Reply •
>>> Lexonaut • 10 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Most Muslims in the USA are civilized, though one could wish that they would stand up to those imams who are savages. The so-called Palestinians are every bit as human as sub-Saharan blacks are. That's why they are not welcome in any Arab countries.

1
• Reply •

>>> JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
Lexonaut
Lexonaut, Please post more often on American Renaissance. Your voice is needed here.

>>> Lexonaut • 2 hours ago
JohnEngelman
It's so simple, John ...
We should fight the common enemy and then create separate nations of differing ethnicities, requiring people to move away from where they are not wanted and to a place of their choosing where they will be welcome.

For the Founders of the USA the dividing issues were religion and slavery, and their solution was 13 colonies whose laws were fixed but whose populations were free to move around to where the laws suited them. Today the dividing issues are religion and race, and the solution should be much the same.

If people want to hate Jews that's fine with me, provided they don't let it cloud their judgment about true enemies, useful allies and true friends. To hate Jews for ridiculous reasons is okay, but to then blame Jews for their inability to get ahead is somewhere between counterproductive and ludicrous. (And to see Tel Aviv rather than Washington, DC as the enemy capital is truly depressing.)

• Reply •

>>> DenisetheCelt • 12 hours ago
Lexonaut
Jews ARE wealthy beyond words. How i the weather in Tel Aviv today?

10
• Reply •

>>> Lexonaut • 10 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Last I heard it was raining metal.

1
• Reply •

>>> TruthBeTold • a day ago
Muslims and Arabs seem to know nothing but destruction.
If anyone is serious about the study of history, I would suggest this video which offers a compelling alternative history of the destruction of Europe after the fall of Rome which differs from the classic narratives.

I found it persuasive and I would be interested in reading the opinions of serious history buffs:

www youtube com/watch?v=t_Qpy0mXg8Y

• Reply •

XXX ViktorNN • a day ago
It is a real disappointment and a disgrace to see the pages of Amren succumb to this kind of pro-Israel, Jewish meddling. This is hasbara-style argumentation to the core.
Mr. Taylor, what are you thinking posting this stuff?
XXX TruthBeTold • a day ago

ViktorNN

Yes, I wish this piece hadn't been framed around middle east issues. Nothing good can come of it.

6

Reply

6

• Reply •
XXX DaveMed • 18 hours ago

ViktorNN

If it's good enough for Mr. Taylor, it's good enough for me.

• Reply •
XXX ViktorNN • 15 hours ago

DaveMed

He's human, he's making a mistake. It happens to the best of us.

3

• Reply •

Here's an interesting little clip of a Jew admitting that opponents of Jewry are correct -www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnzX7c...

9

>>> Andrea Ostrov Letania • a day ago
Keep in mind that both American Jews and Israeli Jews supported Kosovo Muslims against the Christian Serbs (who were bombed like Gazans were bombed recently).

Israeli Jews and American Jews are on the same page: They go with 'what is good for the Jews', and this depends on the circumstances Jews find themselves in. Where Jews are the majority, they are for immigration restriction in order to maintain Jewish dominance.

Where Jews are the minority, they are for 'diversity' and open borders since Jewish elites can play divide-and-rule among the diverse/divided goy populations. Notice how Democratic Jews encourage blacks, browns, and yellows to hate whites. And notice how neocon Jews say white conservatives should worship MLK, embrace interracism with blacks, and care more about 'saving' Israel than about saving their own race.

Same with gun control. Where Jews are in the majority, Jews are for gun ownership since it means Jews have the guns (and can use them against, for example, the Arab minority in Israel).

But in the US where Jews are only 2% of the population, even Jews with guns would be no match against 98% that are goy and armed to the teeth.

So, in the US, Jews try to take away our guns and have big government (controlled by Jews) to monopolize guns.

Not surprisingly, most Israeli Jews support open borders in the US, and most American Jews support closed borders for Israel. It seems like a contradiction but it's not. Both are predicated on the notion of 'what is good for the Jews' determined by the conditions Jews find themselves in.
It's like a Jew in winter will wear a coat, and a Jew in summer will wear a short. Only a stupid Jew would be so rigidly consistent that he would wear a coat all year round, even when it's steaming hot outside. Jews dress cool in hot weather and dress warm in cold weather. Jews seek consistency in 'what is good for Jews', and such advantages change depending on the situation.

It's like your football team strategizes differently depending on whether it's playing offense or defense. But in either case, your team is trying to win. In both cases, it's a matter of 'what is good for the Jews.'

So, Jews as the minority will act differently from Jews as the majority, but both are animated by 'what is good for Jews?'

---

AndrewInterrupted • a day ago
Andrea Ostrov Letania
You've summarized what I've been saying here at AmRen for months: Jews are conviction-less chameleons. Just as Mike Wallace (of 60 Minutes) said:

"I'm not White, I'm Jewish".

Whatever works for the moment.

Quite frankly, I don't want to share a foxhole with someone who kinda/sorta identifies with White. He might wake up in the morning with a slug in his head.

---

Long Live Dixie • 18 hours ago
Andrea Ostrov Letania
An excellent summary! This is the best post of the discussion.

11
• Reply •

>>> JH • a day ago
as long live dixie said it, both sides are anti white and i will add, anti christian, both are despicable and i refuse to take sides with any.

12
XXX JohnBoye • a day ago
I've always had concerns about Amren's true goals. This ignorant piece from one of Amren's accolites has only helped confirm my suspicions. I'm sure you know what I mean.

• Reply •
accolites has only helped confirm my suspicions. I'm sure you know what I mean.

13
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 18 hours ago
  JohnBoye
Because you have clearly done more for the cause than Jared Taylor has.

3
• Reply •

>>> LACountyRedneck • 6 hours ago
  DaveMed
Taylor doesn't want to talk about Jews.
He has. He just isn't obsessed with them.

Nobody here is obsessed with them anymore than they should be.

Too bad the site often prevents any discussion re. Jewish troublemakers. We can talk openly here about any others causing gentiles harm.

This thread has been a pleasant surprise. 555 comments and climbing fast.
Three cheers for the moderator.

The site has no problem with frank and serious discussion about the disproportionate role Jews have had in advancing agendas that have been injurious to the health of Western societies. Jared Taylor has mentioned this himself.

What is not tolerated is spiteful and hateful rhetoric that only serves to repulse potential recruits to the racial realist/WN cause. This site does not serve the same purpose as that of another well-known site. The discussions here are meant to be insightful and substantive.
I wish he would talk more about how superior Jews are, like he does with Orientals.

>>> jayvbellis • 15 hours ago

JohnBoye
Why not go do the full Monty?
Go to Gaza and do like Rachel Corrie and give yourself up in human sacrifice for the Palestinian Muslim people?
Or maybe do like Amy Biehl and offer yourself up, as a human sacrifice to the Black "youths" of the New South Africa?
Lots and lots of nasty, NASTY Muslim slums in France, Holland, Sweden and. Merry. Old England.
As for the rest of us, no.
Healthy Whites don't offer themselves as human sacrifice victims for nasty non. White causes.
We're White. Start acting white.

• Reply •

XXX ElegantRefrain • 14 hours ago

jayvbellis
You truly are of your father the Devil - John 8:44

6

• Reply •

XXX jayvbellis • 13 hours ago

ElegantRefrain
Mods need to step in here. We've got deranged Jew haters spouting the same old, same old.

• Reply •

XXX DenisetheCelt • 13 hours ago

jayvbellis
Why are jou denying your Hebreic status?
You are the one that needs to be moderated.

13
• Reply •

XXX jayvbellis • 10 hours ago
DenisetheCelt

No.
Amren has very strict, clear comment guidelines prohibiting low class, gutter Jew hatred.
Amren's comment guidelines are consistent in this area, very clear.
Don't violate the comment guidelines.

• Reply •

XXX Guest • 8 hours ago
jayvbellis

I forget. The world revolves around Jews and AmRen HAS to do its part lest they get a midnight phone call from ADL and threats of violence from the poor Jews.

6
XXX LACountyRedneck • 7 hours ago
jayvbellis

• Reply •
"...guidelines prohibiting...Jew hatred." What about White Christian hatred? What about other hatreds? Or is it solely Jew hatred you're concerned with?

7
• Reply •

XXX ElegantRefrain • 11 hours ago
jayvbellis

Why do the words of Jesus Christ seem deranged to you?
PS - you know your kvetching and wailing at me, in response to your post that shown you have no decent human spirit within you whasoever. Yet you call to have my quote of Jesus Christ censored in opposition to you call for mass slaughter. Don't you get it yet? You cannot bully the goyim into accepting your lies forever, you've had a good run this past century but its all coming to a head now, time to take stock and consider your escape route.

8
XXX jayvbellis • 10 hours ago

ElegantRefrain
Amren has very clear, consistent comment guidelines.

You're violating the comment guidelines.

Go run around and shout how much you hate Jews in some other place maybe VNN. Then you can get drunk and do something extremely stupid and counter productive like invade the US Holocaust museum and murder a minimum wage Black security guard.

Come on you know you want to do it.

Anti White script writers in Hollywood want you to do, they are writing scripts even as we speak about evil, hateful Nazis preparing to slaughter innocent Blacks, Hispanics, Jews and...

Cute little puppies, why do these evil Racist Nazis want to do such terrible, violent things?

Because of HATE. We need more SPLC drafted hate laws, more Holocaust studies, more anti White movies like Django Unchained opening on Christmas Day.....

Or maybe not.
Please take your Hollywood scripted evil Nazi act somewhere else.

Amren is not the place for it. Never had. Never will be.

1
• Reply •

XXX LACountyRedneck • 7 hours ago
jayvbellis
"Amren has very clear, consistent comment guidelines."
That's their concern and responsibility and if you don't like what you're reading here......you can stay. :-)

3
• Reply •

XXX DaveMed • 4 hours ago
jayvbellis
I thought I saw a comment of yours noting a certain campaign you once worked on. I'm not trying to stir up tension - I just find your (very important) contributions to this thread interesting in light of that fact.

• Reply •

XXX DenisetheCelt • 13 hours ago
jayvbellis
Jews brought all those Muslims into Europe. Jews are NOT White. And neither are Joo.

14
• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
JohnBoye
The most important goal of American Renaissance is to propagate the truths of race realism. That cannot be done without acknowledging the biological superiority of the Ashkenazi and Oriental races.

XXX DaveMed • 5 hours ago
JohnEngelman
Intelligence is only one facet of biology. One ought not to be so cavalier in labeling those with higher average IQs as "superior."

>>> Mike • a day ago
I think what's happening is that Israel has not yet learned how to be multicultural. They are now going into a multicultural mode. We goys will be resented for our leading role in bringing it about, but the changes MUST take place. Israel is not going to be the monolithic society it once was.

Kenner • 16 hours ago
Mike
Thank you, Mr Spectre!

archer • 20 hours ago
What we're seeing is a continual land grab by Israel, there is no other way to describe it. The U.S. and Britain wrote a check that the Palestinians had to cash with their land. Israel continues to build settlements in the "occupied" territories, the west bank, and are denying the Palestinians use of their land for agriculture and even the roads that are there. They have proclaimed that their ultimate goal is the
destruction of the Gaza strip and the complete removal from all non Jews from that area. The ultimate goal is a greater Israel that will encompass at least the borders of ancient Israel and control over the entire middle east.

13
• Reply •

>>> M. • 19 hours ago

Israelis are obviously the civilized ones and the most economically and intellectually prolific, which is why leftists tend to side with the Palestinians, as they believe weakness and/or savagery are mostly due to external factors and not to inherent traits.

As for those who want less Jews in their lands, they should support Israel. That country is still welcoming a few thousand Jews yearly from Europe and the Americas. No Israel = more Jews in Europe and America.

3
• Reply •

XXX DenisetheCelt • 13 hours ago

M.

There are already more Jews in America and Europe than there are in Israel. Gadzooks!

Jews use Israel as the HQ for their global crimonal scams.

Jews are the least civilized Race on EARTH. 99.9% of all the achivements they brag about boills down to the theft and usurpation of the work of others - chiefly White men.

Palestine was lovely until the murdering Khazars took root.
The best solution would be to pack all the world's Jews off to Birobidjan, Then Humanity can be free of their wretched evil.

13
• Reply •

>>> M. • 12 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Israel is a First-World country, economically, and socially. Arab countries - the Palestinian territories included - are Third-World hellholes ridden with fanatic religiosity who have never been able to achieve self-sufficiency.

The people living in the historical Palestine were never able to rule themselves.
They were ruled by the Egyptians, then the Romans, then the Caliphate from Bagdad, then the Turks, then the British.

And there would be more Jews in Europe and America if there were no Israel.

3
• Reply •

>>> DenisetheCelt • 12 hours ago
M.
Israel is the global HQ and hide out of a Race of genetic criminals.

10
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 4 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Source for your absurd claims, please.
DaveMed
Factual history, all over the world.

Dan O'Connor
They deserve each other.

DaveMed
Very true.

Dan O'Connor
The Palestinians have done nothing to deserve Israel. Nobody deserves that apart from Israelis themselves.

DenisetheCelt
Amren is publishing the specious and despicable propaganda of a Race of psychopathic and dedicated mass murdering liars and thieves and invoking the DEBUNKED HolyCo$t, to boot?
How many shekels did Abe Foxman pay you?

21
• Reply •

>>> M. • 15 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
The essay itself isn't about Israel. The author was making a parallel between what the Israelis are going through and us. He is suggesting we should do the same as them in dealing with aliens and neighbors.

So the second anyone shows a shred of sympathy or understanding towards the Jews, or doesn't speak about them in a raging and despising manner, then they're traitors and sellouts to the cause?

Some people are white nationalist but don't necessarily believe in the Jewish conspiracy.

3
• Reply •

>>> DenisetheCelt • 15 hours ago
M.
If you don't "believe in" the centuries of malice and mayhem Jews have committed against White - you are NOT a White Nationalist. And the invocation of the Hoax? COME ON.

20
>>> M. • 15 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
Okay, let's say the Jews did have a bad influence on the historical white nations. Wouldn't you rather want them to have a country of their own then so there's less of them in yours?
I know the Jews have been, and still are, overrepresented among the liberals and far-leftist agitators. I just don't believe in the worldwide conspiracy many white nationalists ascribe too. The Jews aren't that strong.

And believe it or not, there are Jews in the West who are staunchly against Third-World immigration, affirmative action, and are racially aware. Like the French Éric Zemmour, who is hated by liberals there.

But regardless of what you think of them, the article was still spot-on in its parallel between Israel and the U.S. (as well as other civilized white nations). The author compared them as being two First-World countries; he could just as well make the same parallel with South Korea if it had similar circumstances. Set aside that Israel is a Jewish nation for a second and you'll see that.

"Our dilemma in the United States is like that of Israel. The American remnant, a First World population, faces waves of Third World people claiming the right to live among us. They cannot adopt First World standards but will, if admitted in large numbers, reproduce the Third World, effectively destroying the First World nation that is their host.

What had been a civilization becomes a warlord-dominated, individualistic/emotional, corrupt and disordered society. Most advanced nations face the same choice Israel does, but instead of fighting back, allow the Third World to pour across their borders."

---

1

DenisetheCelt • 13 hours ago

M.

No - the article is a COMPLETE inversion of facts.

Jews took over the lands the Palestinians have lives in for centuries. They immediately began attacking the ACTUAL Semites - Arabs - have been doing so pretty much non-stop. Overtly or covertly. Jews have
been fomenting warfare, using "Israel" as a global base of operations for decades.

The Palestinians have not invaded ANY-ONE, and did not act against ANY-ONE until the Jews moved in, and began torturing and slaughtering them. They are among the least offensive people on Earth.

The USA, and other formerly White Nations, are being invaded from without. If anything, Latin American Mestizos are LIKE THE JEWS. They come here and begin leeching off ordinary clueless Citizens, and cry Victim (Oy vey!). A lot of them ARE Jews. and the racial dispossession of Whites, in formerly White Nations, is LARGELY due to the machinations of Jewry, e: Open Borders. The perpetration of the HolyHoax is odious beyond words. That is simply unforgivable. For SHAME.

14
• Reply •

>>> M. • 12 hours ago
  DenisetheCelt
Yes, the Israelis did take part of the formerly Arab lands. Just like Europeans took Amerindian lands. I have no problem with that. Those who are superior and more productive economically and intellectually should be allowed to expand.

As for the Jewish role in liberal immigration policies, yes, I agree they have been overrepresented in it. But then again, Jews have been overrepresented in many important field in the U.S. (universities, financial institutions, movie industry, etc.)

• Reply •

>>> DenisetheCelt • 12 hours ago
  M.
Jews oare "over-represented" in various fields due to monomaniacal and remorseless ethnic nepotism.
Have you noticed how all the White institutions Jews have usurped go straight to H-ll, once the take-over is complete?

I have
So have loads of other folks.
Where would Israel be without America's tax shekels, and if industries and technologies that Whites developed were blocked to Jewish infiltration?

11

>>> M. • 12 hours ago
DenisetheCelt
"Jews oare "over-represented" in various fields due to monomaniacal and remorseless ethnic nepotism."

You haven't met a lot of Jews, have you? They're among the most law-abiding, studious, and witty people I've known. They don't need large-scale ethnic nepotism to climb the social ladder.

Have Asians come to be overrepresented in the Tech industries because of nepotism? No, it's just because of their studiousness and industriousness.

As for white institutions: if you're talking about the universities, American universities are still dominating the top 10 in the world;

Hollywood alone contributes to the American GDP the equivalent of an African country's entire revenues, and it's still thriving; the economy is getting back on its feet and the unemployment figures of 2014's two first quarters are very encouraging.

You just can't blame everything on the Jews. Ireland has been historically the land that had the least non-Europeans in it, be it through invasion or immigration. All it has ever had was pure Irish. And yet it was, and still is, outperformed by countries that had, and still have, way more Jews than it does, like France, and Germany.
M.
It's easy to be always abiding and successful, if you write the laws, and you are protected by your co-ethnics if you do trangress, and if the laws your Tribe writes are used as chains and clubs against those you wish to subdue and enslave.

Re: your darlink Jews - you must not know any-one else Explain "outperformed". You are being disingenuous.

"Outperformed" means doing better in school, on mental aptitude tests, and on the job. Jews are good at that.

They always had Birobidjan. They should ALL move there.
Guest
Amen!

XXX M. • 8 hours ago
Guest
Okay, "Guest". By the way, I know you're DenisetheCelt. You've been blatantly upvoting your comments since we began chatting. Next time you do that, try to at least not repeat exactly the same ideas, with EXACTLY the same STYLE! For SHAME! ;)

XXX DenisetheCelt • 4 hours ago
M.
Nope. Not me. We don't use your trashy stunts. I do not EVER upvote myself. Doing so is meaningless, and dishonorable. MY votes are real.

XXX Guest • 10 hours ago
M.
Thats the thing...We are NOT them. They murder children left and right, I've seen the pictures and videos, I've seen them use Palestinians as human shields, they bomb UN facilities! I guess America IS like them in that it is targeting its patriots just as it targets Palestinian patriots salvaging the little bit that's left out of their country.
Jamie Hines: Do you consider yourself a White Nationalist and/or a White Supremacist? Why or Why not?

Jared Taylor: No. I don’t know what the term white nationalist is supposed to mean. White supremacists presumably want to rule other races, and race realists have no such desire.

DenisetheCelt
Please delete. Violates Amren comment guidelines.

jayvbellis
No it does not.

DenisetheCelt
I have more Upvotes than you do.

DaveMed
It would seem that several posters here are off of their psych meds.
That would be you and Jewbellis.

I start my psych rotation in three weeks, but you are a good preview of what's in store.

"Rotation" means locked up fo your own good?
Not my scene, bubelah.

Money buys everything it seems. There is no honor these days.

Indeed.
they created nothing. Everything was paid for by others

13

• Reply •

Dave med I suggest you get yourself federal and state court passwords and take a look at the names of the attorneys on the anti White side of every race related lawsuit from Brown vs Topeka to the latest affirmative action go round.

Even google will direct you to several sites naming the anti White attorneys in Brown vs Topeka. If you like the torture millions of White students, bus drivers, teachers and other staff have gone through since Brown vs Topeka you have Jewish attorneys and Jewish money to thank. If you like the fact that billions upon billions of taxpayers money have been spent on buses, drivers and layer upon layer of affirmative action $100,000 blacks to administer the busing programs you have Jewish attorneys and Jewish money to thank.

If you like affirmative action you have Jewish attorneys and Jewish money to thank. For instance the head of the EEOC who turned "cannot discriminate against qualified blacks" into "must discriminate against the best qualified applicant if he or she is White" was named Levy. That was more than 40 years ago.

I don't care what happens in the middle east. I do care very much what has been done to the White goyim in America since Brown vs Topeka and affirmative action.

Anyway, this site is supposed to be a pro White racial realism site, not a foreign affairs discussion site.
JohnEngelman
White nationalist means you want to keep your country white. It's about defending the right to have a homeland.

15

>>> LIBERTYSINCURSION • 15 hours ago
"Most of the world’s peoples will never rise above Third World status. It is not intolerance or lack of compassion to refuse to join them in failure" - I think this quote is dead on. Couldn't have said it better myself friend.

3
• Reply •

>>> ViktorNN • 14 hours ago
The pro-Israeli hype that is rampant in the US conservative media is an embarrassment.

White conservatives need to understand that most Jews are hostile to white interests when it comes to Muslim immigration into majority white countries. This is because it is in the interests of Jews for historically white nations to be destabilized and balkanized. This is one reason among others why we see so much of the Jewish owned media and the vast majority of Jewish academics push for open borders immigration policies which are making us whites minorities in our own countries.

White conservatives also need to understand that when it comes to Muslim/Palestinian/arab aggression against Israel, most Jews turn on a dime and become cheerleaders for anti-arab chauvinism of every stripe. They hope to stir up the anger and suspicions that we have which have been generated over years of conflicts with Muslims and arabs, and use it to get our support for their war. Whatever sympathy a reasonable white person might have for Israel, as a group we owe them nothing. They are not us!
Until white conservatives are able to differentiate our interests from Jewish interests, we are going to continue making a sad spectacle of ourselves being played like puppets. There are few more stark examples of how such a small group of people can manipulate so many.

19
• Reply •

>>> DenisetheCelt • 13 hours ago
ViktorNN
Amen! Bravo!

9
• Reply •

>>> Sick of it • 7 hours ago
ViktorNN
The older ones are completely brainwashed in this one respect. Do not expect this to change.

• Reply •

>>> none of your business • 12 hours ago
If any of you Israel firsters ever get to Los Angeles I suggest you visit the Jewish Museum of Tolerance aka Museum of anti White hatred. I think there is also one in DC and others planned around the country. If you visit you will understand what American Jews think of the White goyim. Luckily almost no one goes to that Museum but Los Angeles school children, mostly hispanic who are taught the White goyim are monsters who have caused all the problems on earth.

Interesting when Tim Wise was just starting out his operation was run from that Museum.

Visit that Museum. It is a real eye opener as to what Jews think of us.
XXX none of your business • 12 hours ago

Why was Spartacus whose crime was to tell the truth about the religion/ethnicity of the communists who murdered 50 million Christians in Russia banned but the anti White Englemann still blathering on about the superiority of jews and asians over the White goyim?

If you can't visit the Jewish Museum of Tolerance aka Museum of anti White propaganda and hatred you can at least subscribe to some of the mainstream Jewish publications and learn what Jews of all kinds, from atheist commie to hasid and everything in between think of us, the White goyim.

It would be particularly enlightening to Christian zionists and Old Testament believers to learn what Jews of all stripes think of your version of Christianity and you. Old Testament believing protestants are the Christians who fight the good fight to keep Christmas and Easter and crosses in cemeteries legal. Yet they lobby on behalf of Israel as much as does AIPAC.

15
• Reply •

>>> Long Live Dixie • 12 hours ago
none of your business

Yet they lobby on behalf of Israel as much as does AIPAC.
And yet they barely mention the Christians of the region, much less lobby for them.
Useful idiots, all of them.

8
• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
none of your business
Why was Spartacus whose crime was to tell the truth about the religion/ethnicity of the communists who murdered 50 million Christians in Russia banned but the anti White Englemann still blathering on about the superiority of jews and asians over the White goyim?
- none of your business
This is why: "There is not a truth existing which I fear or would wish unknown to the whole world."
- Thomas Jefferson

• Reply • 
XXX DaveMed • 4 hours ago
none of your business
Spartacus was banned because he routinely advocated violence against non-Whites.
That's not what this site is about.

>>> none of your business • 12 hours ago
I still fail to see what the Palestinian Israel conflict has anything to do with American race problems. Is this some sort of claim that the recent Central American invaders are the same as the Palestinians? That's not true at all. The Palestinians were there before the 1890 zionist invasion. Gaza shares a border with Israel. Some people of Gaza were kicked out of Israel in 48, 67, 72. Others are members of families who have lived there for generations.

The Central Americans who are invading our border come countries that do not share a border with as Mexico does. Furthermore those Central American countries are 1,500 to 2,500 miles away.

The 2 conflicts have nothing in common. Israel and Gaza share a border. America's invaders come from at least 1,500 miles away and must cross another country to get her.
What this has to do with American race problems I fail to see. Poorer and browner? Stevens has never seen a Mizrahi Jew.

Englemann, during the 67 and 73 wars both President Johnson and Nixon sent American troops to Israel and they actually fought with the Israeli troops. During the 1973 war Nixon airlifted EVERY SINGLE TANK IN EUROPE to Israel. Europe was left without American tanks during the height of the cold war. The tanks were never returned of course. American troops have been fighting with the Israeli army off and on ever since.

Long Live Dixie. I never blamed Jews for anything until i looked at the attorneys for Brown vs Topeka, affirmative action, massively expanded civil rights for black criminals etc. Remember Twanna Brawley? Her attorney was a Jew, William Knustler.

There are plenty of non Jews involved of course, but 76 out of a bit more than 90 attorneys on the anti White side of an affirmative action court case being Jews says a lot.

Good luck immigrating to Israel. You must have the correct DNA, i.e., Jewish DNA in order to settle there. Being a true and certified Jew is not enough. Israel does not accept American Jews unless they are prepared to invest at least $50,000 in Israel and start a business. Israel does not want highly skilled American Jews, just ones who will put money into the country. There is one
exception, if the American Jews are strict orthodox and willing to live in the frontier settlements. But even then the orthodox community has to "sponsor" them.

Israel also wants American Jews who will buy an over priced condo as a vacation home to keep up property values. Once again, why is this posted and what does the Israel Palestine latest fight have to do with the genocide of White Americans planned by our government.

8

>>> none of your business • 10 hours ago

DaveMed Mergatroyd • 2 hours ago
This is sheer, hysterical conjecture. Read Mergatroyd's post again Dave. It is the words of an israeli speaking about the Samson option. It is absolutely true according to the US state department, our military and our big CIA station in Rome. The israelis do have atomic warheads aimed at every major city in Europe and have informed European governments that israel will not hesitate to use them if the Europeans defy israel's orders.

Once again, why was this article posted it has nothing to do with the planned extermination of American Whites and our Christian western culture and heritage.

8

• Reply •

XXX DaveMed • 4 hours ago
none of your business
Great - the words of a single Israeli. By those standards, I can take the words of one SF poster and extrapolate that all racial realists want to exterminate Blacks or Jews.

• Reply •
Disproportionate representation of Jews in medicine is no longer true, it is an outdated cliche of mid 20th century America. The reason Jewish especially men have disappeared from the ranks of physicians can be told in 2 words: affirmative action. The last White American male physicians retired about 10 years ago. There are still some White male American physicians under the age of 80 around but they are few.

I have one but I had to be totally witchy with my insurance company about it. Engleman too keeps blathering about Jewish Drs. But Jews, especially men have been discriminated against in medical school admissions since Kaiser vs Weber and Griggs vs Duke Power in the early 1970's. The head of the EEOC at the time was a Jewish man and he ferociously enforced discrimination against White men including Jews; everywhere from the post office to medical school and every job and college program.

Facts are what I post in my comments.
What, exactly, do you add to this thread?

• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 4 hours ago
none of your business
I am in medical school, and I can assure you that Jews are still disproportionately represented in the field - as students, doctors, professors, etc.

• Reply •

XXX Bardon Kaldian • 10 hours ago
Geez, Judeophobes are as dumb as everywhere. I'm outta here ...
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XXX LACountyRedneck • 5 hours ago
  Bardon Kaldian
Goodbye, Gentilephobe. Run and hide with nothing to provide.

5
• Reply •

XXX JohnEngelman • 5 hours ago
  Bardon Kaldian
Don't leave. Your sanity is needed.

• Reply •

XXX LACountyRedneck • 5 hours ago
  JohnEngelman
You're pretty much on your own here, Johnny. Buck up.

5
• Reply •
Bardon Kaldian
You will find that most people in this world are idiots, regardless of which political faction they identify with.

The key is to decide which school is the correct one (IMO, this is racial realism) and seek out the intelligent members in its ranks.

• Reply •

Anon • 10 hours ago
Bad quality and tasteless article. Attempts to make parallels out of perpendiculars. Illogical references.


XXX none of your business • 10 hours ago
"Arab populations dominate Egypt and Iraq. These are the two areas where civilization originated"

More ignorant wikipedia research from Englemann. FYI Jewish genius, the populations of Sumeria, Mesopotamia and Egypt 6,000 years ago were no more Arab than I am. The Arabs came centuries later. Some trickled in before 650 AD, yes, AD, not CE, but most came with the Muslim conquest. King Herod was supposedly part Arab, that was the reason the Jews and early Christian Jews hated him so.

You are wrong about Arab ethnicity as well. It is true that some Arabs have mixed with black Africans just as too many White American men mixed with black women for too many years. But Arabs whose ancestors did not mix with blacks are still pure Arabs.

You are wrong when you claim that Arabs are some sort of Caucasian black mix. They are not.

They are an ethnic group within the Caucasian race.
The very first evidence of civilization i.e a city with paved roads, houses with furniture and a sewer system can be found in the Orkney Islands which is about as far one can get in NORTHWESTERN EUROPE without landing in Iceland. Most archeologists now think that civilization began in what is now Crimea/Ukraine and during the melting of the last ice age when the med broke into the black sea the area was flooded and the survivors went to Iraq and Syria and founded the sumerian mesopotamian civilizations.

Syria and founded the sumerian mesopotamian civilizations.

Suggestion I have made before. Why not just stop donating and posting until the monitors get rid of englemann? They got rid of Spartacus for telling the truth about the Russian communists who massacred tens of millions of Russian Christians.

8
• Reply •
XXX DenisetheCelt • 9 hours ago
  none of your business
Angle-mann is obviously a Gate Keeper Yid, donating plenty 'o shekels,

10
• Reply •
>>> none of your business • 8 hours ago
SoulInvictus Mike Conrad • 14 hours ago
Look through some of Taylor's videos online. Sooner or later you'll find the one I did where he basically states he's purposefully chosen not to tackle the issue.

I feel that White advocates should ignore the issue. But be aware. Don't accept jewish donations remember what happened to the Sierra Club and don't bring any jews on board as spokes persons of board members r
employees. Remember that the nazi leader who led the march in Skokie Ill was a Jew.

So I really, really wonder why this article was posted. It is obviously a hymn to jewish supremacy and conquest of palestinians including the Christians who were driven out.

(Christian zionists take note if you can put down the sex and violence sections of the OT and revelation).

Are American Whites supposed to identify with Israeli jews fighting off palestinians? As a Christian I identify more with the ancient Christian community of the middle east than I do with jews. As a nationalist I know who has advocated massive non White immigration to America. As a White person affected by affirmative action, school busing, high taxes to pay for the busing on and on and on I have nothing in common with the people who rammed in school busing, affirmative action and all the rest of the anti White laws that have been enacted by Judicial fiat in the last 70 years.

Affirmative action is not just being denied employment, promotion, college admission SBA loans or govt contracts because we are White. It also means, entire medical practices of woman physicians who refuse to xray a broken hip for 6 years. It means air traffic controllers hired on the basis of race who will be blathering away as your plane crashes. It means the insult of being searched by black and brown parolee TSA workers when traveling. It means nurses who forget to give you your medicine because they are blathering away. It means disfunction in every part of your life because affirmative action means hire the worst instead of the best or at least competent and trainable.

Once more, what does the latest Israel conflict have to do with White Americans fighting to survive our genocidal government?
Is Brett Stevens and American Indian? He looks like one; speaking of poorer and browner.

I hope none of this gets deleted. These comments have been a great education for myself and others.

Hey Englemann, most charts claim the average IQ in Israel is 94. Experts also claim that the average IQ of college grads BAs is 115. I personally do not consider 107 115 whatever you claim the average ashkenazi IQ to be as "high".

IQs of 120 and above are considered high.

"Pacifica -- Basically skinhead country -- WA, OR, ID, maybe western MT. Pacifica's problem will be that the USA will fight to retain it for access to the ocean."
Have you been to Washington or Oregon in the last 20 years? Go 15 miles in from the coast and you are in farm territory and the farmers have imported tens of thousands of primitive Indian Hispanics as cheap labor. Some towns in Wa are mostly Hispanic. Seattle and Portland, the biggest cities are run by lunatic fringe liberals who hate Whites. Seattle gets a new Black school superintendent every few years because they are so corrupt and incompetent but God forbid ultra liberal Seattle should ever hire a competent White superintendent. Both Seattle and Portland are awash with Black activist groups funded by the tax payer. The Portland public transit system has been terrorized by Blacks for years it is unsafe for Whites to use. Seattle has a large militant anti family/hetero/children gay male community. The neighborhood had a lot of gays when my sister and her husband moved in 20 years ago. The gay men would insult her calling her a breeder of useless mouths when she took the kids outside. To show you how crazy the Seattle gays are is their reaction to a dog leash law. Like many dog owners they were opposed. Their campaign slogan was: "We don't ask you to leash your children, don't ask us to leash our children, our dogs."

Seattle has a lot of Jews. Their latest anti White American effort is a strict gun control law. The new law proposed was proposed by a Jewish organization, all the Jewish organizations are behind it. An NRA rep fighting the new gun control law was called a nazi by the Jews pushing the gun control law. Seattle is pretty much owned by Microsoft. Bill Gates and everyone who works for him is ultra liberal.

Between the Indian Hispanics in the farm area, incompetent affirmative action blacks in govt jobs, hardcore leftists in Seattle and Portland with Microsoft's clout and money WA&OR are not the White homelands they could have been.

If you wanted WA&OR you would have to clear out every coastal White and inland Hispanic. I doubt the farmers would allow you to clear out their cheap labor. Microsoft is not going anywhere and Gates and Allen along with most of their employees are hard hard core lefties.
Most Seattle Whites absolutely worship Obama and think his wife is the loveliest first lady since Kennedy.

My solution is individual direct action.

3
• Reply •

>>> DaveMed • 4 hours ago
This thread is just embarrassing. I can't even verbally express how much of a disaster it is.
I feel bad for JT. This was a respectable website as recently as a year ago.
And I say this as a donor.

1
•

>>> LACountyRedneck • 7 hours ago
DaveMed
You can't express it along with anyone else, Dave. That's your problem. Where are all those thumbs up agreeing with you? Where is your support? You're sounding like another Engelman. Is that what you want?

3
•

>>> DaveMed • 7 hours ago
LACountyRedneck
I could easily toss out red meat to invite dozens of upvotes. But that's not what I'm interested in. I state my opinions exactly as they are, regardless of their popularity. The interesting thing is that my views probably align far more closely with JT's than the top-voted comments on this thread do.
By the way, the more level-headed posters were probably driven away by some of the comments here. I have certainly noticed some conspicuous absences. As far as sounding like Engelman: I disagree with him on a number of issues - for example, I take great issue with his characterization of Jews and Orientals as "biologically superior" to (non-Jewish) Whites. But I'm not going to disagree with him on every single issue just because doing so is fashionable.

1

⿿

LACountyRedneck • 7 hours ago

DaveMed

Level headed posters have been driven away from this site for a while now.

Instead of simply purchasing a few books now and then, I'd donate to the site if level headed posters would be allowed to speak their minds, such as in this thread.

Bashing gentiles here has been ok for a while now. Your comments may align far more closely with some folks, but not most race realists here re. Jewish involvement in our demise.

All we want to do here Dave is to stop what is happening to us. The negro is a relatively small problem, yet we get stories about them here daily. We could handle them in a short amount of time if they were the only issue.

Can't leave anything out.

2

⿿

LACountyRedneck • 7 hours ago

DaveMed

As I've posted in this very thread, Jews have played a larger-than-expected role in the destruction of Western societies.

That is fair game for discussion, and it's important that it be understood.
What is absurd is when you have ridiculous one-liners on the lines of "Karl Marx was Jewish - case closed." Not only do such posters demonstrate their ignorance of the concept of statistical significance, but they also display extremely limited intellectual capability.

I have also noticed a great deal of unsubstantiated (read: concocted) claims in this thread - particularly when it comes to "quotes" or historical "facts."

Finally, nobody on this thread has actually given any reasons for why or how Israel is unjustified in the steps it's taken. I see a lot of crocodile tears for the Palestinians and the sole reason given for this is: Jews.

---

>>> DenisetheCelt • 3 hours ago
This article is a real embarassment.

5

>>> SoulInvictus • 2 hours ago

  DenisetheCelt

Yup.
"Our dilemma in the United States is like that of Israel. The American remnant, a First World population, faces waves of Third World people claiming the right to live among us."
Yeah, why is it that we no longer have sensible policies to preserve cultural and national integrity... who played a pivotal role in undermining that again?
Oh wait, now I recall... and suddenly my sympathy for Israel's plight evaporates.
I believe you call those "Just Desserts".
Eat up.
That bitter aftertaste? That's just genetic and national oblivion, it'll pass.
By the way, most of the Jews are not ethnic Israelis – they’re “right of return” Jews from Russia and Ukraine and Moravia and South Africa and Brooklyn who came to Israel recently with the notion that they had an inviolable (God-given!) right to the land, and that “Arab” equates with “vermin” – straightforward old-school racism. That is the culture our taxes are defending. It’s like sending money to the Klan. The slaughter of 600,000 Jews by Hitler didn't bother the Jewish bankers at all but was necessary to increase the political power of Zionism so that the state of Israel could be established in Palestine. If the Muslims would ban together, they could tear Israel and Americans to pieces. What is being done to the Palestinians is much more than genocide; there is glee involved which is insanity.

DenisetheCelt
It does have an appeasement, revisionist bent, I agree. It's the wrong debate. The debate about the roots of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict should be moot. Fight your own stinking ancient blood feuds and leave the West out of it. That's the debate. Squabbling children. I don't spend any time at my neighbor's house settling marital disputes. Leave me out of it.

John Barleycorn
Good job on this article Brett Stevens, you hit the nail on it's head.
Brett Stevens trying to make me cry crocodile tears for the Semites of the East is not going to work. Their struggle is not like ours nor is it of no interest to me nor should it be to any member of European mankind. You do not need to believe that every Jew is part of some global ZOG conspiracy to extinguish our kind from the face of the Earth. But neither should you be ignorant or oblivious to how many Jews, a majority even, have tried for very long to undermine our kind and our civilization often with very good results as present day will no doubt tell you. It is a struggle of the races and Jews obviously do not look upon us as allies in this conflict of life, in fact we seem to be one of their bigger threats. They look upon us with much contempt. Keep that in mind, and thus be also cautious of them for they cannot be trusted.

I despise dual loyalty and the diaspora Jews have shown plenty of that. Whenever things get a bit too intense for them in Europe they will flee to their safe haven in Israel. In other words European land is expandable, Israel is not. Israel is allowed to throw out its invaders coming from the third world, Israel is allowed to erect a wall that makes the Berlin Wall look like a little wooden fence, and Israel is allowed to use DNA tests to see whether you are a Jew or not to determine who is allowed to immigrate. If any of these practices were to be implemented by a European country you can be sure that media would cry a new Nazi state is on the rise. yet media does not bat an eye when the Jewish state does so. If Jews were honest they would applaud similar policies by a European country, but they do not. Israel is if anything a true rogue state which runs its own race independent of international rules of conventions, and is like Jews not to be trusted.
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The following 23 comments by **Black Swan** were all marked as **SPAM** and did not appear in the **COMMENTS CLOSED** version.

---

**XXX Black Swan**
You replied to LACountyRedneck · 2 days ago **Marked as spam**
I’ve learned from commenting on anti-White sites that threads like this have a habit of being disappeared, usually overnight.

IOW, The silly anti-White posts remain and the great pro-White posts are deleted.

Copy the entire thread NOW if you wish to save it, I’ve lost too many of them in the past that I’ve wanted to go back to and re-read.

I’ll delete the anti-White posts from Lexnaut, DaveMed and Engelman

---

**XXX Black Swan**
You replied to none of your business · 2 days ago **Marked as spam**
Engelman believes Jews should be our masters because of their supposed high IQ.

Should Ashkenazi Jews be our masters because of their IQ?

No. **Richard Lynn**’s work has found that Ashkenazi Jews in Britain and the US have average IQ’s of 110.7 and 110.4 respectively.
Because Jews are such a small percentage of the population, there are far more European-Americans and native Brits with IQ’s above either 130 or 145.

At elite universities, on the basis of IQ, the ratio of non-Jewish Whites to Jews should be around 7 to 1 (IQ >130) or 4.5 to 1 (IQ > 145). Instead, the ratio is at most 1 to 1.

The only explanation is that Whites of European extraction are being systematically excluded and displaced to the point that they are now underrepresented in all the important areas of the elite compared to their percentage of the population.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to Bardon Kaldian · 2 days ago Marked as spam
The words of a man defeated.
You won’t be missed.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to JohnEngelman · 2 days ago Marked as spam
“He who knows nothing is closer to the truth than he whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors.” — Thomas Jefferson

Well, that sums up your position and every other anti-White on this thread.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to DenisetheCelt · 2 days ago Marked as spam
Jaybellis keeps calling for a moderator because he cannot refute the information being posted on this thread.
He’s cornered, defeated and desperate and his only way out and to save face is to call for a moderator.
I see this on anti-White threads all the time.
Insult and calling for a moderator are the last refuge of the defeated.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to Mike · 2 days ago Marked as spam
I demand that Israel tear down those walls and stop the forced deportation of poor, destitute African refugees! Who do they think they are? They need to learn that diversity and multiculturalism are strengths. Those Africans are just looking for a better life, come to work and want their piece of the Israeli pie.

Otherwise, they are haters, bigots and xenophobes.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to DenisetheCelt · 2 days ago Marked as spam
You really need to post here more often.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to jayvbellis · 2 days ago Marked as spam
You’re becoming hysterical.

Can you provide a quote from one of the comments here where the poster has expressed a desire to storm a Holocaust museum?

That is you projecting because you have no answers or debate points to the genocide being conducted against the White race by Jews.
All you have left is insult, the last refuge of the defeated.
When cornered or out of your league, call for a moderator to clean up the thread of Nazis.

Later, you’ll claim you defeated the Nazis and Skinheads on this thread. I’ve seen it happen so often that it’s become common with you useful idiots.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to jayvbellis · 2 days ago Marked as spam
I see no Jew hatred here, that is your OPINION about factual, well-written and well thought out posts.

You are calling for a moderator because you don’t like the truth of what we’re posting. Why are you carrying water for a group that clearly wants to hand our homelands over to 3rd world savages and genocide us off planet earth?

This is AR’s posting policy. Where does it say we can’t post information and facts about Jews?

“We welcome comments that add information or perspective, and we encourage polite debate. If you log in with a social media account, your comment should appear immediately. If you prefer to remain anonymous, you may comment as a guest, using a name and an e-mail address of convenience. Your comment will be moderated.”

XXX Black Swan
You replied to LACountyRedneck · 2 days ago Marked as spam
The upvotes on this thread show that people are finally awakening and understanding who is pushing the anti-white, genocidal agenda against us.
All evil movements have had useful idiots to do their bidding. When the time comes, they’ll be the first to get a bullet in the back of the head – either from their masters or from those they’ve vilified for their masters. Either way, they’re always the first to go. I won’t forget those who support the anti-White agenda that is designed to genocide us and I hope you won’t either.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to Long Live Dixie · 2 days ago Marked as spam
Here’s a couple of quotes from the Talmud about non-Jews and how Jews feel about us:
Only Jews are human. [Gentiles] are animals.  
(Baba Mezia 114a-114b)

For murder, whether of a Cuthean [Gentile] by a Cuthean, or of an Israelite by a Cuthean, punishment is incurred; but of a Cuthean by an Israelite, there is no death penalty.
(sanhedrin 57a.)

Even the best of the [Gentiles] should be killed.  
(Babylonian Talmud Abodah Zara 26b).

Gentile flesh is as the flesh of asses and whose issue is like the issue of horses.  
All Gentile children are animals 
(Yebamoth 98a)

Gentiles prefer sex with cows.  
(Abobah Zarah 22a-22b)

“Israeli civil law does not permit marriages between Jews and non-Jews within the state of Israel.” (Embassy of the US Tel Aviv, Israel).  
http://israel.usembassy.gov/co…
XXX Black Swan
You replied to SoulInvictus · 2 days ago Marked as spam
He’s already there! AR is listed as a “hate site” and JT as a Hate Monger by the SPLC. Heidi Bierich even went to bat to get JT fired as a translator for the state dept.

The AR conference was canceled two years in a row, after the hotels and hotel employees were threatened for hosting a “White supremacist conference.”

Jared Taylor has been physically attacked and stopped from speaking. Who do you think is behind all THAT?

XXX Black Swan
You replied to Mike Conrad · 2 days ago Marked as spam
I’ve never understood it. I just received the latest copy of TOQ (The Occidental Quarterly) which discusses the JQ, deals with it and is edited by Kevin MacDonald. Guess who wrote the first article?

If you said Jared Taylor, move to the front of the class. This is the second edition this year featuring one of JT’s essays.

Same deal over at IRH (Institute for Historical Review). Jared Taylor’s articles are featured there too. I’ve also see JT’s videos on TOO (The Occidental Observer).

Clearly he understands the JQ and closely deals with those who write about it extensively.

XXX Black Swan
We have gone over this with you repeatedly over many threads and several forums, yet you continue to insist that Jews didn’t make up the bulk of the Soviet Bolshevik.

I will cut and paste this again, from Quinn, originally posted December, 2013: “The Bolshevik Revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish planning and Jewish dissatisfaction. Our plan is to have a New World Order. What worked so wonderfully in Russia is going to become reality for the whole world.”

– The American Hebrew, September 10, 1920

Jews instigated, carried out and were responsible for the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia that ended in the deaths of 60 million Russian citizens before it was over.

“In the Bolshevik era, 52 percent of the membership of the Soviet communist party was Jewish, though Jews comprised only 1.8 percent of the total population”

– Stuart Kahan, The Wolf of the Kremlin, p. 81

“The Jewish Role in the Bolshevik Revolution and Russia’s Early Soviet Regime”
www.ihr.org/jhr/v14/v14n1p-4_Weber.html

“Although officially Jews have never made up more than five percent of the country’s total population, they played a highly disproportionate and probably decisive role in the infant Bolshevik regime, effectively dominating the Soviet government during its early years. The facts cannot be denied.”

“With the notable exception of Lenin (Vladimir Ulyanov), most of the leading Communists who took control of Russia in 1917-20 were Jews. Leon Trotsky (Lev Bronstein) headed the Red Army and, for a time, was
chief of Soviet foreign affairs. Yakov Sverdlov (Solomon) was both the Bolshevik party’s executive secretary and — as chairman of the Central Executive Committee — head of the Soviet government. Grigori Zinoviev (Radomyslsky) headed the Communist International (Comintern), the central agency for spreading revolution in foreign countries. Other prominent Jews included press commissar Karl Radek (Sobelsohn), foreign affairs commissar Maxim Litvinov (Wallach), Lev Kamenev (Rosenfeld) and Moisei Uritsky.”

“Lenin himself was of mostly Russian and Kalmuck ancestry, but he was also one-quarter Jewish.”

“Winston Churchill, for one, warned in an article published in the February 8, 1920, issue of the London Illustrated Sunday Herald that Bolshevism is a “worldwide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible equality.” The eminent British political leader and historian went on to write: “There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and in the actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international and for the most part atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception of Lenin, the majority of the leading figures are Jews.”

“You must understand. The leading Bolsheviks who took over Russia were not Russians. They hated Russians. They Hated Christians. Driven by ethnic hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians without a shred of human remorse...More of my countrymen suffered horrific crimes at their bloodstained hands than any people or nation ever suffered in the entirety of human history. It cannot be overstated. Bolshevism committed the greatest human slaughter of all time. The fact that most of the world is ignorant and uncaring about this enormous crime is proof that the global media is in the hands of its perpetrators.”
—Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn who himself suffered greatly in the Jewish-run Gulags, and who later won the Nobel Prize, stated these powerful words.

In “The Jewish Experience” (1996, p. 364), Jewish author Norman Cantor freely admits and proudly boasts of the Jewish cast that comprised the Bolshevik hierarchy in Russia, stating,[4]

“The Bolshevik Revolution and some of its aftermath represented, from one perspective, Jewish revenge. . . . During the heyday of the Cold War, American Jewish publicists spent a lot of time denying that—as 1930s anti-Semites claimed—Jews played a disproportionately important role in Soviet and world Communism. The truth is until the early 1950s Jews did play such a role, and there is nothing to be ashamed of. In time Jews will learn to take pride in the record of the Jewish Communists in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. It was a species of striking back.”

I can post this until AR goes out of business but you’ll still deny facts, hard data and empirical evidence no matter how many times it is presented to you.

You even claimed that Institute for Historical Review is a bogus organization. Why is it they publish Jared Taylor’s work, then? I will continue to cut and paste the same rebuttals because I cannot let your misinformation stand.

See more

XXX Black Swan
You replied to JohnEngelman · 2 days ago Marked as spam
You’re getting desperate, Engelman.

I see little support for your anti-White views here or justification for the actions of those who seek White genocide.

As Franklin writes, people, even here, are becoming aware despite your
lame excuses.

XXX **Black Swan**
You replied to Franklin_Ryckaert · 2 days ago *Marked as spam*
The upvotes on this thread prove that, from a site known for not allowing discussion of the JQ.

The lack of upvotes on the detractors’ threads (**DaveMed, Engelman**) show that people see through the excuses, rationalizations, justifications and outright lies.

There is neither justification, rationalization nor excuses for those who desire to genocide the White race.

XXX **Black Swan**
You replied to JohnEngelman · 2 days ago *Marked as spam*
Ha Ha! Good one. Innocent Jews have been expelled from 109 countries, all of it due to “jealousy,” from pathological, irrational haters according to you.
You are delusional.

XXX **Black Swan**
You replied to Franklin_Ryckaert · 2 days ago *Marked as spam*
He is a brain-dead bot repeating what his anti-White cult minders tell him to repeat, like one of Pavlov’s trained dogs.

Whites are inferior…bark bark bark!

What’s curious is why American Renaissance tolerates it, why they allow him to drive off their posters and waste bandwidth on his anti-White ramblings.
American Renaissance should take a lesson from Stormfront, Alternative Right and Daily Stormer. They had the good sense to ban Engelman.

Did you know Engelman was threatening posters on Alternative Right by finding out their IPs and handing them over to their employers? He gloated about it. If that’s not grounds for banning, I don’t know what is. THEY banned him.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to DenisetheCelt · 2 days ago Marked as spam
Good to see you here.
You are a true warrior for the preservation of Whites, understand who we are up against and I wish you posted here more often.
I welcome your posts and everyone here needs heed your warnings.

XXX Black Swan
You replied to JohnEngelman · 2 days ago Marked as spam
That is your warped OPINION. But then you are a psychopathic anti-White who supports the end of the White race.

Look closely.
You have

1. Massive immigration,
2. To white countries only
3. Border laws suspended/selectively enforced; Coupled with:
4. Forced integration
5. Racial preference to non-whites
6. Coerced tolerance
7. Socially engineered assimilation/genetic blending.
What is the end result of diversity? Genocide, White Genocide. How is this not White Genocide – forced immigration + forced tolerance + assimilation = end of White people?

**XXX Black Swan**
You replied to Sick of it · 2 days ago Marked as spam
Congratulations. You are by far the most clueless poster on the entire thread. You are giving support and encouragement to those who are conducting genocide against the White race.

**XXX Black Swan**
You replied to Guest · 2 days ago Marked as spam
I read the entire thread, did you?

Could you provide a couple of examples of posts that are “not grounded in reality?”

I saw well thought out, well-written, intelligent comments supported by facts, not opinion.

If you’d like to start debunking some of the comments here, go right ahead. Let’s see what you’ve got.
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